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Recent advances in sensing technologies, especially those for Microsensor Integrated Systems,
have led to several new commercial applications. Among these, low voltage and low power circuit
architectures are a focus of growing interest, being suitable for portable long battery life devices.
The aim is to improve the performances of actual interface circuits and systems, both in terms of
voltage mode and current mode, in order to overcome the potential problems due to technology scaling
and different technology integrations. Related problems, especially those concerning parasitics, lead to
a strong interest in interface design; particularly, analog front-end and novel and smart architecture
must be explored and tested, both at simulation and prototype level. Moreover, the growing
demand for autonomous systems is more difficult to meet in the interface design due to the need
for energy-aware cost-effective circuit interfaces integration and, where possible, energy harvesting
solutions. The objective of this Special Issue has been to explore the potential solutions to overcome
actual limitations in sensor interface circuits and systems, especially those for low voltage and low
power Microsensor Integrated Systems. The present Special Issue presents and highlights the advances
and the latest novel and emergent results on this topic, showing best practices, implementations,
and applications.
There are 10 papers published in this Special Issue, covering micromachined sensors interfacing
circuits [1–4], techniques for sensor interrogation and conditioning circuits [5–7], and sensors and
systems design [8–10].
In particular, Malcovati et al. presented an overview of MEMS microphones evolution interfacing
based on actual design examples, focusing on the latest cutting-edge solutions [1]. Kim et al.
proposed a reconfigurable sensor analog front-end using low-noise chopper-stabilized delta-sigma
capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) for capacitive microsensors [2]. Qiao et al. addressed an
alternative to capacitive MEMS accelerometers interface circuits, conventionally based on charge-based
approaches, based on frequency-based readout techniques that have demonstrated they have some
unique advantages [3]. Pantoli et al. proposed a novel interface circuits for micromachined silicon
photomultipliers based on a second-generation voltage conveyor as an active element, performing as a
transimpedance amplifier [4]. On the interrogation and conditioning circuits side, Hu et al., in order to
match the high output impedance of Tribo-electric-Nano-generator (TENG) and increase the output
power, presented an adaptable interface conditioning circuit, which is composed of an impedance
matching circuit, a synchronous rectifier bridge, a control circuit, and an energy storage device [5].
D’Amico et al. presented the study of useful electrical properties of directly coupled L–C cells forming
a discrete ladder network (L–C L.N.) to be applied to the sensor field up to be applied on a large scale
down to micrometric dimensions in agreement with the technologic ability to shrink the capacitive
sensor dimensions [6]. Demori et al. proposed an interrogation techniques and interface circuits
for coil-coupled passive sensors: the interrogation of sensor units is based on resonance, denoted as
resonant sensor units, in which the readout signals are the resonant frequency and, possibly, the quality
factor [7]. On the sensors and systems design, Wei and Bao presented a low power, energy-efficient
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precision CMOS temperature sensor based on bipolar junction transistors and a pre-bias circuit and
bipolar core [8]. Wu et al. presented an A variable-gain chopper-stabilized instrumentation amplifier
(chopper IA), which employs a low pass filter (LPF) to attenuate the up-converted noise at the chopping
frequency for micromachined sensors applications [9]. Liu et al. presented a review of recent progress
in the rapid sintering of nanosilver pastes: preparation of nanosilver particles and pastes, mechanisms
of nanopastes sintering, and different rapid sintering processes were discussed [10].
The guest Editors would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors for submitting
their papers to this special issue and also want to thank all the reviewers for dedicating their time and
helping to improve the quality of the submitted papers.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: In this manuscript, the authors propose a novel interface for silicon photomultipliers based
on a second-generation voltage conveyor as an active element, performing as a transimpedance
amplifier. Due to the absence of internal feedback, this solution offers a static bandwidth regardless
of the tunable gain level. The simulation results have shown good performances, confirming the
possibility of the proposed interface being effectively used in different scenarios. A preliminary hybrid
solution has also been developed using second-generation current conveyors and measurements
conducted on an equivalent discrete-elements board, which is promising.
Keywords: silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs); analog interfacing; second-generation voltage conveyor
(VCII) interfaces; second-generation current conveyor (CCII) interfaces; integrated circuits
1. Introduction
Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) are becoming a highly attractive alternative to traditional
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) because they are an affordable solution, able to combine high sensitivity
and detection capabilities towards low-emission phenomena, together with advantages relative to the
use of integrated sensors and circuits. In addition, they have a compact and robust structure, which
also makes them suitable for portable applications considering the low-power consumption of the
integrated solutions. A variety of SiPMs have been developed and made commercially available in
order to satisfy several applications [1,2]. Given that the SiPM is based on the use of single photon
avalanche diodes (SPADs), performance can be defined and changed in terms of sensitivity, resolution,
response time and driving capability [3–6]. A fast output allows, for instance, the sensor to resolve
high-repetition, fast pulses. In other words, a wider active area enhances the detection capability as
more SPADs detect photons identically and independently. In general, the SiPMs characteristics are
mainly dependent on technology and the physical architecture of the sensor, while, on the other hand,
the achievable performance of the SiPM stresses the subsequent electronic circuits that are responsible
for the detection and identification of the photons.
In recent years, a great effort has been devoted to the definition of new circuital solutions for
the design of suitable sensor interfaces for SiPMs. These sensors demand strict performance from
the electronics, in particular those which concern the response time, the resolution, and the driving
capability. This means that an agile electronic interface with a large bandwidth, low noise performance
and a low input impedance is desirable in order to take advantage of the use of photomultipliers.
In the literature, many solutions have already been presented [7–14]. A typical choice in particle
physics design consists of the use of voltage-mode amplifiers with feedback networks, which are
useful for decreasing both the input impedance and noise contribution. In general, a current-mode
design approach is usually discouraged because it is useful to provide a higher speed with respect to
voltage-mode solutions but also higher noise performance in experiments. Recently, a mixed-mode
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solution has also been presented by the same authors [15], which represented a good compromise
between the achievable performances and also demonstrated a capability to be used with fast SiPMs.
In this paper, this design approach has been further investigated. It is based on a
second-generation voltage conveyor (VCII) [16,17] that is able to drive very large input capacitive
loads as usually happens with large SiPMs or SiPMs arrays, providing a fast response. This solution is
further explored here, demonstrating even better performance and its capacity to be used for practical
applications in realizing a compact integrated interface. A major point of novelty presented here, is that
this voltage-current approach offers variable gain without affecting the bandwidth of the interface
circuit differently from other, already published solutions.
In addition, a preliminary prototype board has also been developed with commercial components,
for the purpose of testing the proposed design approach. It makes use of the AD844 operational
amplifiers from Analog Devices (Norwood, MA, USA) adopted to develop current conveyors [18,19].
The unique advantage of the integrated solution, apart from the novel electronic scheme, is the absence
of an internal feedback. This offers a static bandwidth regardless of the tunable gain level, together
with very low voltage, and therefore, portable operation capability. This is generally true for most
integrated circuit (IC) solutions accomplished by low voltage and low power battery operation and also
therefore, portable capability. The Hamamatsu S13360 series SiPM characteristics have been considered
for simulations and to emulate the sensors current peaks during our test sessions. The results have
clearly shown that even if performance of the hybrid solution cannot be compared to those of the
integrated interface simulated with a standard 0.35 um complementary metal–oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) technology process from AMS Foundry, the discrete version is able to provide a good response
with a reasonable delay time, given the multi-peak input signal simulating multiple-photon detection.
2. CMOS Integrable Solution
The equivalent block diagram of a generic VCII is reported in Figure 1, where parasitic components
have also been included and highlighted in the dashed areas. As evident, a VCII is a three-port device
which exploits the dual concept of the better known second-generation current conveyor (CCII). The

































Figure 1. Second-generation voltage conveyor (VCII) equivalent representation. Dashed boxes
highlight the parasitic components at each terminal.
Analyzing Equation (1), α is the voltage gain between X input and Z output, which according to
the CCII parallelism, should be designed as close to unity as possible. β is the current gain between Y
input and X output and similarly to α, it should be designed as equal to unity. Moreover, based on the
4
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Y–X current senses, we can have a VCII+ (if both the currents are pointing inwards or outwards) or a
VCII− (if currents are pointing in opposite directions). The parameters ry, Ly, rx, Cx, rz and Lz are the
parasitic impedances related to each terminal. They should ideally be equal to zero except for rx, which
should be equal to infinity. Given these considerations, we can simplify Equation (1) to Equation (2):
Ix = ±βIy, Vz = αVx, Vy = 0 (2)
We can then conclude that the X terminal can be considered as a current output and hence,
it should ideally have an infinite input impedance. The Y terminal is a current input and therefore it
should be designed with zero input impedance, similarly to the Z terminal, which on the other hand
can be considered as a voltage output. The main VCII+ building block used in the SiPM interface
is shown in Figure 2. The transistor dimensions are reported in the same schematic. Its design was
created using a standard Austria micro systems (AMS) 350 nm CMOS technology with a supply
voltage of ±1.65 V. As highlighted, it consists of a current buffer and a voltage buffer. In particular,
Mc4, Min1,2, and Mc1,2 employ a gain boosted common gate amplifier, which together with the current
mirror Mc3,4, conveys the Y input current to the X node, implementing the Ix = βIy relationship. On the
other hand, Mv2,3 forms a flipped-voltage-follower buffer, mirroring the X input voltage (suitably
shifted by Mv1) to the Z node (Vz = αVx).
Figure 3 shows the simulated terminal impedances. As evident, the X, Y, and Z nodes
demonstrated a resistive behavior with a wide bandwidth and a value of 800 kΩ, 49 Ω, and
79 Ω, respectively. Figure 4 shows the α and β parameter trends in the frequency domain. Again,
we can see an almost unitary value for both of them with a bandwidth greater than 100 MHz and
10 MHz, respectively.
The actual SiPM interface is shown in Figure 5. As mentioned in the introduction, we considered
the equivalent electrical characteristics of the Hamamatsu S13360 series SiPM (Hamamatsu Photonics,
Hamamatsu, Japan). They are multi-pixel photon counters, specially made for precision measurements
such as flow cytometry, DNA sequencing, laser microscopy, and fluorescence measurements.
The Hamamatsu S13360-3025CS was used as a reference for our design. It has 14,400 pixels and
an effective photosensitive area of 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm, with an equivalent parasitic capacitance of 320 pF.
For bandwidth performance evaluation, we measured the capacitance range of the Hamamatsu S13360
family, which was 60–1280 pF. All of these parameters contributed to the definition of the equivalent
input signal used for both the simulations and measurements. From the circuit front-end point of view,
one of the most important SiPM parameters was the equivalent total parasitic capacitance, as observed
at the output terminals of the photomultiplier array. This affects the bandwidth, and thus the time
response of the front-end circuit. Particular attention must therefore be paid to the design of the input
stage. In addition, because the considered current peaks are quite low in amplitude, the circuit should
be designed so as to have a very low noise feature. The equivalent model of a single SiPM which
has suitable regard for these design constraints is shown in Figure 5a. As can be seen, the core of the
multiplier is composed of a current source and a ‘diode capacitance’ emulating the behavior of the
single photon avalanche diode (SPAD). To allow the device to shut down after an event, a quenching
resistor was added in series with the SPAD. Finally, a parallel capacitor Cp_N was placed to account for
the total single-core parasitics. The SiPM was then obtained as an array of N repetitions of this basic
structure. A switch (see Figure 5b) was also added in series with the SiPM in order to be able to decide
the exact time of an occurrence. The actual interface is shown in Figure 5b. It consists of a single VCII
performing as a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The photomultiplier (or array of photomultipliers)
output is connected to the Y terminal. By analyzing the X terminal and using the first relationship of
Equation (1), we can write:
Vx = IxRgain ≈ ±βIinRgain (3)
5
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Knowing that Vz = αVx = Vout we can conclude that:
Vout = αVx ≈ ±αβRgain Iin ≈ Rgain Iin (4)
The main results of the simulation conducted on the transimpedance amplifier are reported
in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows the transfer function of the amplifier, which confirms Equation (4).
By varying the gain resistor it is possible to achieve a transimpedance gain of up to 90 dB while
keeping noise levels almost constant, as shown in Figure 6b.














|Zx | |Zy | |Zz|
1.E+00 1.E+01 1.E+02 1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06 1.E+07 1.E+08 1.E+091.E-01
Figure 3. VCII impedances vs. frequency behavior.
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Figure 5. (a) Silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) equivalent model; (b) the proposed VCII-based SiPM
array interface where Cpar_i = Σ Cp_N.
The gain limitation resides in the value of the gain resistor. It has to remain well below the VCII X
node input resistance in order for Equation (4) to be valid. A remarkable behavior of the VCII that we
present is the fact that increasing the gain does not affect the output bandwidth. This is because the
transfer function zero crossing frequency varies according to the gain level.
7
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The response of the interface to the SiPM output was obtained by emulating the photomultiplier
current pulse in response to one or more photons hitting its surface. The results are shown in Figure 7.
As can be seen, the TIA can detect a short series of pulses effectively converting them into voltage
pulses. From the same figure it is also clear that the interfacing circuit is able to detect situations where
multiple photons hit a SiPM or when different photons hit different SiPMs at the same time in a SiPM
array, without saturating its output (i.e., while still being capable of ‘counting’ the number of photons





















































Figure 6. (a) Transimpedance amplifier (TIA) transfer function at different gain levels; (b) TIA output
































Figure 7. Time domain response of the interface to a train of SiPM current pulses at different
amplitude levels.
Figure 8 shows an ensemble of different working conditions. Figure 8a confirms the feasibility for
the interface to be used with an array of photomultipliers, as its output voltage is not critically distorted
8
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by variations in the SiPMs parasitic capacitance. Figure 8b shows the temperature variations of the
interface output voltage, whereby differences from −10 ◦C to 80 ◦C are negligible, making the interface
suitable to work in different environments. Figure 8c shows the same TIA output magnitude at
different capacitive load levels; from 1 pF to 6 pF. Again, we can see minimal differences, meaning that
the interface output stage is capable of driving further processing stages, as well as being connected
directly to a chip output pad. Figure 8d shows that the interface output does not vary for a ±5%
supply voltage variation, reinforcing what was previously stated about the versatility of our proposal.
Finally, statistical (corner) simulations considering the utilized CMOS technology parameters were
also performed, showing a 10% variation in the performances in terms of amplitude reproductivity,
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Vout @ Cload = 1pF Vout @ Cload = 3pF
















3.3V - 5% 3.3V 3.3V + 5%
Figure 8. (a) Time domain output voltage for different parasitic capacitances, simulating the interface
to be used with an array of SiPMs; (b) interface output voltage variations at different temperatures;
(c) interface output voltage for three different capacitive loads connected to the VCII Z node;
(d) interface output voltage for ±5% supply voltage variations.
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3. Hybrid Solution, Simulations and Test
Since the VCII is not available as a commercial component, the proposed design approach
has been tested with a preliminary hybrid prototype by using high speed monolithic operational
amplifiers (OP-AMPs)—the AD844 from Analog Device (Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA, USA),
and implementing a voltage buffer and current buffer. In References [18,19] it has been demonstrated
that this OP-AMP can be successfully applied to create a CCII in practical applications and so it can be
adopted to obtain a transimpedance gain as in the integrated solution, already proposed in Section 2.
In Figure 9, a simplified schematic of the discrete interface is reported. Two AD844 were used. The first
one is devoted to the current-to-voltage conversion, while the second one is used as a traditional
operational amplifier, taking advantage of the high slew rate provided by this component.
The SiPM source is simulated with a self-defined exponential current source with a very large
parallel capacitor simulating the output capacitive load provided by the sensors. The output of the
first stage is received on the output current terminal of the AD844 and it is connected to the input
stage of the following OP-AMP, which can be used to create an inverting or non-inverting gain stage
without significantly affecting the overall performance.
In order to investigate the performance that can be achieved with this simple architecture, a current
pulse with an amplitude of 16 μA and a duration up to the minimum value of 30 ns was used as
the input source. Figure 10 clearly shows that the proposed solution, even considering fast SiPM
signals, is able to preserve almost the same shape factor of the input current pulse, with a minimum
























Figure 9. Simplified schematic of the discrete interface.
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Figure 10. Simulation results on the prototype board: input current and output voltage of the
discrete interface.
A prototype board was also fabricated on a low-losses perfboard FR4 substrate with our facilities.
In Figure 11a, the final hybrid prototype board is presented. The input signal was generated with
the Keysight 33600A (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) signal generator in order to have
a fully characterized input source, which is useful to analyze the circuit behavior. The board has
been tested in several conditions and both time and frequency domain measurements have been
performed. Examples of the test bench are shown in Figure 11b,c. In the time domain, a single current
pulse with different amplitudes and durations, followed by a multi-pulse signal of both fixed and
variable amplitudes, was considered in order to evaluate the circuit performance with respect to an
agile, time-varying incoming signal. A couple of examples are reported in Figures 12 and 13. In detail,
Figure 12 shows the measured output signal of the described interface when a periodic input signal is
applied, consisting of a pulse train with fixed amplitude and duration while in Figure 13, the input
pulse train shows variable amplitude. It is important to notice that in both cases the designed interface
is able to track any changes of amplitude or repetition time with a small delay time but without
significantly affecting the shape of the output pulse, even when considering very short input pulses
with a minimum duration of 30 ns. Some results in the frequency domain are also reported in Figure 14.
The AC voltage transfer function of the proposed circuit was measured with the Keysight N9915A
FieldFox Microwave Analyzer (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). The measured results
demonstrate the very large bandwidth that can be achieved with the proposed solution. The analysis
was carried out for different values of the input resistance R1, and the results are congruent with
the expected behavior. The voltage gain decreased for the largest values of R1, meaning that the
transimpedance gain increased accordingly, as expected from Equation (4).
11
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Figure 12. Multi-pulse input signal (continuous line) and measured output response (dotted line) of
the discrete interface.
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Figure 13. Multi-pulse variable input signal (continuous line) and measured output response
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Figure 14. Measured voltage transfer function for different values of the input resistance R1.
4. Conclusions
In this manuscript a novel interface for SiPMs is proposed and addressed with circuitry details.
The proposed solution used a transimpedance amplifier in order to convert the incoming current pulses
from the SiPMs into corresponding voltage pulses by means of a VCII. This design approach has shown
promising results, offering a compact and integrated solution in CMOS technology. A preliminary
hybrid solution was also developed and evaluated using AD844 components (Analog Devices),
14
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OP-AMPs suitable for implementing CCIIs. The results have demonstrated the feasibility of the
proposed solution.
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Abstract: Interface circuits for capacitive MEMS accelerometers are conventionally based on
charge-based approaches. A promising alternative to these is provided by frequency-based readout
techniques that have some unique advantages as well as a few challenges associated with them.
This paper addresses these techniques and presents a derivation of the fundamental resolution limits
that are imposed on them by phase noise. Starting with an overview of basic operating principles,
associated properties and challenges, the discussions then focus on the fundamental trade-offs between
noise, power dissipation and signal bandwidth (BW) for the LC-oscillator-based frequency readout and
for the conventional charge-based switched-capacitor (SC) readout. Closed-form analytical formulas
are derived to facilitate a fair comparison between the two approaches. Benchmarking results indicate
that, with the same bandwidth requirement, charge-based readout circuits are more suitable when
optimizing for noise performance, while there is still some room for frequency-based techniques when
optimizing for power consumption, especially when flicker phase noise can be mitigated.
Keywords: oscillator; frequency; interface; readout; MEMS; capacitive; accelerometer; noise;
power; bandwidth
1. Introduction
MEMS accelerometers have found their way into various applications, ranging from consumer,
automotive, industrial to biomedical [1–3]. The alluring prospect of Internet of Things and Services
(IoTs) is expected to enable a huge growth of MEMS accelerometer’s applications [3], thereby also
requiring more stringent specifications on accuracy, power consumption (P) and bandwidth (BW).
Close cooperation and co-optimization between MEMS sensors and interface circuits are always
necessary and desired to achieve low-power performance for a specific accuracy and dynamic range.
In general, an accelerometer’s accuracy is limited by both linearity and noise. This results in
a dynamic range that is given by the ratio of the smallest detectable signal set by noise, and the largest
usable signal set by the system’s linearity, including clipping. Improving the linearity can be achieved
in many ways, for example by using force feedback [4], or by postprocessing the data. These measures
usually do not dominate the power consumption in high accuracy systems, as is similarly the case in
conventional analog circuitry. Therefore, this paper focuses on the lower end of the dynamic range,
which is where the noise and bandwidth requirements determine the power consumption.
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Among the different kinds of transduction mechanisms, such as piezo-resistive, electromagnetic,
thermal, resonant and so on, capacitive MEMS accelerometers have been widely used due to
their combined advantages of high-sensitivity, good compatibility with IC technology, low cost,
relatively simple structure, high reliability, low temperature sensitivity and low-power potential [1].
The basic architecture of a capacitive accelerometer consists of a proof mass suspended via
mechanical springs and capacitors that act as sensor elements. Acceleration induces a displacement
Δx of the proof mass and thereby yields a capacitance change ΔC(Δx) that can be detected by readout
circuits. For these capacitive MEMS accelerometers, the main task of the interface circuits is to measure
the capacitance change ΔC accurately. From a physical point of view, ΔC can be measured by means of
detecting a change of current, voltage, charge or frequency. A good deal of literature has been published
on voltage, current and charge-based interface techniques [5–16]. In particular, the switched-capacitor
(SC) charge-based method is commonly applied to the capacitive MEMS accelerometers [7–16] and
a noise floor as low as 200 ng/
√
Hz is already reported in [16]. Systems using this method typically
collect a charge imbalance from a capacitive bridge onto a set of integration capacitors and use
a switching scheme to implement correlated double sampling to effectively suppress flicker noise.
Frequency-based interface techniques can be found in a large variety of sensor readout systems,
such as microwave chemical sensors [17,18], dielectric spectroscopy [19,20], Wheatstone-bridge
resistive sensors [21,22], eddy-current sensors [23], magnetic sensors [24], and so forth. In the context of
MEMS accelerometers, frequency-based methods can be realized using either mechanical or electrical
resonators. For electrically resonating readout circuitry using capacitive MEMS accelerometers,
the information of ΔC(x) is transformed to a frequency difference (Δ f (x)) by employing oscillators in
which a capacitance (partly) sets the oscillation frequency. These types of oscillators include relaxation
oscillators, ring oscillators and LC oscillators, etc.
Compared to other approaches, intuitively, continuous-time frequency-based readout circuits
(like ring oscillators and LC oscillators) have a number of advantages compared to conventional
charge-based SC readout circuitry. Firstly, continuous-time frequency-based readouts avoid
noise folding that is associated with SC charge-based readouts, and avoid the necessity of
power-hungry high-gain low-noise operational amplifiers in current-based and voltage-based
techniques. Consequently, frequency-based readouts may appear to have the potential to achieve
low-noise low-power performance. Secondly, frequency-based readouts are less sensitive to MEMS
mismatch and circuit offset. Mismatch and offset in SC based readouts can easily overload the
amplifiers because of the high gain used to get good resolution. Both usually must be mitigated by
non-trivial efforts such as calibration [6], trimming [9], and electrostatic spring constant modulation [14].
In contrast, frequency based readouts will show just a static, possibly large, frequency shift, which
does not need to result in overload or clipping. Thirdly, the quasi-digital output and the possibility of
using a digital-intensive circuit implementation offer the chance to be compatible with low supply
voltages in advanced CMOS technologies.
There are unique properties and challenges for frequency-based sensor readout systems in
general. Some of these have been addressed in literature [24–29]. For example, Reference [25]
gives a general discussion about time-based circuits. The works in [26–29] mainly focus on the
topic of ring-oscillator-based sensor interfaces. However, LC oscillators can typically achieve better
performance in terms of the phase noise and jitter for a given power budget [30–33]. Some analysis
results about LC-oscillator-based magnetic sensors have been shown in [24].
This paper discusses frequency-based interface circuits using LC oscillators for capacitive MEMS
accelerometers. Before going to the detailed analyses, Section 2 presents an overview of basic operating
principles, properties and challenges for frequency-based capacitive MEMS accelerometer readout
approaches. Next, in order to compare the frequency-based readout to conventional switched-capacitor
(SC) charge-based techniques, closed-form analytical formulas including noise, power and BW are
derived in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 provides the comparison results. Finally, the most important
findings are summarized in Section 6.
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2. Basic Operating Principles, Properties and Challenges of Frequency-Based Interface Circuits
2.1. Sensor-Controlled Oscillators
Electronic oscillators can be built using a number of different approaches [25,31]. Theoretically,
replacing any capacitor in electronic oscillators by a capacitance sensor yields a sensor-controlled
oscillator whose frequency depends on the sensed signal. Figure 1 shows three main types of these:
a relaxation-oscillator type (Figure 1a) [4,34–39], a ring-oscillator type (Figure 1b) [19,26–29] and an
LC oscillator type (Figure 1c) [17,18,40,41]. In these, the information measured from the sensors
is transformed to frequency and then it is further digitized by simple counters [19,29,34,39,41],
time-to-digital converters (TDC) [26,37,38] or by the combination of frequency-to-voltage converters
(F2Vs) and normal analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [17,18,27,28,35,36,40].
In the relaxation-oscillator type of capacitive MEMS readout circuits as shown in Figure 1a,
the frequency is related to the charge/discharge current (Ic), hysteresis voltages (VH and VL) and
MEMS capacitors (CM) as:
f =
Ic
2(VH − VL)CM (1)
Similarly, the frequency of ring-oscillator type sensor-controlled oscillators, shown in Figure 1b,









where R is the output resistance of the inverters, CM is the MEMS capacitor and Cload is the loading
capacitor. When CM  Cload or CM  Cload, its operating principle actually shifts to that of
a relaxation oscillator.
In frequency-based MEMS readouts, the signal noise floor is ultimately determined by the phase
noise and jitter of the oscillator. An important parameter in any oscillator is its quality factor Q,
which corresponds to (2π times) the ratio of energy stored in the resonator and energy loss per cycle.
It appears that the phase noise/jitter performance of oscillators is related to the Q of the oscillator,
where a higher Q results in a lower phase noise, at a constant power budget.
As derived in e.g., [30–33], the phase noise/jitter performance of LC oscillators is typically much
better than that of relaxation oscillators and ring oscillators, for the same power budget, due to their
high Q. An in-depth analysis of the power-accuracy-bandwidth trade-offs is shown in Section 3.
It follows that, for the same power budget, the LC oscillator outperforms the relaxation oscillator and
ring oscillator, for frequency-based MEMS readout. For this reason, the remainder of the discussions
on frequency-based MEMS readout techniques assumes LC-type oscillators. See, e.g., Figure 1c for an







Assuming CM(acc) = C0 + Cp ± ΔC(acc) and C0  ΔC(acc) (i.e., for relatively small
displacement), where C0 is the static capacitance without input acceleration (acc), Cp is the parasitic
capacitance and ±ΔC(acc) is the change of capacitance induced by acc, the relationship between
±ΔC(acc) and f in first order is:
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Figure 1. Examples of MEMS controlled oscillators: (a) a relaxation-oscillator type [38], (b) a ring-
oscillator type [26], (c) an LC oscillator type, and (d) a mechanical resonator and its electrical equivalent
model [42,43], where CM denotes the changeable MEMS capacitor controlled by external acceleration acc.
2.1.1. MEMS Resonators vs. LC Oscillators
It is instructive to compare electrical LC oscillators to MEMS resonators (see Figure 1d).
Mechanical resonators typically can achieve much higher quality factors than electrical LC oscillators.
However, the frequency excursions (Δ f (acc)) of a MEMS resonant accelerometer,















are limited due to the typically small mechanical resonance frequencies, f0,r [42,43]. In this equation,
E is Young’s modulus, I is the 2nd moment of area, L is the beam length, N(acc) is the axial force
induced by input acceleration acc on the beam and αr is a coefficient that depends on the boundary
conditions [42,43].
2.1.2. Signal Bandwidth vs. Oscillation Frequency Deviations
The acceleration signal information is translated into a shift in the oscillation frequency. To get
this frequency-domain signal into e.g., digital data, some kinds of frequency analysis must be done.
Fundamentally, to resolve a frequency difference Δ f , the observation window in the time domain
should be of the order of 1/Δ f . This means that detecting small frequency excursions requires
a relatively long time (see e.g., [44]). This also implies that the mechanical resonator is not suitable
to detect signals with a relatively large signal BW at high resolutions (i.e., at also relatively small
frequency deviations). In contrast, electrical LC oscillators can operate at much higher (GHz range)
oscillating frequencies, and then relatively small frequency excursions—related to the oscillation
frequency itself—may still be sufficiently large for high accuracy across a sufficiently large signal BW.
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For this reason, the remainder of this paper focuses on electrically resonating frequency-based
readout systems.
2.2. Closed-Loop Operations of Sensor-Controlled Oscillators
Apart from open-loop applications of sensor-controlled oscillators, there are also two kinds of
closed-loop operations for frequency-based MEMS readout: force balance [4,35,38] and phase-locked
loop (PLL) [17–19,36]. As shown in Figure 2a for the first option, the output information is converted
to force and then fed back to balance the displacement due to input acceleration (acc). Thereby,
the linearity of the readout system is now determined by the data-to-force transfer, which is usually
more well behaved than the open loop behavior in Equation (4). However, similar to the situation
in any closed-loop amplifier [45], the noise requirement for the front-end oscillator is not relaxed,
meaning that the power consumption will still be dominated by the readout front-end.
A sensor-controlled oscillator can also be embedded into a PLL, as illustrated in Figure 2b.
In this kind of architecture, the output frequency is locked to a multiple of reference frequency
( fre f ) with the help of a varactor (inside OSC), divider (÷N), phase frequency detector (PFD),
charge pump (CP) and low-pass loop filter (LF). Accordingly, the sensor information is converted
to the control voltage (V) of the oscillator, which is quantized by an ADC. The overall linearity
is a mix of the relation from acceleration to frequency of the MEMS-controlled oscillator and of
the voltage-to-frequency relation of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). One of the benefits
of using PLLs is that temperature-dependent and supply-dependent variations can be mitigated,
especially for relaxation and ring oscillators [36]. In addition, in some microwave sensing applications,
the PLL stabilizes the oscillator frequencies so that the sensor properties may be characterized
more precisely [17–19]. Note that even though PLLs are considered as the circuit topologies by
which the noise from VCOs are high-pass filtered and thereby produce accurate frequency outputs,
embedding sensor-controlled oscillators into PLLs results in a readout noise penalty. This is because
the transfer function from noise of sensor-controlled oscillators, i.e., noisy frequency to output voltage
is not a high-pass filter and the reference frequency does not reduce the in-band noise. Instead,
additional noise is introduced from the divider and PFD/CP [46].
In summary, closed-loop operations of frequency-based readout for capacitive MEMS
accelerometers may be able to provide some advantages regarding linearity, but do not improve
noise performance. Therefore, this paper will only focus on the noise analysis of free-running
sensor-controlled oscillating circuits (see Section 3).
Figure 2. Closed-loop operations of sensor-controlled oscillators: (a) force balance; (b) PLL.
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2.3. Other Properties and Challenges of Frequency-Based Techniques
2.3.1. Tolerance to Offset and Mismatch
In conventional high-gain interface circuits, like SC charge sensing amplifiers (CSAs), the amplifier
offset and any capacitance mismatches may saturate the output voltages even if the standard remedy
techniques [47], such as correlated double sampling (CDS) and chopper stabilization (CHS), are applied.
In contrast to this, for frequency-based readouts, offset and mismatch are easily absorbed into a constant
frequency offset, which usually is not a problem.
2.3.2. Frequency Pulling Problem
Two sensor-based oscillators may be used in frequency-based readouts. In that case, either one
of them behaves as the reference frequency generator or the two work in a "differential" mode if the
sensor has differentially changing capacitors. Two free-running oscillators will experience undesirable
mutual pulling due to the coupling through the supply, substrate, package and mutual inductance
between two oscillator inductors [48,49]. As the basic principle of frequency-based readout is to
detect a frequency difference, it might be disastrous for the two oscillators to undergo frequency
mutual pulling.
This effect can be mitigated by distancing the two inductors, by designing 8-shaped inductors,
by using separate supply regulators [49] or by time-interleaved operation of the two oscillators [24].
In addition, the issue of frequency mutual pulling is significantly alleviated if the difference between
the initial oscillating frequencies is sufficiently large [49]. In this regard, a constant frequency offset as
discussed above is beneficial.
2.3.3. Proof Mass Connection in Micromechanical LC oscillators
As shown in Figure 3, when the proof mass consists of a conductive material, the proof
mass connection is inevitably shared when a capacitive MEMS accelerometer is connected to two
cross-coupled LC oscillators. This may induce or enhance frequency pulling (see Section 2.3.2),
which can be reduced by electrical isolation. Using a multi-layered technology allows for electrically
separating different parts of the proof mass, with the drawback of complicating device fabrication.
For example, if the MEMS is fabricated out of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and the handle layer is
designed as the part of proof-mass, then electrical separation can be achieved by splitting the device
layer while keeping the mechanical connection via the handle layer [50,51], illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 3. Illustration of proof mass connection in micromechanical LC oscillators.
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Figure 4. Electrical separation of MEMS proof mass: (a) top view; (b) cross-section of (a) at AA′.
2.3.4. Q Factor Issues for MEMS-Controlled Oscillators
The Q factor of an LC tank is determined by the parasitic resistances of both the inductor and
the capacitor. Typically, the parasitic resistance of an electrical inductor is much larger than that of
an electrical capacitor. However, due to the usually long and high-resistance connections of MEMS
capacitors, their parasitic resistances might be larger than inductors and thus dominate the Q factors in
MEMS-controlled oscillators. The detailed effect of Q factor on noise will be discussed in Section 3.2.
3. Noise Analysis of Frequency-Based Interface Circuits
The most important specifications for sensor interface circuits are the power dissipation, the signal
BW and the dynamic range (DR). This DR is limited from above by handling capabilities of large
signals which may manifest as clipping in readout circuits and/or MEMS sensors. On the other
side, the DR is usually limited from below by noise, which sets the signal detection accuracy
limit. In this paper, we focus on this noise, together with power dissipation and signal BW.
To compare the noise performance of a frequency-based readout method with that of a conventional
SC charge-based counterpart, theoretical noise relations are derived below. For the frequency-based
readout, the analyses assume two cross-coupled MEMS-controlled LC oscillators that show an opposite
frequency deviation for the same acceleration (see Figure 5).
The frequency difference of the two oscillators in Figure 5 is a measure for the MEMS
capacitance change (±ΔC) even in the presence of mismatches of MEMS static capacitors (C1 and C2),
electrical inductors (L1 and L2), parasitic resistances (R1 and R2) and the parasitic capacitances (Cp1
and Cp2). All these mismatched parameters can be absorbed in a static mismatch in the oscillators’
initial frequencies ( f01 and f02). Without loss of generality, the architecture of this LC-oscillator-based
front-end circuit can be simplified to the system configuration in Figure 6 by assuming the same
parameters for the two oscillators except for increased (C0 + ΔC) and decreased (C0 − ΔC) MEMS
capacitors, and assuming that the loss of the LC-tank is dominated by MEMS series parasitic resistance
RM (see Sections 2.3.4 and 3.2).
From Equation (4), for the configurations in Figures 5 and 6, the frequency difference between the
two oscillators due to a change of the MEMS capacitances (ΔC) is:
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in which f0 = 12π
√
L(C0+Cp)
denotes the initial oscillation frequencies of two oscillators. These initial
frequencies for zero external acceleration are assumed to be identical for simplicity reasons only. C0 is
the static capacitor in the MEMS; Cp denotes the total parasitic capacitance from both the MEMS and
the readout circuit.
∆C ∆C
Figure 5. Simplified principle of an LC-oscillator-based interface circuit for MEMS accelerometers.
Due to the change of MEMS capacitances (±ΔC), f1 decreases and f2 increases from their initial
frequencies f01 and f02, respectively.
Figure 6. Simplified LC-oscillator-based front-end circuit for noise analysis. Here, Gm is the
transconductance of one of the cross-coupled NMOS transistors in Figure 5.
Defining Sa2C as the sensitivity of acceleration to capacitance conversion (in unit of F/g) and
σfn as the root-mean-square (RMS) frequency noise, the minimum MEMS acceleration measurement
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In oscillators, the frequency variance σfn is limited by the phase noise (or jitter) of these oscillators.
Since a relatively long-measurement time—compared to the period of a single oscillation—is usually
employed in frequency-based readout circuits, σfn is related to long-time jitter performance. In [24],










where Δt is the measurement time and σJ,tot(Δt) is the total RMS jitter over Δt: σJ,tot(Δt) =√
κ2Δt + ζ2Δt2. Here, κ and ζ characterize the jitters contributed from white phase noise and flicker
phase noise, respectively [24,52]. Note that an extra factor of two is added because two sensing
oscillators are used (see Figures 5 and 6).
Thanks to the utilization of sufficiently long measurement time, the jitter contributed from white
phase noise can be averaged out and jitter from flicker phase noise dominates the noise floor in
frequency-based readouts. Hence, the expression of σfn can be reduced to:
σfn =
√
2 f0 · ζ (9)
Combining Equations (7) and (9), the RMS acceleration noise (σan ) of frequency-based readout is






· ζ [g] (10)
3.1. Estimation of ζ
According to Equation (10), the characterization parameter for the jitter contributed from flicker
phase noise, ζ, must be known to be able to make an estimation for the RMS acceleration noise floor σan .
In this section, we will derive an estimate of ζ in terms of system parameters.
3.1.1. Estimation of ζ Based on White Phase Noise and Noise Corner Frequency
Equation (8) includes two jitter characterization parameters, κ and ζ, which model the white noise
and flicker noise contributions to oscillator phase noise, respectively [31,52,53]. White phase noise is
relatively well modelled as it is related to thermal noise phenomena. This white noise characterizing





where Δ f1 is the offset frequency from the oscillation frequency ( f0) and L(Δ f1) (in unit of dBc/Hz) is




in which fc is the corner frequency of flicker phase noise and α is a constant factor that can
be approximated by 5 [52]. This corner frequency is the frequency offset from the oscillation
frequency where the contribution of white noise and flicker noise to the total phase noise is equal.







Now, further estimation of ζ depends mainly on the white phase noise L(Δ f1) and the corner
frequency fc. Typically, fc is determined by transistor technologies and design topologies. Since flicker
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phase noise and white phase noise (L(Δ f1)) scale together as a function of the oscillators’ power
dissipation (P), fc can be assumed to be independent from L(Δ f1) and P in a first-order approximation.
3.1.2. Estimation of White Phase Noise Based on Leeson’s Empirical Model
Leeson’s empirical model [54] provides a good approximation for L(Δ f1) in the white phase noise
region, linking thermal noise, power dissipation and the oscillator’s Q factor:





4Q2 Δ f 21
]
(14)
In this relation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ptank is the power
consumption of LC tank, Q is the quality factor of the LC tank and F is a noise factor. With γ, the
channel noise coefficient of the MOS transistors used in the oscillator, the minimum for F is [55]:
Fmin = 1 + γ (15)





Leeson’s model is only valid for high-Q oscillators; we, however, use it as a fair approximation
for Q ≥ 1.




· α ·√ fc ·√(1 + γ) kBT · 1√
ηPP Q
(17)
Using Equation (17), the effect of Q factors on ζ is shown in Figure 7, with α = 5, γ = 23 ,
kB = 1.38 × 10−23, T = 300 and ηP = 2/π ≈ 0.64 (for ideal standard class-B oscillators [56,57]).





10-1 100 101 102 103
:1 fc /Q <10
:10 fc /Q <100
:100 fc /Q <1000
Figure 7. Relation between ζ and P based on Equation (17) for various
√
fc/Q. For reference,
the markers indicate calculated results (Equation (13)) of ζ based on measured phase-noise and
fc data from 27 JSSC/ISSCC papers about electrical LC oscillators published since 1997 (link: https:
//ieeexplore.ieee.org/).
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3.2. The MEMS Q Factor
As discussed above, the Q factor of the LC tank plays a crucial role in the estimation of ζ which in
turn is crucial for the accuracy limits in frequency-based MEMS readouts. For many MEMS capacitive
accelerometers, the Q factor of an LC oscillator including the MEMS capacitance is limited by the Q
factor of this MEMS capacitor due to the relatively large series parasitic resistance RM (Figure 6) rather
than being limited by the Q factor of the inductor as in low-GHz electrical oscillator circuits (see also




Substituting Equations (17) and (18) into Equation (10), the RMS acceleration noise (σan ) of













3.3. Trade-Offs for f0
As can be seen in Equations (18) and (19), a lower f0 yields a higher Q for LC oscillators where the
Q is limited by the capacitor’s series resistance. This lower f0 and hence higher Q yields a lower RMS
noise (σan ). However, f0 cannot be chosen arbitrarily low: it is limited from below by requirements
on signal BW and Q factor. Equation (6) shows that a lower f0 leads to a smaller frequency deviation
Δ f which requires a longer observation time to detect, thereby possibly compromising the signal BW.
The lower limit of Δ f is hence determined by the highest signal frequency fsig,max:




Here, r f denotes a constant factor which requires r f ≥ 2 according to Nyquist’s sampling theorem.
Therefore, we can assume:




In Section 3.1.2, we derived Equation (17) that links contributed jitter from flicker phase noise
(i.e., ζ) to white phase noise in LC oscillators. As boundary condition, Q ≥ 1 was assumed.









· fsig,max ≤ f0 ≤ 12πRMC0 (23)
3.3.1. Minimum Input-Referred Acceleration Noise Density
From Equation (23), we get an inequality,
σan ≥ r f
C0 + Cp
Sa2C
2πRMC0 fsig,max [g] (24)
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Assuming that fsig,max  fsig,min, the signal BW roughly equals the maximum signal frequency,
i.e., BW ≈ fsig,max. Then, dividing
√
BW on both sides, we obtain an inequality in terms of












This shows that an, f cannot be reduced infinitely by purely increasing power in the readout circuits.
Instead, it is ultimately limited by the BW requirement and the parameters of MEMS accelerometers,
such as sensitivity (Sa2C), static capacitor (C0), parasitic capacitance (Cp) and resistance (RM). Note that
the latter determines the Q factor of the oscillator.
3.4. Estimation of Input-Referred Acceleration Noise Density
Based on above analysis results, now we can derive the estimation formulas for the input-referred
acceleration noise density.
3.4.1. Input-Referred Acceleration Noise Density with Flicker Phase Noise
To estimate the best-case acceleration noise density with flicker phase noise, replacing f0 of






































Note that larger values of the parasitic capacitor (Cp) and the resistance (RM) increase the noise
density and therefore these must be kept small during the MEMS design phase. Interestingly, it also
shows a noise-power relation of σan ∝ P
− 14 rather than the customary relation of σan ∝ P−
1
2 for
non-frequency-based readouts. A possible explanation is given as follows. Assuming f0 is fixed and
BW ≈ fsig,max in Equations (19) and (20), we find the power dissipation (P) can affect RMS noise (σan )
directly (Equation (19)) and then affect BW indirectly via σan (Equation (20)). In other words, the power
dissipation closely links to both noise and BW in frequency-based readouts.
As seen from Equation (27), the effect of flicker phase noise on noise density shows up as
4
√
α2 fc. This is not surprising. Recall that the relative frequency resolution (σ2fn / f0
2) which is related
to acceleration noise as discussed before is expressed by white-phase-noise contributed jitter (κ),
flicker-phase-noise contributed jitter (ζ) and measurement time (ΔT) in Equation (8). The corner
time (tc) where white-phase-noise contributed jitter equals to flicker-phase-noise contributed jitter,
see Figure 8a, can be derived as tc = 1/(α2 fc) [24,52]. Therefore, it is interesting to see that the effect
of flicker phase noise on noise density is actually related to 4
√
1/tc. As will be shown in Section 3.4.2,
this conclusion is also true in the noise-density relation without flicker phase noise.
3.4.2. Input-Referred Acceleration Noise Density without Flicker Phase Noise
A lot of efforts, such as filtering [58], reduction of current harmonics [59], switching bias [60,61],
and so forth have been made to reduce the corner frequency of flicker phase noise in LC oscillators.
However, all these techniques require sophisticated analyses and design skills or relatively complicated
architectures that might not be suitable for sensor-controlled oscillator applications. Furthermore,
system-level ideas, like correlated double counting (CDC) [24] and oscillator-based correlated double
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sampling (CDS) [62] are also investigated to address this issue. In general, the efficient suppression of
flicker phase noise is still an ongoing and popular research topic.
If we assume the flicker phase noise is somehow completely removed in the oscillators, then ideally
the frequency noise floor can decrease along with increasing the measurement time. However,
the measurement time will be limited by the BW requirement as explained before. Therefore, as shown





Performing the similar derivations to Equation (27) while using σ2fn / f0
2 = 2κ2/tn f



















In fact, this is the ultimate minimum noise density that can be achieved from frequency-based
readouts for capacitive MEMS accelerometers.
Figure 8. (a) averaging and flattening characteristic of frequency resolution (σ2fn / f0
2) with an increase




[24,52]; (b) the corner time is extended
to tn f without flicker phase noise.
4. Noise Analysis of Conventional SC Charge-Based Interface Circuits
Interface circuits for capacitive MEMS accelerometers conventionally use charge-based
approaches. Force feedback is often used to improve linearity and dynamic range, but this does
not relax the noise requirements on the front-end amplifier, which as a result typically dominates the
power consumption. The following analysis therefore only considers a single-ended front-end amplifier
as shown in a simplified schematic in Figure 9, and neglects any power consumption related to other
parts of the system, including digitization. Considering CDS and/or chopping techniques are usually
employed to effectively reduce 1/f noise [47], only thermal noise is analyzed here, originating from
the amplifier itself (V2n,amp) and the parasitic resistance at the input (V2n,R). This is different from the
oscillator-based readout case where flicker noise cannot be effectively reduced at present.
Under the assumption that a virtual ground is formed at the amplifier’s inverting input node,
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Here, Sa2C is the sensitivity of acceleration to capacitor conversion (in unit of F/g), Cf is the
feedback capacitor and Vs is the magnitude of the readout driving voltages.
Figure 9. The single-ended simplified schematic for noise analysis of conventional SC readout.
Assuming a single-stage single-pole amplifier and taking noise folding into account,


















where the denotations of C0, Cp, kB, T, RM and γ are the same as for their frequency-based counterparts.
Moreover, ηamp accounts for the total noise contribution of all the transistors: this depends on the
topology and bias conditions of the operational amplifiers. The gm is the transconductance of input
transistors. Additionally, the closed-loop bandwidth of the amplifier and the sampling frequency are
indicated as BWamp,cl and fs, respectively. Finally, a factor of 2 comes from the fact that differential
(×√2) instead of single-ended circuits are normally used together with the noise doubling (×√2) due
to CDS technique in practical designs.
The power consumption (P) of this amplifier, with ±Vs supplies (assuming the same as MEMS





= 2Vs Vov gm mP
(32)
Here, gm/ID = 2/Vov for saturated MOS transistors is used. In this, Vov represents the overdrive
voltage of the input transistors and ID is the biasing current for one of them, i.e., the total biasing current
for the input differential pair is 2ID. Again, a factor mP accounts for additional power dissipated in
other transistors apart from the input pair.
Combining Equations (30)–(32) and rearranging them, the input-referred acceleration noise density
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where β is the feedback factor, gm is from Equation (32) and CL,e f f is the total effective capacitive load.







under the assumption that the settling error must be less than half an LSB (Nq-bit resolution).
Here, n accounts for the fraction of the sampling periods is used for charge transfer. Equivalently,



























Equation (37) shows that the thermal noise contributed from RM can only be minimized by proper
design of the MEMS and increasing readout driving voltage Vs. Ways to improve the MEMS include
minimizing sensing and parasitic capacitors and increasing the sensitivity. The driving voltage Vs
is usually limited by CMOS technology or mechanical stiffness. The noise contributed by RM may
dominate the noise floor in ultra-sensitive interface circuits if RM is relatively large.
Moreover, the thermal noise contributed from the amplifier can be reduced by increasing power
while keeping properties such as sampling frequency ( fs), bandwidth BWamp,cl , voltage gain and more.
This can most easily be done by impedance level scaling [63] for which all (trans) conductances
are scaled inversely proportional to the power level, and where (trans) capacitances are scaled
proportionally to the power dissipation level. With impedance scaling, noise and mismatches are
decreased at the cost of power dissipation. This is in line with practical experience that noise of SC
circuits is essentially proportional to kBT/CL,e f f .
5. Performance Comparison
The fundamental trade-offs between noise, power and BW for frequency-based and charge-based
techniques are summarized in Equations (25), (27) and (37). To see how these trade-offs compare
between the two different readout techniques, we use the typical parameter values in Table 1
referring to a specific capacitive sensor design [51]. Since the derived equations are fully parametric,
designers can easily obtain similar trade-offs for their own sensor designs, by using a different
set of parameters and checking them against the assumptions made when deriving the relations
in Sections 3 and 4. We don’t compare the readout techniques regarding linearity and dynamic
range. Those parameters can be made independent of the readout front-end by using a force feedback
configuration, while the power consumption then still is dominated by the front-end noise requirement.
Figure 10 shows the power dissipation versus acceleration noise density for frequency-based
and charge-based readout techniques with BW = 100 Hz, fc = 1 MHz and a MEMS series
parasitic resistance RM of 1 Ω, 10 Ω, 100 Ω, respectively. Stemming from the noise-power relation
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of σan ∝ P
− 14 in frequency-based methods (see Equation (27)) rather than relation of σan ∝ P−
1
2 in
its charge-based counterpart (see Equation (37)), the power dissipation of frequency-based readouts
in medium/relatively high noise density regions drop faster than that of charge-based techniques.
This means that, with the same BW requirement, charge-based readout techniques are more suitable
for low-noise requirements while oscillator-based approaches could be a more power-efficient solution
when noise requirements are relaxed. The break-even points for these two readout principles vary
with the MEMS capacitance series resistance RM.
Table 1. The parameters used for numerical comparison.
C0 Cp Sa2c RM r f α fc ηP γ
8 pF 16 pF 10 pF/g 10 Ω 2 5 1 MHz 0.64 2/3
Cf Vs Vov ηamp mP kB T rBW (n = 8, Nq = 3) BW
1 pF 3.5 V 0.1 V 1.5 1.5 1.38 × 10−23 300 K 4 100 Hz
In addition, as shown in Figure 10, the RM-contributed thermal noise leads to the noise-density
“walls” in charge-based readouts (Equation (37)). This is different for frequency-based readouts,
where the RM and BW together (see Equation (25)) set the “walls”. According to Equations (25)
and (37), these ”walls” can only be pushed towards the left (i.e., towards smaller noise density) by
proper MEMS designs and increasing readout driving voltages in charge-based readouts (see Section 4),
or by proper MEMS designs and narrowing BW in frequency-based readouts (see Section 3.3.1).
Figure 10. Power dissipation of readout circuits vs. acceleration noise density for charge-based
and frequency-based ( f ) readout techniques with BW = 100 Hz, fc = 1 MHz and RM of 1 Ω, 10 Ω,
100 Ω, respectively.
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Note that the power-noise curve of frequency-based readout technique will significantly shift
down when flicker phase noise is completely removed, as illustrated in Figure 11. However,
suppression of flicker phase noise in oscillators is not a trivial challenge: there is no highly effective
reduction technique to date.
Figure 11. The power-noise curve of frequency-based readout significantly shifts down without flicker
phase noise in oscillators. However, there are no techniques to actually accomplish this in real oscillators
to date.
6. Conclusions
This paper focuses on frequency-based readout circuits for capacitive MEMS accelerometers.
Fundamental limits were analyzed to show that high-Q oscillators and sufficient oscillating frequencies
are beneficial to get high readout accuracy across a specific signal bandwidth, consuming relatively
low power. Because of this, MEMS-controlled LC oscillators are most likely the best candidates for
frequency-based readout systems. With respect to performance, flicker (phase) noise is shown to be
the main bottleneck.
For benchmarking purposes against conventional switched-capacitor charged-based capacitive
MEMS accelerometer readouts, closed-form relations including power, noise, and signal bandwidth
were derived, for both the frequency-based and the charge-based readout techniques. Metrics for
linearity and dynamic range were not included because they can be made independent from the
employed readout technique and do not dominate the power consumption. From this, it appears
that, with the same bandwidth requirement, charge-based readout circuits are more suitable when
optimizing for noise performance, while there is still some room for frequency-based techniques when
optimizing for power consumption, especially when flicker noise can be mitigated.
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Abstract: Coil-coupled passive sensors can be interrogated without contact, exploiting the magnetic
coupling between two coils forming a telemetric proximity link. A primary coil connected to the
interface circuit forms the readout unit, while a passive sensor connected to a secondary coil forms
the sensor unit. This work is focused on the interrogation of sensor units based on resonance,
denoted as resonant sensor units, in which the readout signals are the resonant frequency and,
possibly, the quality factor. Specifically, capacitive and electromechanical piezoelectric resonator
sensor units are considered. Two interrogation techniques, namely a frequency-domain technique
and a time-domain technique, have been analyzed, that are theoretically independent of the
coupling between the coils which, in turn, ensure that the sensor readings are not affected by
the interrogation distance. However, it is shown that the unavoidable parasitic capacitance in
parallel to the readout coil introduces, for both techniques, an undesired dependence of the
readings on the interrogation distance. This effect is especially marked for capacitance sensor
units. A compensation circuit is innovatively proposed to counteract the effects of the parasitic input
capacitance, and advantageously obtain distance-independent readings in real operating conditions.
Experimental tests on a coil-coupled capacitance sensor with resonance at 5.45 MHz have shown a
deviation within 1.5 kHz, i.e., 300 ppm, for interrogation distances of up to 18 mm. For the same
distance range, with a coil-coupled quartz crystal resonator with a mechanical resonant frequency of
4.432 MHz, variations of less than 1.8 Hz, i.e., 0.5 ppm, have been obtained.
Keywords: coil-coupled sensor; passive sensor unit; resonant sensor; telemetric sensor;
distance-independent contactless interrogation
1. Introduction
The ongoing downscaling of modern sensing devices is facing the main challenges of ensuring
adequate power supply sources and removing wired connections. The power supply in wireless
sensors has been traditionally provided by batteries that, however, have limited lifetime and need
periodic recharge/replacement. Moreover, issues related to their degradation and the environmental
impact for their disposal need to be considered.
As an alternative approach, energy harvesting techniques have gained increasing interest and
undergone extensive investigations. Energy is harvested from the surroundings in the form of
vibrations, motion, thermal energy, or solar energy, just to name a few. Suitable energy converters have
been developed to transform the harvested energy into electrical energy using different principles,
like piezoelectric [1,2], electromagnetic [3], thermoelectric [4] or pyroelectric [5,6] effects. Depending on
the input source, the converted power can be sufficient to supply, continuously or intermittently, one or
more sensing devices, which can transmit the measurement information through a radio frequency
(RF) link to a receiving and supervising unit, thus creating a completely autonomous system without
the need for power supply and cabling [7].
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Alternatively, solutions based on the radio frequency identification (RFId) technologies can be
adopted to implement sensing solutions exploiting electromagnetic coupling or RF fields to energize
and transmit measurement information [8,9]. These solutions are typically based on low power
configurations relying on a microcontroller to interface passive sensors, such as capacitive or resistive
sensors [10]. Implantable sensors for medical analyses and monitoring are important examples where
this solution can be advantageously applied [11–13].
Both energy harvesting and RFId systems use active electronics in the sensor unit which, in specific
situations, can be a limitation, like in hostile, high-temperature, and chemically-harsh environments,
where traditional silicon-based electronics cannot operate. In this context, the use of coil-coupled
passive sensors, i.e., devices which do not need active components and integrated circuits to operate,
is attractive. This solution exploits the magnetic coupling between a primary and a secondary coil
to read passive sensors. The primary coil, along with the reading circuitry, forms the readout unit,
which reads the sensor unit composed of the sensor element connected to the secondary coil [14–17].
This approach offers the promising advantage of reducing the cost of the passive sensor unit, allowing
the production of disposable sensors, such as labels, with a passive sensor connected to the embedded
coil [18,19].
In this paper, passive coil-coupled sensor units having a resonant behavior will be considered.
The resonant behavior allows extracting the measurement information through the reading of the
resonant frequency of the sensor unit [14,20]. This approach is robust because it is unaffected by
the disturbances, such as noise and electromagnetic interferences, which typically affect the signal
amplitude. Specifically, two kinds of sensors are investigated, as introduced in Section 2, namely,
capacitive sensors, which form a resonant LC circuit with the secondary coil, and piezoelectric
resonators, such as Quartz Crystal Resonators (QCRs) [21] or ceramic Resonant Piezo Layers
(RPLs) [22].
One of the challenges of the contactless readout of passive sensors is to adopt reading techniques
independent of the coupling between the primary and secondary coils [20,23]. This, in turn, would
ensure that the readings are not affected by the interrogation distance. Two readout techniques, that are
virtually independent of the coupling, are presented and discussed in detail in Section 3. In particular,
a frequency-domain technique based on impedance measurements [20] and a time-domain technique
called time-gated technique [21] are discussed. Both techniques suffer from significant accuracy
degradation, due to the unavoidable parasitic capacitance in parallel to the readout coil that introduces
a dependence of the readings on the interrogation distance. This undesirable effect is investigated
in detail. Section 4 illustrates a compensation circuit that is innovatively proposed to counteract the
effects of the parasitic input capacitance and advantageously obtain distance-independent readings in
real operating conditions. Section 5 reports a set of experimental results on prototypes that successfully
demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach and circuit.
2. Coil-Coupled Passive Sensors
A coil-coupled passive sensor is represented in its basic form by the schematic diagram of
Figure 1. A primary coil CL1 with inductance L1 and series resistance R1 is magnetically coupled to
the secondary coil CL2 with inductance L2 and resistance R2. The magnetic coupling is accounted
for by the mutual inductance M, which depends on the geometry of L1 and L2 and their spatial
arrangement. Alternatively, the magnetic coupling can be described through the coupling factor
k, which is a nondimensional parameter defined as k = M/
√
(L1L2), resulting in |k|≤1. In the
following, the values of L1, R1 and L2, R2 will be considered as fixed, while the value of M, and hence
k, can change due to variations of the distance or orientation between CL1 and CL2.
CL2 is connected to the generic impedance ZS, which models the sensing element. In the following,
the relevant cases will be considered where ZS either forms, with L2, a second order network with
complex conjugate poles, i.e., ZS is predominantly capacitive, or ZS itself includes a second order
network with complex conjugate poles, i.e., ZS comprises an LCR network. In both cases, resonance
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can occur in the secondary circuit where the quantity to be sensed via ZS influences the resonant
frequency and, possibly, the damping. Therefore, the resulting combination will be termed Resonant
Sensor Unit (RSU).
Importantly, for the RSU, the measurement information is carried by the frequency of the readout
signal instead of its amplitude. The adoption of the resonant measuring principle has two main
advantages with respect to amplitude-based techniques [24,25]. Firstly, the resonant principle is robust
against external interferences or nonidealities that affect the signal amplitude. Secondly, as it will
be illustrated in the following, the resonant principle, combined with suitable electronic techniques,
can ensure that the readout frequency is made independent of the distance between CL1 and the RSU.
Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of a coil-coupled passive sensor.
The present theory will consider two specific cases for ZS and the resulting RSU.
In the first case, ZS is a capacitance sensor of value CS, forming, with L2, an LC resonant circuit as













In the second case, ZS is the equivalent impedance of piezoelectric resonant sensors, like QCRs and
RPLs. Their electromechanical behavior around resonance can be modelled with the Butterworth–van
Dyke (BVD) equivalent lumped-element circuit, as shown in Figure 2b. The BVD circuit is composed
of a motional, i.e., mechanical branch, and an electrical branch. The motional branch comprises the
series of inductance Lr, capacitance Cr, and resistance Rr, which respectively represent the equivalent
mass, compliance, and energy losses of the resonator. The electrical branch is formed by the parallel
capacitance C0, due to the dielectric material of the resonator. Under excitation by a voltage source,
the mechanical resonant frequency f r, i.e., the frequency at which the current in the motional arm is
maximum, corresponds to the series resonant frequency of the BVD circuit, i.e., the frequency at which
the reactance of the mechanical branch impedance vanishes [26]. Accordingly, f r and the quality factor













Typically, when electromechanical piezoelectric resonators are used as sensors, the measurand
quantity generates variations of the parameters of the motional branch Lr–Cr–Rr and, as a consequence,
of f r and Qr.
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuits of the two considered cases for a coil-coupled resonant sensor unit (RSU):
(a) capacitance sensor CS; (b) electromechanical piezoelectric resonator represented with its equivalent
Butterworth–van Dyke (BVD) model.
3. Analysis of the Interrogation Techniques
3.1. General Considerations
Specific interrogation techniques are required to extract information from the RSU through
electronic measurements at the primary coil, exploiting the advantage of coil-coupled, i.e.,
contactless, operation.
One major issue to consider is the dependence of the mutual inductance M and coupling factor
k of the coils on geometrical parameters, such as their distance, alignment, and relative orientation.
Techniques that are influenced by the value of M, or equivalently k, would require keeping such
geometrical parameters fixed and constant [27,28]. On the other hand, in most practical applications,
keeping the distance and the alignment between coils fixed is unpractical/unfeasible. Therefore, as a
key requirement for out-of-the-lab use of coil-coupled sensors, robust measurement techniques are
demanded that are independent of k.
In the following, two innovative techniques are illustrated to perform k-independent readout of
RSUs of both capacitance and electromechanical piezoelectric resonator types. In particular, the first
is a frequency-domain technique which relies on the measurement of the reflected impedance at
CL1. The second is a time-domain technique, termed time-gated technique, which considers the free
damped response of the RSU measured at the primary coil after that the RSU has been energized.
3.2. k-Independent Techniques Applied to Coil-Coupled Capacitance Sensors
Figure 3a shows the block diagram of the readout technique based on impedance measurements,
where the readout system consists in an impedance analyzer connected to the primary coil CL1. From
the equivalent circuit of Figure 3b, the impedance Z1, as a function of ω = 2πf, is
Z1 = R1 + jωL1 + ZR = R1 + jωL1 + ω2k2L1L2
1
R2 + jωL2 + 1jωCS
. (3)
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Figure 3. (a) Block diagram of the interrogation system based on impedance measurement from the
primary coil; (b) equivalent circuit for the calculation of Z1.
It can be seen from Equation (3) that the effect of the coupling with the RSU results in a reflected
impedance ZR in series with the primary coil that makes the total impedance Z1 dependent on the
coupling factor k. Nevertheless, the resonant frequency f S and the quality factor QS of the RSU, defined
in Equation (1), can be obtained from the real part of Z1 [20], given by





Re{Z1} has a local maximum at the frequency f m = ωm/2π, which can be found by equating
to zero the derivative of Equation (4) with respect to ω. Interestingly enough, f m is independent
of k, and it can be related to f S and QS only. Then, combining Equations (1) and (4), the following
relations hold:
fm = f |max(Re{Z1}) =
2QS√
4Q2S − 2
fS; QS ≈ fSΔ fm , (5)
where Δf m is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Re{Z1}, around f m [20]. If QS is sufficiently
large, then f m ≈ f S, with a relative deviation |f m − f S|/f S < 100 ppm for QS > 50. Equations (4) and
(5) demonstrate that from the measurement of f m and Δf m in Re{Z1}, the frequency f S and quality
factor QS of the capacitive RSU can be advantageously extracted independently from k. Figure 4 shows
sample plots of Re{Z1} calculated for three different values of k, and illustrates the definition of Δf m.
Consistently with Equation (4), k only affects amplitude.
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Figure 4. Real part of Z1 as a function of frequency from Equation (4) for three different values of k.
The operating principle of the time-gated technique is shown in Figure 5a [21]. It comprises
two subsequent alternating phases, namely, excitation and detection phases. During the excitation
phase, when the switch is in the E position, CL1 is connected to the sinusoidal signal vexc(t) to excite
the RSU through inductive coupling. During the subsequent detection phase, when the switch is in
the D position, the excitation signal is disconnected, and CL1 is connected to a readout circuit with a
high-impedance input, resulting in a virtually zero current in CL1.
The input voltage v1(t) of the readout circuit during the detection phase D can be derived by
taking the inverse Laplace transform of the corresponding voltage V1(s), where s is the complex
frequency. Since the RSU forms a second order LCR network, the voltage v1(t) is expected to be a
damped sinusoid with frequency f d and a decay time τd from which the resonant frequency f S and
the quality factor QS of the RSU can be inferred.
Generally, assuming that the detection phase D starts at t = 0, the readout voltage v1(t) depends
on the initial conditions at t = 0 of all the reactive elements, namely CS, L1, L2, and M. The effect
of the initial conditions on v1(t) for t > 0 is to globally affect only its starting amplitude, while the
complex frequencies of the network, that define f d and τd, are unaltered. Therefore, without losing any
generality, the single initial condition VCS0 defined as the voltage across CS at t = 0 can be considered,
neglecting the remaining ones. As an equivalent alternative that does not change the consequences of
the present treatment, VCS0 can also be seen as an effective initial condition.
As a result, the equivalent circuit of Figure 5b representing the time-gated configuration during
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The signal v1(t) is a damped sinusoid with damped frequency f d and decay time τd that are









Figure 5. (a) Block diagram of the time-gated technique; (b) equivalent circuit of the time-gated
technique during the detection phase.
If QS is sufficiently large, it results in f d ≈ f S, with a relative deviation |f d − f S|/f S < 50 ppm for
QS > 50. Notably, the coupling factor k only acts as an amplitude factor on v1(t) without influencing
either f d or τd. Figure 6 reports sample plots of v1(t) calculated for three different values of k.
In summary, Equations (7) and (8) demonstrate that, under the assumptions made, the time-gated
technique can also allow extraction of the frequency f S and quality factor QS of the capacitive RSU,
independently of k.
Figure 6. Voltage v1(t) during the detection phase calculated for three different values of the coupling
factor k.
3.3. k-Independent Techniques Applied to Coil-Coupled Electromechanical Piezoelectric Resonators
Considering the technique based on impedance measurements with reference to the equivalent
circuit of Figure 2b, the impedance Z1 measured at the primary coil can be expressed as
Z1 = R1 + jωL1 + ω2k2L1L2
1
R2 + jωL2 + 1jωC0
∣∣∣∣∣∣(jωLr + 1jωCr + Rr
) . (9)
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As it can be observed in Equation (9), the impedance Z1 depends on the coupling factor k.
Nevertheless, also in this case, the frequency f r can be extracted from the frequency of the maximum
of the real part of Z1.
Close to the angular frequency ωr = 2πf r, the impedance of the motional arm Zr = Rr + jωLr
+ 1/(jωCr) has a magnitude typically much smaller than that of the impedance of C0, i.e., |Zr| <<
1/ωC0. Then, the presence of C0 can be neglected, resulting in the simplified equivalent circuit of
Figure 7a. Accordingly, Re{Z1} around ωr has the following approximated expression:




ω(Lr + L2)− 1ωCr
]2 . (10)
Equation (10) has the same form as Equation (4) and, hence, Re{Z1} has a maximum at the
















It can be observed that for large Qr2, f m_r ≈ f r2 with a deviation |f m_r − f r2|/f r2 < 100 ppm for
Qr2 > 50. In addition, assuming that L2 << Lr, the frequency f r2 approximates f r and, hence, f m_r ≈ f r
holds. Similarly, if R2 << Rr, Qr2 approaches Qr. Importantly, again, the coupling factor k acts only as
an amplitude factor that advantageously does not affect either the frequency or the quality factor of
the resonance.
Considering, now, the frequencies ω >> ωr, the impedance magnitude of C0 is smaller than the
impedance magnitude of Zr, which then can be neglected, obtaining the equivalent circuit of Figure 7b.
Consequently, the following approximated expression of Re{Z1} results:





Also Equation (12) has the same form as Equation (4), and it can be seen that Re{Z1} now has a
















Figure 7. (a) Block diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit of electromechanical
piezoelectric resonator around f r; (b) block diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit
of electromechanical piezoelectric resonator for f >> f r.
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From the previous analysis, it can be concluded that Re{Z1} has two peaks: the first is related to
the mechanical resonance f r, the second to the electrical resonance f el. With the previous assumptions
on the values of Lr and L2, and considering that, typically, Cr << C0, then it follows that f el >> f r.
To validate, numerically, the proposed approximations, Figure 8a,b report the comparison of the
values of f m_r and f m_el derived respectively from Equations (11) and (13), and the frequency of the
maxima derived numerically from Re{Z1} in Equation (9) as a function of L2. The following values of
the BVD model of a 4.432 MHz AT-cut QCR have been used: C0 = 5.72 pF, Rr = 10.09 Ω, Lr = 77.98 mH,
and Cr = 16.54 fF. For CL1 and CL2, the values of the electrical parameters are L1 = 8.5 μH, R1 = 5 Ω,
and R2 = 5 Ω.
Figure 8a shows that for L2 up to 10 μH, the values of f m_r predicted from Equation (11) are within
3 ppm with respect to the numerical solutions from Equation (9). Additionally, for the same range of
variation of L2, a remarkable agreement is obtained between f m_el predicted from Equation (13) and
the numerical solution.
Figure 8. (a) Comparison of f m_r derived from the maximum of Re{Z1} for frequencies around f r, in
Equation (9), and the approximate value from Equation (11) as a function of L2; (b) comparison of f m_el
derived from the maximum of Re{Z1} for f >> f r, in Equation (9), and the approximate value from
Equation (13) as a function of L2.
The possibility to interrogate coil-coupled electromechanical piezoelectric resonators with the
time-gated technique independently from the coupling has been previously demonstrated [21].
The RSU configuration of Figure 9 has been studied in [21], showing that the open circuit voltage
v1(t) at CL1 during the detection phase, after the RSU has been energized in the excitation phase, is the
sum of two damped sinusoids: one at frequency f d_r with exponential decaying time τr, and one at
frequency f d_el with exponential decaying time τel.
Figure 9. Block diagram of the time-gated technique applied to a coil-coupled electromechanical
piezoelectric resonator.
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The damped sinusoid at f d_r is due to the mechanical response of the resonator, while the one at
f d_el is due to the electrical response of L2 that interacts with the electrical capacitance C0. In addition,
for suitable values of L2 and R2, and considering the typical values of the equivalent parameters of the
BVD model of a QCR, the decaying time τr is orders of magnitude larger than τel. Thus, the damped
sinusoid at frequency f d_el decays to zero much faster than the damped sinusoid at frequency f d_r.




− tτr cos(2π fd_rt + θr)− δ(t)L1iL1(0), (14)
where the amplitude and phase coefficients Ar and θr are functions of both the initial conditions
at the beginning of the detection phase (t = 0), and the electrical and mechanical parameters of the
system. The last term represents the contribution of the initial current iL1(0) in the primary inductor.
From Equation (14), it can be seen that k acts only as a scaling factor for the amplitude of v1, without
affecting the sensor response parameters f d_r and τr. From a simplified analysis that considers the
undamped system with R2 = 0 and Rr = 0, under the hypothesis that (ωC0)−1 >> ωL2 at the frequency










It can be observed in Equation (15) that f d_r depends on the ratio between L2 and Lr. Nevertheless,
if L2 << Lr the frequency f d_r tends to the resonant frequency f r of the electromechanical resonator.
A numerical analysis that allows the calculation of the parameters f d_r and τr of the complete system,
is also reported in [21]. The results can be directly compared with Figure 8, the values of the parameters
of the BVD model used in the numerical analysis being the same. Also in that case, good agreement
between the values of f d_r predicted from Equation (15) and the numerical results have been obtained,
with a maximum deviation within 3 ppm for L2 up to 10 μH.
3.4. Effect of Parasitic Capacitance at the Primary Coil on Coil-Coupled Capacitance Sensors
When the proposed techniques are transferred into real electronic circuits, unavoidable
nonidealities result in a lumped parasitic capacitance CP that appears in parallel to L1. The parasitic
capacitance CP is mainly composed of the parasitic capacitance of the inductor L1, the capacitance of
the connections, and the input capacitance of the electronic interface.
The effect of CP is now evaluated, firstly, considering the case of the RSU with the capacitance
sensor, extending the treatment of Section 3.2.

















As discussed in [23], with CP = 0, Equation (16) no longer allows extraction of f S and QS
independently from the coupling factor k, which now is in the expression of Z1P and affects Re{Z1P},
not only as a scaling factor. In particular, it has been shown by a numerical analysis of Equation
(16) that Re{Z1P} has two maxima, corresponding, respectively, to a primary resonance near f S and a






. Both the frequencies of the maxima and the trend of
Re{Z1P} are influenced by the coupling factor k [23].
Considering now the time-gated technique, the voltage v1P(t) at the primary coil in the detection
phase can be obtained from the circuit of Figure 10b. Adopting the same approach as for the case
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of CP = 0, it will be assumed that all the reactive elements, except the capacitor CS, have zero initial











where VCS0 is the voltage across CS at t = 0. From Equation (17), it can be seen that k, besides acting as
a scaling factor, also features in the coefficient of fourth degree in the polynomial D(s). Consequently,
it is expected that the complex frequencies are dependent on k. Taking the inverse Laplace transform of
Equation (17), it results that the expression of v1P(t) is composed of the sum of two damped sinusoids as
v1P(t) = A1e
− tτd1 cos(2π fd1t − θ1) + A2e−
t
τd2 cos(2π fd2t − θ2), (18)
where A1 and A2 are amplitude coefficients and θ1 and θ2 are phase angles that depend on the
parameters of the circuit and the initial conditions. The frequencies f d1 and f d2 and the decay times,
τd1 and τd2 are obtained by the complex conjugate solutions p1,2 = 1/τd1 ± j2πf d1 and p3,4 = 1/τd2 ±
j2πf d2 of D(s) = 0.
From the values of p1,2 and p3,4, it can be demonstrated that f d1 is close to f P, while f d2 is close
to f S, but both f d1 and f d2 are dependent on k. For R2 sufficiently smaller than R1, a decay time τd2
larger than τd1 can be obtained. In this condition, in v1P(t) the damped sinusoid at f d1 falls off more
rapidly than that at f d2, and it becomes negligible as time elapses. Importantly, since f d2 depends on k,
the distance-independent operation of the case CP = 0 is now lost.
Figure 10. (a) Block diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit of the impedance Z1P for
the technique based on impedance measurements applied to a coil-coupled capacitance sensor; (b) block
diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit in the Laplace domain to derive VP1(s)
during the detection phase of the time-gated technique applied to a coil-coupled capacitance sensor.
The dependence of the readout frequency on the coupling factor k, introduced by the parasitic
capacitance CP, on both the proposed techniques, is investigated by numerical analysis. For the RSU
and CL1, the following sample values, which represent real conditions well, have been considered: L2
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= 8 μH, CS = 100 pF, R2 = 3 Ω, L1 = L2, and R1 = 10 Ω. For the impedance technique, the frequency f SP
has been calculated from the expression of Re{Z1P}, adopting the definitions in Equation (5). For the
time-gated technique, f SP has been calculated from f d2 and τd2, derived from the numerical solution
of D(s) = 0, adopting the definitions in Equation (8).
Figure 11 compares the obtained relative deviation (f SP − f S)/f S as a function of the coupling
factor k for three different values of CP/CS. For the considered values of the parameters, CP ranges
from 1 pF to 10 pF. As it can be observed, (f SP − f S)/f S deviates from zero, corresponding to CP = 0.
The deviation increases for increasing k of an amount that augments with CP/CS. Noticeably, both the
techniques are equally affected by the inaccuracies introduced by CP, in terms of the dependence of
the readout frequency on k. These results demonstrate that CP prevents accurate distance-independent
measurements from being obtained.
Figure 11. Comparison of the (f SP − f S)/f S obtained from the two techniques as a function of k for
three different values of the ratio CP/CS. The exact value of f S without the parasitic capacitance, i.e.,
CP = 0, is f S = 5.626977 MHz.
3.5. Effect of Parasitic Capacitance at the Primary Coil on Coil-Coupled Electromechanical Piezoelectric
Resonators
Considering, now, the case with coil-coupled electromechanical piezoelectric resonators,
the dependence on k due to CP can be evaluated by using the same numerical approach as discussed
in Section 3.3. The resonant frequency f rP can be obtained from numerical analysis of the equivalent
circuit in Figure 12a for the frequency-domain technique based on impedance Z1P, while the equivalent
circuit of Figure 12b must be considered for the time-gated technique to determine V1P(s).
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Figure 12. (a) Block diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit of the impedance Z1P
for the technique based on impedance measurements applied to an electromechanical piezoelectric
resonator; ZRr represents the reflected impedance of the RSU with electromechanical piezoelectric
resonator. (b) Block diagram of the interrogation system with equivalent circuit in the Laplace domain
to derive V1P(s) during the detection phase of the time-gated technique applied to an electromechanical
piezoelectric resonator.
In both the equivalent circuits, the impedance of the static capacitance C0 has been considered
high enough to be neglected. For the time-gated technique, CP is expected to give rise to an additional
damped sinusoid in v1P(t), with a damped frequency related to CP resonating with L1. However,
the numerical simulations have demonstrated that this sinusoid fades out more quickly than the
damped sinusoid, due to the QCR response.
Considering the same parameter values for the QCR as adopted for the analysis of Figure 8,
the obtained relative deviation (f rP − f r)/f r as a function of k for three different increasing values of
the ratio CP/Cr, is reported in Figure 13. For the considered values of the parameters, CP ranges from
1.65 pF to 99.2 pF. The baseline, i.e., the dotted curve corresponding to CP = 0, is at −54.5 ppm because
of L2, that slightly affects f r2 and, hence, f rP, according to Equation (11). As it can be observed, f rP has
a maximum variation of less than 4 ppm with respect to the baseline. Remarkably, also in this case,
the same behaviour with respect to CP and k is predicted for the two techniques.
The quantitatively negligible dependence of f rP on k can be ascribed to the fact that the inductive
component in the RSU is dominated by Lr. In fact, Lr is three orders of magnitude larger than L2, and it
is not involved in the coupling between the primary coil and the RSU. This result shows that with
coil-coupled electromechanical resonators, such as QCRs, the proposed techniques remain practically
independent from the coupling factor k, despite a not-negligible CP.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the relative deviation (f rP − f r)/f r obtained from the time-gated technique
and the impedance technique as a function of k for three different values of the ratio CP/Cr.
4. Interrogation Techniques and Interface Circuits
4.1. Interrogation System Based on the Impedance-Measurement Technique with Parasitic Capacitance
Compensation
The block diagram of the interrogation system, based on impedance-measurement technique,
is reported in Figure 14. The primary coil CL1 is connected to the impedance analyzer. The total
parasitic capacitance CP accounts for the contributions given by the parasitic capacitances of CL1,
the connections and the equivalent capacitance of the input of the impedance analyzer, represented in
Figure 14 with C1, CL, and CI, respectively.
The key idea is that connecting a proper capacitance compensation circuit to the primary coil CL1,
it is possible to cancel the effects of CP. The proposed compensation circuit, described in Section 4.3,
behaves as an equivalent negative capacitance −CC. The ideal condition, where CP is not present,
i.e., Z1P = Z1, can be thus obtained when CC = CP. In the compensated condition, Equation (5) again
applies, and k-independent measurements of the resonant frequency and quality factor can be obtained
by considering the maximum of the real part of the measured impedance.
Figure 14. Block diagram of the interrogation system based on impedance measurement technique
with parasitic capacitance compensation circuit.
4.2. Interrogation System Based on the Time-gated Technique with Parasitic Capacitance Compensation
The block diagram of the proposed interrogation system based on the time-gated technique is
shown in Figure 15. The analog switch SW, controlled by the square-wave gate signal vg(t), alternatively
connects the primary coil to the excitation signal vexc(t) and to the high-input impedance readout
amplifier AG during the excitation and detection phases, respectively. The noninverting amplifier AG,
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with gain G, is based on a high-bandwidth operational amplifier. A frequency meter connected to the
output of AG allows measurement of the frequency of the damped sinusoidal signal vO(t).
The total parasitic capacitance CP accounts for the contributions of the parasitic capacitances of
the primary coil, the connections, the analog switch SW, and the equivalent input capacitance of the
amplifier AG, represented in Figure 15 with C1, CL, CSW, and CI, respectively.
Similarly to what was described in Section 4.1, a proper compensation circuit that behaves as an
equivalent negative capacitance −CC can be introduced to cancel CP. In the compensated condition,
the frequency and decay time of the damped sinusoidal voltage vO(t) return to be unaffected from the
coupling factor k. In this condition, Equation (8) can be used to extract the resonant frequency and
quality factor of the RSU from the measured resonant frequency and decay time of vO(t).
Figure 15. Block diagram of the interrogation system based on of time-gated technique with parasitic
capacitance compensation circuit.
4.3. Parasitic Capacitance Compensation Circuit
Figure 16 shows the proposed capacitance compensation circuit. It is based on a high-bandwidth
operational amplifier AC operating as a negative impedance converter (NIC) to produce an effective
negative capacitance −CC. The voltage V1 across CL1 is applied across the reference capacitor CA,
thanks to the virtual short circuit at the input of AC. The current ICA through CA is then amplified with
gain –RC2/RC1, resulting in the current I1 = −jωCAV1(RC2/RC1). The equivalent input impedance ZEq












Then, by taking CA and RC1 as fixed, and making RC2 variable, the compensation circuit acts as
an adjustable negative capacitance, given by
− CC = −CA RC2RC1 , (20)
which can be tuned to compensate and possibly cancel CP.
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of the parasitic capacitance compensation circuit.
5. Experimental Results and Discussion
5.1. Impedance Measurements with Coil-Coupled Capacitance Sensor and QCR
The experimental setup to test the system, according to the frequency-domain technique based on
the block diagram of Figure 14, including the compensation circuit of Figure 16, is shown in Figure 17.
The AD8045 (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA) is used for the high-bandwidth operational
amplifier AC.
For the tests on the capacitance sensor configuration, the RSU is composed of a square planar spiral
coil on Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with L2 = 8.51 μH, R2 = 3.2 Ω, and a reference capacitor CS = 100 pF.
According to Equation (1), the resulting resonant frequency and quality factor are f S = 5.45 MHz
and QS = 91, respectively. A PCB square planar spiral coil has also been used for the primary coil,
with L1 = 8.5 μH and R1 = 5 Ω. A fixed capacitor CF = 22 pF is connected in parallel to the primary
coil, in order to set the parasitic capacitance and test the effectiveness of the compensation circuit.
The real part of the impedance Z1P versus frequency has been measured at varying interrogation
distance d, and hence the coupling factor k, for different values of the compensation capacitance CC.
The results are shown in Figure 18.
Figure 17. Experimental setup and interrogation system based on impedance-measurement technique
with parasitic capacitance compensation.
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Figure 18. Measured maxima in Re{Z1P} around f S for different values of the compensation CC, varying
the distance d between CL1 and the RSU. The frequency of the maxima at f mP is highlighted with a
black circle.
Figure 19 shows the measured frequency f mP where the maximum of Re{Z1P} near f S occurs as
a function of d, for different values of the compensation capacitance CC. A monotonic decrease of
k is expected by increasing d [29]. It can be observed that by increasing Cc, the expected undesired
effect of the parasitic capacitances described in Section 3.3 decreases. With CC = 27 pF, the value of f mP
becomes independent of d over the considered interrogation range of 16 mm, with a residual deviation
of f mP within 1 kHz, i.e., less than 200 ppm. The obtained value of Cc = 27 pF, slightly higher than the
capacitor CF = 22 pF, is ascribed to the presence of an extra capacitance of about 5 pF that concurs to
form CP. The results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the compensation technique and circuit.
Under ideal complete compensation condition, the measured f mP approaches the unaffected
value of f m, discussed in Section 3.2, over the considered interrogation distance range. Then, for the
considered RSU with a Qs = 91, a relative deviation |f mP – f S|/f S as low as 30 ppm is obtained from
Equation (5).
Figure 19. Measured frequency f mP as a function of d for different values of CC. The no compensation
data are extrapolated from experimental values.
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The same setup has been used for tests on coil-coupled electromechanical piezoelectric resonators.
An AT-cut QCR with f r = 4.432 MHz has been connected to CL2. The parameters of the BVD equivalent
circuit around f r of the adopted QCR are C0 = 5.72 pF, Rr = 10.09 Ω, Lr = 77.98 mH, and Cr = 16.54
fF. The numerical analysis, discussed in Section 3.4, proves that parasitic capacitances in the order of
tens of picofarads introduce negligible dependence of the measured resonant frequency on k. For this
reason, the compensation circuit is not connected to the primary coil. Figure 20a shows the real part of
the impedance Z1P, measured in the frequency range around f r for different values of the interrogation
distance d. As it can be observed, while the magnitude of the maximum of Re{Z1P} decreases by
increasing d, the frequency f rP, where the maximum occurs, shows residual variations as low as 1 Hz,
i.e., less than 0.3 ppm, in the explored range of d, as shown in Figure 20b. This confirms the predicted
independence of f rP from d, and thus from k.
5.2. Time-Gated Measurements with Coil-Coupled Capacitance Sensor and QCR
Figure 21 shows the experimental setup used to test the interrogation system based on the
time-gated technique shown in Figure 15. The excitation and gate signals vexc(t) and vg(t) are generated
by two Agilent 3320A waveform generators (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). A tailored
circuit comprising the analog switch SW (MAX393, Maxim Integrated, San Jose, CA, USA), the parasitic
capacitance compensation circuit, and the readout amplifier AG (OPA656, Texas Instruments, Dallas,
TX, USA), has been developed. The readout output signal vO(t) has been connected to a high-resolution
frequency meter Philips PM6680 (Philips International, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The frequency
meter is configured to perform measurements in a time window of duration TM, starting after a delay
time TD from the beginning of the detection phase. The delay time TD is used to skip the initial
ringing in vO(t) [18,21]. The voltage vO(t) measured during detection phase, and the times TD and TM,
are shown in Figure 22.
Firstly, tests have been done on the RSU with coil-coupled capacitance sensor, described in
Section 5.1. The RSU has a PCB spiral coil with L2 = 8.51 μH, R2 = 3.2 Ω, and a capacitive sensor with
CS = 100 pF, resulting in a resonant frequency f S = 5.45 MHz. The same PCB spiral coil described in
Section 5.1, with L1 = 8.5 μH and R1 = 5 Ω, has been used as CL1. The frequency of the excitation signal
vexc(t) is set close to f S to improve the transferred signal level.
Figure 23 reports the frequency f dP of the damped sinusoid vO(t) during the detection phase,
measured at varying d for different values of the compensation capacitance CC. A delay time TD = 2 μs
and a measurement time TM = 6 μs have been chosen for all the measurements. As it can be observed,
for the case of compensation of CP, the dependence of f dP on d is much reduced with respect to the
cases with no or partial compensation. With CC ≈ 48 pF, f dP has residual variations within 1.5 kHz,
i.e., less than 300 ppm, across the explored interrogation range of about 17.6 mm.
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Figure 20. (a) Real part of Z1P measured around the mechanical resonant frequency f r of the quartz
crystal resonator (QCR) connected to the primary coil CL1 for different distances d. The frequency of
the maxima at f rP is highlighted with a black circle. (b) Frequency f rP as a function of d. The error bars
report the standard deviations calculated over 5 repeated measurements.
Figure 21. Picture of the experimental setup developed to implement the time-gated technique.
Under ideal complete compensation, the measured f dP approaches the unaffected value of f d
discussed in Section 3.2. Then, for the considered RSU with Qs = 91, a relative deviation |f dP − f S|/f S
as low as 15 ppm is obtained from Equation (8).
Then, tests have been run on an RSU made by a coil-coupled 4.432-MHz AT-cut QCR.
The capacitance compensation circuit has been kept inactive, due to the predicted independence
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of f rP from k for coil-coupled QCR. The frequency f rP of the damped sinusoid vO(t) has been measured
with varying the interrogation distance d.
Figure 22. Measured output signal vO(t) during the detection phase. Indications of the adopted delay
time TD and measurement time TM are reported.
Figure 23. Frequency f dP of the damped sinusoid v1P(t) measured as a function of the interrogation
distance d for different values of the compensation capacitance CC. A delay time TD = 2 μs and a
measurement time TM = 6 μs have been set in the measurements.
Figure 24a shows the voltage vO(t) at the beginning of the detection phase for three different
interrogation distances d. As it can be observed, the magnitude of vO(t) decreases with the increasing
d, i.e., with decreasing k, while, as expected, the frequency f rP is unaffected, as shown in Figure 24b.
A residual variation of about 1.8 Hz, i.e., less than 0.5 ppm, has been obtained over the explored
interrogation distance range of about 17.8 mm. In summary, the experimental results with coil-coupled
QCRs show that the total parasitic capacitance CP estimated in about 48 pF, causes a negligible variation
of the measured frequency f rP over the explored interrogation range.
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Figure 24. (a) Measured output signal vO(t) at the beginning of the detection phase for three different
interrogation distances d. (b) Frequency f rP as a function of d measured with a delay time TD = 5 μs
and a measurement time TM = 10 ms. The error bars report the standard deviations calculated over
30 repeated measurements.
6. Conclusions
This work has investigated contactless interrogation techniques and readout circuits for passive
sensors, exploiting the electromagnetic coupling between a primary and a secondary coil.
The sensor can be either a capacitive sensor or an electromechanical piezoelectric resonator.
With both kinds of sensors, resonance can occur in the secondary circuit that can, therefore, be named
resonant sensor unit (RSU). The interrogation of the RSU can be accomplished by techniques operating
either in the frequency domain or in the time domain, which are ideally independent of the distance
between the primary and secondary coils.
On the other hand, when unavoidable parasitic effects are considered, that combine in a lumped
capacitance in parallel to the readout coil, an unwanted dependence of the readout frequency and
quality factor on the interrogation distance is introduced, affecting similarly both the frequency- and
time-domain techniques. Numerical analysis and experimental tests demonstrate that this dependence
is detrimental on the accuracy of the readout frequency of the RSU. The inaccuracies are more relevant
for the capacitive sensors, while for electromechanical piezoelectric resonators, the effect is negligible
in most cases.
As a solution, an innovative approach has been proposed in which such parasitic capacitance
is compensated by a purposely designed electronic circuit that has been prototyped and
experimentally verified.
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In tests carried out on a capacitive RSU with the proposed compensation circuit applied,
a maximum deviation as low as 300 ppm on a resonant frequency of 5.45 MHz has been obtained over
an interrogation range of almost 2 cm. This successfully demonstrates the validity of the proposed
approach and circuit.
In addition, the experimental results have confirmed that the effect of the input parasitic
capacitance is negligible when a coil-coupled piezoelectric quartz crystal resonator is used as the RSU.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a reconfigurable sensor analog front-end using low-noise
chopper-stabilized delta-sigma capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) for capacitive microsensors.
The proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end can drive both capacitive microsensors and
voltage signals by direct conversion without a front-end amplifier. The reconfigurable scheme of the
front-end can be implemented in various multi-mode applications, where it is equipped with a fully
integrated temperature sensor. A chopper stabilization technique is implemented here to achieve
a low-noise characteristic by reducing unexpected low-frequency noises such as offsets and flicker
noise. The prototype chip of the proposed sensor analog front-end is fabricated by a standard 0.18-μm
1-poly-6-metal (1P6M) complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process. It occupies
a total active area of 5.37 mm2 and achieves an effective resolution of 16.3-bit. The total power
consumption is 0.843 mW with a 1.8 V power supply.
Keywords: capacitive microsensor; analog front-end (AFE); capacitive sensor interface circuit;
reconfigurable sensor readout circuit; delta-sigma modulation; capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC);
temperature sensor; low-noise technique; chopper stabilization
1. Introduction
The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) in recent years has greatly influenced the field of
electronics, and the demand for the development of IoT based applications has increased. In particular,
as the demand for various IoT applications grows, the performances of the sensor and the sensor
interface integrated circuits have become increasingly important. Low-noise characteristics and low
power consumption of the sensor interface circuits have become essential requirements. Capacitive
microsensors are widely adopted in various applications such as humidity sensors, accelerometers,
gyroscopes, biological sensors, pressure sensors, touch screen sensors, and proximity sensors [1–9].
With the wide use of capacitive microsensors, many research works on capacitive microsensor
interface circuit techniques have been reported [10–22]. A multi-stage amplification capacitive
sensor readout circuit with parasitic capacitance cancellation technique has been presented [10,11].
However, the multi-stage amplification scheme requires high power consumption and a large active
area, which are not suitable for IoT applications that demand low power consumption and small
size. A successive approximation register (SAR) capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) scheme for
low-power applications has been presented [12–16]. The SAR CDC scheme can achieve low power
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consumption and small size; however, it severely suffers from the effect of parasitic capacitance
due to the direct connection of the capacitive sensor to the input of the comparator without the
pre-amplifier. The implementation of the pre-amplifier in the SAR CDC scheme can relieve the effect of
the parasitic capacitance, but the circuit complexity and power consumption increase. A delta-sigma
modulation is widely used for high resolution capacitance-to-digital conversion. A capacitive sensor
readout circuit with charge sensing amplifier (CSA) for pre-amplification of the sensor signal and
a delta-sigma modulator can achieve high resolution because of its low-noise characteristic [17],
however, the chip size and power consumption increase due to the additional CSA. To reduce the area
and power consumption, the direct conversion delta-sigma CDC can be a good solution. The direct
conversion first-order delta-sigma CDC scheme can relieve the problems by directly converting
the capacitance change of the capacitive sensor to digital codes [18–21]. However, the first-order
delta-sigma modulation scheme suffers from the dead zone problem, which increases the nonlinearity
error and leads to performance degradation [22–25].
This paper presents a reconfigurable sensor analog front-end using low-noise chopper-stabilized
delta-sigma CDC. The main strength of the proposed sensor analog front-end is the reconfigurable
scheme, which can drive capacitive sensors and voltage signals without a front-end amplifier by direct
conversion in the second-order incremental delta-sigma converter scheme. It also employs a chopper
stabilization technique to achieve a low-noise characteristic. The second-order delta-sigma scheme
can relieve the dead zone problem of the first-order delta-sigma modulation scheme, which causes
nonlinearity error and performance degradation. The proposed sensor analog front-end with fully
integrated temperature sensor can be flexibly adopted in various IoT sensor system applications due
to its reconfigurable scheme.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the circuit implementation of the proposed
reconfigurable sensor analog front-end. Section 3 describes the measurement results of the proposed
reconfigurable sensor analog front-end. Finally, Section 4 presents the discussion of the proposed
reconfigurable sensor analog front-end by comparison of performance with previously reported works
and presents the conclusions of this work.
2. Circuit Implementation
2.1. Top Level Architecture
The block diagram of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end is shown in Figure 1.
The analog front-end circuit includes: a second-order incremental delta-sigma CDC; a current/voltage
reference block with the bandgap reference and bias block with a resister string; a clock generator with
an on-chip oscillator and timing generator; a fully integrated temperature sensor; a digital offset/gain
correction block; and a serial peripheral interface (SPI) for interface with the host microcontroller unit
(MCU). The basic scheme of the reconfigurable sensor analog front-end comprises a second-order
delta-sigma modulation scheme, which relieves the nonlinearity error and performance degradation
caused by the dead zone that appears when the first-order delta-sigma modulation scheme is adopted.
The reconfigurable sensor analog front-end can drive capacitive microsensors and voltage signals
without a front-end amplifier by direct conversion. The proposed scheme can drive the capacitive
microsensors in single drive mode or differential drive mode depending on the application. The bias
generation block contains a bandgap reference, current reference and a bias block. The bandgap
reference generates a reference voltage and the current reference generates the reference current
with the bandgap voltage. The bias voltages generated in the bias block with the reference current
supplies bias voltages for each sub-block. The bandgap reference also generates the complementary
to the absolute temperature (CTAT) characteristic voltage for the operation of the fully integrated
temperature sensor, which can be incorporated in specific applications to measure temperature when
needed. The driving mode of the capacitive microsensors, the voltage signal driving mode, and the
on-chip temperature sensor as the voltage signal driving mode, can be selected by register selection.
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The timing generator generates the clock signals needed by the on-chip oscillator, which can generate
1 MHz, 2 MHz, and 4 MHz master clocks by register selection or by the external input clock signal.
The digital offset/gain correction block is integrated for offset/gain calibration. The SPI is used for
register control and digital offset/gain correction block control with a laptop computer.
 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end.
2.2. Reconfigurable Sensor Analog Front-End
The schematic of the proposed reconfigurable second-order delta-sigma CDC is shown in Figure 2.
The proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end is based on the second-order delta-sigma CDC
scheme, which operates on the same concept as the conventional delta-sigma modulator based CDC.
The switch-capacitor scheme serves to balance the signal charge of the input sensor capacitor (COP or
CON) with the programmable reference capacitor (CREF) using the feedback capacitor of the integrator
(CF1 and CF2), which balances the average charge to zero. The programmable offset capacitor (COFF)
is used for offset cancellation. The output signal through the two-stage integrator and comparator
output is a digital signal, which is converted to 16-bit digital codes by the low-power digital low-pass
filter (LPF) based on the accumulator. The digital data of the proposed scheme can also be acquired as
bit-stream data (COMP_DOUT) depending on the application preference. The programmable feedback
capacitor of the first stage integrator (CF1) and second stage integrator (CF2) can be controlled from
0.177 pF to 22.671 pF by using a 7-bit control register, and from 0.177 pF to 11.336 pF by using a 6-bit
control register. The timing diagram of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end is shown
in Figure 3. The on-chip oscillator can generate 1 MHz, 2 MHz, or 4 MHz master clocks by register
selection. Moreover, the external input clock can be operated manually. The default master clock
(MCLK) operates at 1 MHz. P_CMFB1 and P_CMFB2 are non-overlapping clock signals used in the
switch capacitor common mode feedback (SC-CMFB) for the fully differential amplifier, which operates
at 500 kHz. P1, P1d, P2, and P2d are non-overlapping clocks operating at 250 kHz. The edges
of P_CMFB1, P_CMFB2, P1, P1d, P2, and P2d do not overlap. The feedback capacitor swapping
non-overlapping clocks of P_SWP1 and P_SWP2 operate at 125 kHz. The chopper non-overlapping
clocks operate at 32 kHz. The reset clock (RST) operates at 1 kHz when implemented with the 1 MHz
master clock. The proposed sensor analog front-end adopts a low-noise technique for ensuring a
low-noise characteristic.
The detailed operation timing of the integrator in the delta-sigma CDC is shown in Figure 4
(i.e., the first stage integrator with differential capacitive sensor inputs COP and CON). The operation is
explained with a single-ended circuit scheme for simplicity. The RST is controlled by the accumulator
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in the back-end. The RST resets both of the first stage and second stage integrators after counting a
number of 65,536 comparator output codes in the accumulator. The comparator output signal D and
inverted signal Db are added to P2d with an AND gate controlling a VN1 switch and a VN2 switch
connected to CREF. After the reset phase, the CDC operates with two clock phases: An initialization
phase and an amplification phase. The initialization phase is shown in Figure 4a. The non-overlapping
clocks P1 and P1d enable the input sensors COP, CON and COFF to be charged while CREF is initialized
to be reset by the reference voltage (VCM). The total charge can be expressed as Equation (1):
QP1&P1d = COP · (VCM − VP1) + CON · (VCM − VP2) + COFF · (VCM − VN1) (1)
The amplification phase is shown in Figure 4b. The non-overlapping clocks P2 and P2d enable the
charges stored in the input sensors COP, CON and COFF to be transferred to the first stage integrator
and to be amplified. The total charge in the amplification phase can be expressed as Equation (2):
QP2&P2d = COP · (VCM − VP2) + CON · (VCM − VP1) + COFF · (VCM − VN2)
+ D · CREF · (VCM − VN2) + Db · CREF · (VCM − VN1) + CF · (VCM − VOUT) (2)
The total charge during the initialization phase and the amplification phase should be equal.
The total charge transferred should satisfy Equation (3):
QP1&P1d = QP2&P2d (3)
The voltages VP1, VP2, VN1 and VN2 are set according to Equation (4):
VP1 = VCM + 0.5 · REFP
VP2 = VCM − 0.5 · REFP
VN1 = VCM − 0.5 · REFN
VN2 = VCM + 0.5 · REFN
(4)
By Equations (3) and (4), the simplified output of the integrator can be expressed as Equation (5):
VOUT = ( 1CF ) · (COP · REFP − CON · REFP − COFF · REFN
− 0.5 · D · CREF · REFN + 0.5 · Db · CREF · REFN) + VCM
(5)
The output of the first stage integrator is then amplified by the second stage integrator by the
same procedure. After the amplification of the second stage integrator, the comparator compares the
second stage integrator and outputs bit-stream data.
The chopper stabilization technique is implemented to reduce low-frequency noises such as
offsets and flicker noise [26]. The fully differential chopper amplifier is implemented as the amplifier
of the integrator to obtain a low-noise characteristic. Similar fully differential chopper amplifiers are
implemented for each stage. The schematic of the proposed fully differential chopper amplifier is
shown in Figure 5a. The switched-capacitor common mode feedback (CMFB) circuit is implemented
for low power consumption which generates the CMFB voltage for the fully differential chopper
amplifier. The amplifier is designed with a DC gain of 78.68 dB and a 1.949 MHz unit gain
bandwidth (UGBW). A feedback capacitor swapping scheme is adopted to enhance the common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) and thereby reduce the common mode noise of the sensor analog front-end.
Figure 5b shows the resolution selectable accumulator. The accumulator consists of up-counters and
resolution selection logic. The output digital code resolution can be selected by the accumulator by
SEL_RESOULTION<1:0> controlling the resolution selection logic. The resolution of the output digital
code can be selected as 8-bit, 12-bit and 16-bit for specific application needs.
The proposed sensor analog front-end can drive both capacitive microsensors and input voltage
signals by register selection. The mode selection can be performed by controlling the registers
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SEL_MODE1<1:0> to SEL_MODE4<1:0> of the analog selection multiplexers, COP_EN and CON_EN.
The driving mode of the single capacitive microsensors can be selected by enabling either COP_EN or
CON_EN. The driving mode of the differential capacitive microsensors can be selected by enabling
both COP_EN and CON_EN. When the driving mode of the capacitive microsensors is enabled, the
internal programmable capacitors COP_INT and CON_INT should be switched off for correct conversion.
The capacitive sensing mode operation can be expressed as Equation (6). The computations shown in
Equation (6) can be denoted as REFP and REFN.
VP1 − VP2 = REFP
VN2 − VN1 = REFN (6)
As shown in Equation (5), the differential output voltage of the second-order delta-sigma
integrator of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end can be defined as Equation (7).
The term CF is the feedback capacitor of the second-order delta-sigma integrator.
ΔVO = ( 1CF ) · (COP · REFP − CON · REFP − COFF · REFN − 0.5 · D · CREF · REFN
+0.5 · Db · CREF · REFN)
(7)
The input capacitance range can be defined by each conditions. When the differential output
voltage of the second-order delta-sigma integrator is higher than 0 V and the bit-stream data D[n] is
Low (0), it is saturated and the minimum input range can be expressed as Equation (8):
ΔVO > 0 & D[n] = 0 (Minimum input capacitance range)
(COFF − 0.5 · CREF) · REFN < (COP − CON) · REFP (8)
When the differential output voltage of the second-order delta-sigma integrator is lower than 0 V
and the bit-stream data D[n] is High (1), it is saturated and the maximum input range can be expressed
as Equation (9):
ΔVO < 0 & D[n] = 1 (Maximum input capacitance range)
(COP − CON) · REFP < (COFF + 0.5 · CREF) · REFN (9)
The capacitive input range of the driving mode of the capacitive microsensors can be defined as
Equation (10):




The programmable capacitors CREF and COFF can each be controlled from 0.177 pF to 11.158 pF by
a 6-bit control register; their on and off states can also be controlled. The maximum capacitive input
range of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end is 16.738 pF.
The voltage signal driving mode can be enabled by disabling COP_EN and CON_EN for the
driving mode of the capacitive microsensors. When the voltage signal driving mode is enabled,
the internal programmable capacitor COP_INT or CON_INT of the sampling capacitor should be switched
on. A single-ended voltage mode can be selected by switching on one of the internal programmable
capacitors COP_INT and CON_INT. When the internal programmable capacitor COP_INT is selected as
the single-input sampling capacitor, the input signal VP_EXT should be selected by controlling
SEL_MODE1<1:0>. Further, when the internal programmable capacitor CON_INT is selected as
the single-input sampling capacitor, the input signal VN_EXT should be selected by controlling
SEL_MODE4<1:0>. A differential voltage mode can be selected by switching on both the internal
programmable capacitors COP_INT and CON_INT. When the differential input mode is selected,
the internal programmable capacitors COP_INT and CON_INT should be switched on as differential
sampling capacitors for both inputs. In addition, both the input signals VP_EXT and VN_EXT should
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be selected by controlling the SEL_MODE1<1:0> and SEL_MODE4<1:0> registers. The switching
voltage can be controlled by SEL_MODE2<1:0> and SEL_MODE3<1:0>. The voltage signal driving
mode with the single-ended voltage mode with VP_EXT input can be expressed as Equation (11) when
the condition is as specified in the equation:
VP1 − VP2 = REFP, VP1 = VIN (11)
From Equations (10) and (11), the input range of the single-ended voltage mode can be deduced
as Equation (12):
(COFF−0.5·CREFCOP_INT ) · REFN + VP2 < VIN < (
COFF+0.5·CREF
COP_INT
) · REFN + VP2
VP1 = VP_EXT
(12)
The single-ended voltage mode with VN_EXT input can be expressed as for Equation (12) by
changing the parameters COP_INT to CON_INT, and VP_EXT to VN_EXT. Each of the programmable
capacitors CREF, COFF, COP_INT, and CON_INT can be controlled from 0.177 pF to 11.158 pF by a 6-bit
control register, and their on and off states can also be controlled. The maximum voltage mode input
range of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end is 0 V to 1.8 V.
 
Figure 2. Schematic of the second-order delta-sigma CDC.
 
Figure 3. Timing diagram of the second-order delta-sigma CDC.
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Figure 5. Schematic of fully differential chopper amplifier and accumulator. (a) Fully differential
chopper amplifier; (b) Resolution selectable accumulator.
2.3. Fully Integrated Temperature Sensor
The schematic of the fully integrated temperature sensor of the proposed reconfigurable sensor
analog front-end is shown in Figure 6. The temperature sensor operates and senses the temperature
with the CTAT voltage generated by the bandgap reference. The output analog voltage of the
temperature sensor is converted to digital codes by the voltage input mode of the proposed scheme.
The scheme of the temperature sensor has been presented in [27]. The temperature sensor consists of
an offset calibration block and the programmable gain amplifier (PGA). The programmable resistor
(Rc) of the offset calibration block can be controlled from 52.267 kΩ to 784.016 kΩ. The value of resistor
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Ra is 250.885 kΩ and that of Rb is 385.875 kΩ. The offset voltage of the temperature sensor can be
expressed as Equation (13):
VOFFSET = (
Rb + Rc
Ra + Rb + Rc
) · VCM (13)
The PGA is implemented using a differential difference amplifier (DDA). The gain of the PGA is
controlled by the 4-bit programmable resistor RF from 522.678 kΩ to 7.840 MΩ. The gain of the PGA
can be expressed as Equation (14):
VOUT = (1 +
RF
RREF
) · (VINP − VINN) + VCM (14)
Therefore, the output voltage of the temperature sensor can be expressed as Equation (15).
VTEMP_OUT = (1 +
RF
RREF
) · (VOFFSET − VTEMP_IN) + VCM (15)
The gain for temperature signal amplification and the offset level can be controlled by the proposed
scheme depending on the application status in the temperature range of −10 ◦C to 120 ◦C.
The schematic of the bandgap reference of the fully integrated temperature sensor is shown in
Figure 7. The implemented low voltage bandgap reference in the temperature sensor is a modified
version of the previous bandgap scheme [28]. The bandgap reference operates with the input enable
signal (EN) to be High (1) (input disable signal (ENB) to be Low (0)) which operates the start-up
circuit. The output bandgap reference voltage (VBGR) is generated by ratios of the resistors R1, R2, R3
and R4, following Equation (16) (when the ratio between the two bipolar junction transistors (BJT) is
Q1:Q2 = 1:24):






The bandgap resistor R4 is implemented with a 3-bit programmable resistor for voltage trimming
with a range of 90.986 kΩ to 126.280 kΩ. Figure 8 shows the simulation results of the bandgap reference.
The simulation result of the temperature sweep in the range of −40 ◦C to 120 ◦C is shown in Figure 8a.
The simulated temperature coefficient is 3.677 ppm/◦C. The generated temperature sensor voltage
(VTEMP) with CTAT voltage characteristic is shown in Figure 8b. The simulation result shows that
the VTEMP has CTAT characteristic with −1.750 mV/◦C, which is used in the proposed on-chip
temperature sensor shown as in Equation (15).
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Figure 6. Schematic of fully integrated temperature sensor.
 
Figure 7. Schematic of bandgap reference of the fully integrated temperature sensor.
 
Figure 8. Simulation results of the bandgap reference. (a) Temperature sweep of output bandgap
reference voltage (VBGR); (b) Generated temperature sensor voltage (VTEMP).
3. Measurement Results
3.1. Prototype Chip Implementation
The reconfigurable sensor analog front-end integrated circuit (IC) was fabricated using a standard
0.18-μm complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process with an active area of 5.37 mm2.
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The die photograph is shown in Figure 9. The chip is fully integrated without other external elements.
The total power consumption is 0.843 mW with 1.8 V power supply.
 
Figure 9. Die photograph of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC.
3.2. Measurement Environment
The measurement environment of the reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC is shown in
Figure 10. A digital oscilloscope was used for signal acquisition and data analysis. The output
digital codes of the prototype IC are acquired by the logic analyzer through the laptop computer.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) measurement with output bit-stream data was performed by using
the Audio Precision APx525. The inductance, capacitance and resistance (LCR) meter was used to
measure the chip capacitor to compare with the measurement results by the proposed prototype IC
for measurement evaluation. The temperature chamber was used to evaluate the performance of the
on-chip temperature sensor.
 
Figure 10. Measurement environment of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC.
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3.3. Measurement Results
The FFT measurement results of the driving mode of the capacitive microsensors in the proposed
reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC are shown in Figure 11. The FFT was achieved by the
bit-stream data FFT length of 65,536 points with a Blackman–Harris 3-term window. The gray line
shows the measurement results without the application of the chopper stabilization technique and the
black line shows the measurement results with the application of the chopper stabilization technique.
The FFT result shows enhanced reduction of noise by the chopper stabilization technique implemented
in the proposed scheme.
 
Figure 11. FFT measurement results of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC.
The simulation result of the capacitance linearity is shown in Figure 12. The output capacitance is
indicated by the black line and the gray line indicates the trend line of the simulated output capacitance.
The simulated nonlinearity is 0.028% FSO. The simulation was proceeded by Cadence Virtuoso for
comparison with the measurement result. The capacitance linearity measurement result of the driving
mode of the capacitive microsensors in the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 13. The capacitance
linearity was measured by changing the input capacitance and acquiring the output digital codes.
The output capacitance is indicated by the blue line and the red line indicates the trend line of the
measured output capacitance. The measured nonlinearity is 0.711% FSO. The input capacitance was
connected and measured using the LCR meter, and then connected to the analog front-end circuit; thus,
the measurement results include the relatively large non-linearity because of the parasitic capacitance
from the measurement environment.
 
Figure 12. Linearity simulation results of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end.
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Figure 13. Linearity measurement results of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end.
The measured output codes of the capacitive microsensors of the proposed scheme are shown
in Figure 14a–d. The output code error without chopper stabilization is shown in Figure 14a and
its histogram is shown in Figure 14b. The output code error with the application of the chopper
stabilization is shown in Figure 14c and its histogram is shown in Figure 14d. Five thousand sets of
data values with fixed input capacitance of 6 pF were acquired. Figure 14a shows the peak-to-peak
(P-P) noise of ±6 code variation without the application of the chopper stabilization. Figure 14c
shows the measurement results of the code variation with the application of the chopper stabilization,
which improved the code variation to ±2. The root mean square (RMS) noise is improved from 2.081 to
0.803, as shown in Figures 14b and 14d. The measured input referred capacitance RMS noise is 0.180 fF
without the application of the chopper stabilization and 0.069 fF with the application of the chopper
stabilization. The RMS noise and P-P noise can be acquired by the standard deviation and difference
of the maximum and minimum results of the data. The effective resolution and P-P resolution can be
acquired for performance evaluation. The effective resolution can be calculated as Equation (17) and
the P-P resolution can be calculated as Equation (18) from the histogram results [29]:
E f f ective resolution = log2(
P − P Range (LSBs)
RMS Noise (LSBs)
) (17)
P − P resolution = log2(
P − P Range (LSBs)
P − P Noise (LSBs) ) (18)
The measured effective resolution and P-P resolution of the proposed scheme without the
application of the chopper stabilization are 14.9-bit and 12.4-bit, respectively. The measured effective
resolution and P-P resolution with the application of the chopper stabilization are 16.3-bit and
14-bit, respectively.
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Figure 14. Measured output codes of the proposed reconfigurable sensor analog front-end IC.
(a) Output code error without chopper stabilization; (b) Histogram of output code error without
chopper stabilization; (c) Output code error with chopper stabilization; (d) Histogram of output code
error with chopper stabilization.
The measured output data of the temperature sensor with the proposed reconfigurable sensor
analog front-end IC are shown in Figures 15a and 15b. The measured temperature range is −10 ◦C
to 120 ◦C. Figure 15a shows the measured output temperature data. The blue line represents the
output temperature with two-point nonlinearity fitting. The red line is the trend line of the measured
output temperature and the black line represents the error of the two-point nonlinearity fitted output
temperature, which is shown in detail in Figure 15b. The measured nonlinearity is 0.024% FSO and the
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Figure 15. Measured output data of the temperature sensor of the proposed sensor analog front-end.
(a) Measured output temperature data; (b) Error of the two-point nonlinearity fitted output temperature.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The performance summary and comparison of previous works with the proposed reconfigurable
sensor analog front-end scheme is shown in Table 1. The figure-of-merit (FoM) for the performance





The performance summary and comparisons show that the proposed work achieves high effective
resolution, low power consumption, and low FoM. The power consumption of 0.843 mW and FoM
of 13.06 pJ/step show improvements compared with previous works with similar architecture of
discrete time delta-sigma CDC. The wide range of input capacitance with 16.7 pF of the proposed
CDC is also an advantage compared to previous works, which makes it suitable for various capacitive
microsensor applications.
This paper presented a reconfigurable sensor analog front-end using low-noise chopper-stabilized
delta-sigma CDC. The proposed scheme can drive both capacitive microsensors and voltage signals by
direct conversion. A fully integrated temperature sensor is implemented in the proposed reconfigurable
sensor analog front-end for various applications. A low-noise technique with chopper stabilization
was implemented to achieve a low-noise characteristic. The prototype IC was fabricated as per the
standard 0.18-μm 1P6M CMOS process. The proposed scheme occupies a total active area of 5.37 mm2
and the total power consumption is 0.843 mW with a 1.8 V power supply. It achieves an effective
resolution of 16.3-bit and measured input referred capacitance RMS noise of 0.069 fF. The measured
capacitance nonlinearity and the measured temperature nonlinearity are 0.711 % FSO and 0.024% FSO,
respectively. The proposed sensor analog front-end can be flexibly adopted in various IoT sensor
system applications with reasonable performance due to its reconfigurable scheme.
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Table 1. Performance summary and comparisons.
Specification This Work [20] [31] [32] [33] [34]
Modulator order DT 2nd DT 1st DT 2nd DT 2nd DT 4th DT 2nd
Process (μm) 0.18 0.35 0.35 - 0.25 0.18
Re-configurability Y N N N N N
Supply voltage (V) 1.8 (core)/3.3 (pads) 3.3 3.0 5.0 2.5 2.6
Power consumption (mW) 0.843 1.44 60 3.75 6 2.34
Measurement time (ms) 1.25 0.128 1000 20 500 3.07
Effective Resolution (bit) 16.3 11.0 20.0 19.4 20.3 17.4
Capacitance range (pF) 16.7 1 1 8 5.3 10
FoM (pJ/step) 13.06 90 57220 108 2300 37
Active area (mm2) 5.37 0.05 0.65 - 2 0.67
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Abstract: The study of ladder networks made by sequences of directly coupled inductor–capacitor
single cells has led us to discover a new property, which may be of certain interest in the sensor
field. In the case of n cells, the n-frequencies vector characterizing each node may allow for the
identification of that capacitor (sensor), which has experienced a variation of its nominal value. This
localization is possible independently from the observable node of the ladder network as proven
by the application of the following multivariate data analysis techniques: principal component
analysis and partial least square discriminant analysis. This property can be applied on a large scale
down to micrometric dimensions in agreement with the technologic ability to shrink the capacitive
sensor dimensions.
Keywords: ladder networks; capacitive sensor; sensor network; fingerprint; data analysis
1. Introduction
Passive ladder networks (L.N.s) made by a number of single cells showing both longitudinal and
transversal impedances have been studied for a long time [1–6] due to their versatility in representing a
good model for mechanical, chemical, thermal, and electronic systems and also because they have been
frequently employed in passive filters [7,8]. In fact, the representation of complex dynamic systems by
using the analogy of electrical networks has proven to be very useful in the realization of interfaces
for monitoring integrated sensors, sensor systems, and microstructures, especially when the sensors
work at the micro-dimensional level. In this analogy, the role of sensor activity is played by those
electronic components, which present measurable time variability, such as inductors or capacitors.
These kinds of electrical networks are called inductor–capacitor (L–C) networks and are often used
in modeling a particular kind of information transmission. When the inductor (L) and capacitor (C)
elements represent sensors operating in a real scenario, the content of each variation is a part of global
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information conveyed by the whole network of electro-mechanical sensors. The interest in L.N.s today
is still alive due to new applications, for example, in analog neural networks. Furthermore, we cannot
exclude in the near future their possible implications in the study of the electric behavior of both DNA
and RNA structures [9] and related aspects of epigenomics.
This paper, on the other hand, also considers these kinds of networks from another viewpoint:
the search of the presence of links with Fibonacci numbers. In many cases these famous numbers are
present as expression of impedances, voltages, and currents and may facilitate the rapid calculation of
their amplitudes [4].
The particular structure of the directly coupled L–C single cell L.N. shows very strong peculiarities,
which are shown in Figure 1, reported below, and taken from D’Amico et al. [5].
Figure 1. Normalized ω solutions in the case of an inductor–capacitor (L–C) ladder network (L.N.)
formed by a number of single cells from 1 to 100.
In the vertical axes we have, for example, the number of L–C cells from 1 to 100. In the horizontal
axes, we have the normalized frequencies, which means that in the case of only one cell ω1 = 1/
√
LC is
taken equal to 1. In the case of two L–C cells, the normalized ω becomes ω1 = 0.618 . . . and ω2 = 1.618
. . . (which do represent the golden section and the golden ratio, respectively) and so on. Another
interesting property is represented by the fact that these two frequencies are also present in the case of
7, 12, 17, 22 . . . and so on cells (i.e., starting from two cells the two solutions are present according to a
period of five cells). Furthermore, the transfer function of this kind of L–C L.N. has the property to
show all the ω-solutions only in the normalized interval defined by 0 and 2 (as shown in Figure 1).
Another property of this L–C L.N. can be seen by looking at this figure while partly shutting one’s eyes.
It is possible to see many channels (finite number) that become narrower and narrower by increasing
the number of cells. These are the forbidden bands similar to those that we have in a 1-dimensional
(1D) array of atoms. This means that whatever the number of cells, the solutions ωi will never enter
these bands.
The novelty in this paper concerns the identification of a new property related to the L–C L.N.
that can be of a certain utility in the field of sensor network. In this case we have imagined dealing
with capacitive sensors for either mechanical of chemical quantities. In fact, measuring the frequencies
vector in only one of the randomly selected nodes of a given L–C L.N., we have found that it is possible
to determine the capacitor that has changed its value due to a given sensing action. Of course, the
same property is evident if we consider the inductors as sensors. The result is the same due to the fact
that the transfer function of this network is related to the ratio (K) between the longitudinal Z1 = jωL
and transversal impedance Z2 = 1/jωC.
In fact, being that K = ω2LC, the same changes of either C or L (not simultaneous changes) will
produce the same result.
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In this paper, we have investigated, as an example, the transfer function of seven L–C cells directly
coupled forming a discrete L.N. and found a new interesting property useful for applications in the
field of sensors. In fact, surprisingly, each node brings the information of each cell, and when one
capacitor of a cell is changed, then the voltages in the seven nodes change also. Of course, each one
changes in a different way, but the identification of the modified cell can be performed whatever the
testing node. This new property is found to be of interest for the control of sensorial multi-points:
this attitude is strategic when applied to the monitoring of networks developed at the micrometric
level, when the ‘interrogation’ and the localization of the ‘sensor-points’ could be not so easy. We have
estimated the resolution of this system as a final contribution to the knowledge of this peculiar discrete
network. Definitively, the purpose of this work is the study of useful electrical properties of directly
coupled L–C cells forming a discrete ladder network (L–C L.N.) to be applied to the sensor field.
2. Materials and Methods
A typical L–C L.N. is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Ladder network formed by n-L–C elementary cells.
As shown in the literature [6], the transfer function of this L–C L.N., whatever the number of cell,
can be easily determined by the use of the DFF triangle [4], which gives the modules of the coefficients
of the polynomial at the denominator of the transfer function.
In the same paper, it is shown the following expression, which gives the voltage Vb in each node




j = 0 b(n − β, j)kj(s)
∑nj = 0 b(n, j)kj(s)
Vin (1)
This triangle is here reported in Table 1 and is framed to give the coefficients for a seven-cell L.N.
(Figure 3), which is the number taken into account in this paper for the demonstration of the new
property of this L.N.
Table 1. DFF triangle for a seven-cell L.N.
Power of Monomials at the Denominator
Cell # X0 X2 X4 X6 X8 X10 X12 X14
0 1 - - - - - - -
1 1 −1 - - - - - -
2 1 −3 1 - - - - -
3 1 −6 5 −1 - - - -
4 1 −10 15 −7 1 - - -
5 1 −15 35 −28 9 −1 - -
6 1 −21 65 −84 45 −11 1 -
7 1 −28 121 −205 165 −66 13 −1
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Figure 3. Ladder network of seven L–C cells.
In order to obtain a general model to be used for any kind of L–C network with n-cell, a bottom-up
strategy has been used, starting from the analysis of a single L–C cell. The starting condition (assumed
as a reference) for this cell is given by the following values: L = 68 uH and C = 47 nF (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Single L–C cell used as a ‘standard’ for the reference condition of the L.N. in this work.
Studying the transfer function of this cell and simulating the relative electronic circuit in MultiSim
(National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), we obtain the magnitude curve (Figure 5), which confirms










68 × 10−6 × 47 × 10−9 = 89.02KHz (2)
Figure 5. Magnitude vs frequency plot of the single-cell L.N. reported in Figure 3 showing the behavior
of a low pass filter.
This frequency is characteristic of the elementary cell (Figure 5), and the calculus is here
implemented for a n-cell ladder network.
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The pattern of frequencies relative to the n poles and to the m zeros, related to the voltages
at internal nodes, is typical of the ladder network. The n cells of the ladder network and the n + m
frequencies registered form a multidimensional n(n + m) array: this array provides a dynamic picture of
the network, and its elaboration via multivariate data analysis techniques gives important information
on the network condition. The study of this array has been here performed with both a qualitative
and a quantitative approach. Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used to explore the array
variation with the aim of dynamically identifying whether a specific pattern is able to identify the
point of observation on the network or the element (C or L) whose value has changed or both. Partial
least square discriminant analysis (cross-validated via the leave-one-out criterion) has been used here
in order to quantify the occurring variation of capacitance and/or inductance. Let us consider the
seven-cell L–C ladder network with L = 68 uH and C = 47 nF as reported in Figure 6. This is the
electronic circuit analyzed in the following of the work.
 
Figure 6. The seven-cell L.N. used as the reference L.N. in the work elaborations.
3. Results
3.1. Fibonacci Relations in the L–C L.N.
In the case of seven L–C L.N. cells, we have the following denominator for the transfer function:
−ω14L7 C7 + 13ω12L6C6 − 66ω10L5C5 + 165ω8L4C4 − 205ω6L3C3 + 121ω4L2C2 − 28ω2LC + 1 (3)
which must be set equal to zero in order to determine the seven solutions. The seven solutions are
represented by the seven resonant frequencies obtained by the following relationship [6]:
ω(n) = 2 sin {[(2i − 1)π]/[(2n + 1)2]} (4)
where n represents the number of L–C cells, and i = 1, 2, . . . , n
As a consequence, according to Equation (4), the normalized solutions are the following:
ω1 = 0.20906; ω2 = 0.61903; ω3 = 1; ω4 = 1.33832; ω5 = 1.61803; ω6 = 1.82713; ω7 = 1.9659.
In this kind of L–C L.N. we have noticed that starting from the case of two or more cells (5, 7, 12,
17, 22, . . . ) we always get, among the others, the following two solutions: the golden ratio, φ = 1.618
and the gold section, 1/φ = 0.618. So, even in the case under test, we have these two particular
frequencies, which are related to the Fibonacci numbers, as expressed by the following relationships:
φ = logn−∞ Fn /F(n−1) (5)
1/φ = logn−∞F(n−1)/Fn (6)
3.2. Sensor Localization Based on Frequency Patterns
When one of the capacitors (representing a sensor for instance) is for some reason changed (e.g.,
the third in the L.N. of Figure 7), all the frequency patterns of the L–C L.N. will change as a consequence
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of the variation of its transfer function. Depending on the node where the output is read, we will have
a different set of frequencies.
 
Figure 7. The L–C seven-cell L.N. with a variation of C in the third cell.
We now prove that it is possible, whatever the observed node, to localize the transversal
impedance, which has changed.
This unexpected property can be of a high utility in the sensor field where a sensor network made
by capacitive sensors has to be kept under control independently from the observation point.
This property has been studied by principal component analysis (PCA) in order to have a sound
description of it.
Table 2 shows the first step of the analysis: the array of the characteristic frequencies of the L–C
L.N. in the standard condition taken as reference (without any variation of the values of L and C). The
characteristic frequencies given by the seven poles (first 7 columns of the array reported in Table 2)
and given by the six zeros (the last 6 columns reported in Table 2) have been calculated for each cell
(the seven rows of the array reported in Table 2).
Table 2. Array of the poles and zeros (in KHz) of the transfer function of the circuit in Figure 6. The
colors used for some of the ‘zero’ values reported in the cells are here used to put in evidence the
cancellation action of zeros and poles coincidence; thus, each couple of identical color (orange. red.
yellow) corresponds to a couple of coincident pole–zero.
Poles
Cell # P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
1 18.61 55.01 89.02 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
2 18.61 55.01 89.02 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
3 18.61 55.01 0 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
4 18.61 55.01 89.02 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
5 18.61 0 89.02 119.15 0 162.66 174.18
6 18.61 55.01 0 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
7 18.61 55.01 89.02 119.15 144.04 162.66 174.18
Zeros
Cell # Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6
1 21.46 63.13 101.13 133.26 157.65 172.86
2 25.33 73.96 116.6 0 149.79 170.84
3 30.91 0 0 136.39 0 167.3
4 39.61 0 111.01 0 160.43 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Each row of the array in Table 2 is a pattern of frequencies, which is characteristic of the adopted
configuration. These seven patterns show seven different magnitude plots (reported in Figure 8) with
seven different colors. Each plot represents the behavior of the magnitude of the transfer function of
the whole network when read by the ith cell (i = 1, . . . , 7).
Figure 8. Magnitude plots vs frequency of the seven patterns readable by the seven nodes of the seven
cells of the L–C L.N.
Thus, when C and L values are ‘static’ (meaning: fixed values), the 7 × 13 array representing
the system is a static picture (Table 3). But, when the system is ‘dynamic’ because some elements
are modified, how is the array modified? Is it possible to monitor and localize this variation by
automatically checking the array variability with respect to the reference ‘picture’?
Table 3. Array of the poles and zeros of the transfer function of the circuit in Figure 5 when the
capacitance at node 7th has been changed from 47 nF to 44 nF.
Poles
Cell # P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
1 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
2 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
3 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
4 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
5 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
6 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
7 18.77 55.44 89.61 119.72 144.51 162.92 174.22
Zeros
Cell # Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6
1 21.67 63.69 101.85 133.87 158.01 172.98
2 25.63 74.69 117.4 0 150.34 171
3 31.35 0 90.01 137.24 0 167.61
4 40.31 0 112.3 0 161.02 0
5 0 56.33 0 0 145.41 0
6 0 0 92 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0
To test this condition, the value of the capacitor of the third cell has been decreased, as an example,
from 47 nF to 44 nF. Figure 9 shows the shift of the magnitude pattern given by this variation.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the magnitude plots vs frequency of the patterns readable at the seventh node
of the L–C L.N. when the capacitance at the 7th cell shifts from 47 nF to 44 nF.
Now it is possible to obtain the array of the resonance frequencies for each node of the L.N. by
varying each capacitor of the L.N. Table 4 reports an example: the array given by the variation of the
capacitor in the 7th cell. This array is given by reading each node of the L.N.
Table 4. Root-mean-square error in cross validation (RMSECV) in the identification of the capacitance
shifts (from C1 to C7), as obtained from the partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) model
by using the leave-one-out cross-validation criterion. Each row of the table reports the node (the point
of observation for monitoring the ‘sensor’ variation) in the first column and the minimum detectable






5 2.08 × 10−6
6 0.16
7 0.20
In Figure 10, three examples of the magnitude plot shifting for three different conditions: (a) C
shift in cell 1 read by node 1; (b) C shift in cell 2 read by node 2; and (c) C shift in cell 5 read by node 5.
Using multivariate data analysis techniques, it is possible to face the complexity of the information
content of the 7 × 13 arrays. This approach allows the reduction of the problem dimension and the
representation of a multidimensional issue on a 2- or 3-dimensional plane, which can effectively map
the L.N. conditions. Principal component analysis is the simplest explorative (unsupervised) method
to obtain this ‘map’. The PCA elaboration of the seven-cell L–C L.N. of Figure 5 has given the scores
plot reported in Figure 11.
The scores plot in Figure 11 appears to be like a map of the L.N.: the central ‘corridor’ is the
reference condition of the L.N. corresponding to the starting value of 47 nF for the capacitor. Along
the PC2, the shift of the C value is mapped, either increasing (towards the upper portion of the plot)
or decreasing (towards the lower portion of the plot) the value of C. Along the PC1, it is possible
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to localize the cell. This ‘mapping’ action is better represented in Figure 12, where the same plot of
Figure 11 is repeated with a figurative representation of the localization action, which can be performed




Figure 10. Magnitude plot shifting for three different conditions: (a) C shift in cell 1 read by node 1;
(b) C shift in cell 2 read by node 2; and (c) C shift in cell 5 read by node 5.
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Figure 11. Score plot of the first two PCs of the principal component analysis (PCA) model built in the
7 × 13 data array of resonance frequency of the seven-cell L–C L.N. of Figure 5.
 
Figure 12. Representation of the localization action, which can be performed using the PCA model of
Figure 11 in finding out the variation that occurred.
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Considering the capability of the multivariate model to follow also the increasing/decreasing
of the C value supposed to be modified, a supervised technique could be applied in order to test
the performance of the model in the quantification of this change. A partial least square model has
been calculated on the L.N., and the root-mean-square error in cross validation (RMSECV) has been
estimated by applying the leave-one-out criterion. The rather interesting results are reported in Table 4.
The RMSECV confirms the capability of the system to detect variations of capacitance down to 10−6 nF;
thus, it could be used in the management of sensors with optimal resolution power, which is crucial
when monitoring very small deviations of micrometric sensors’ responses.
4. Conclusions
Ladder networks have been employed in many applications in the engineering context, and in
this paper, we have shown that another important property can be attributed to them in the special
case when the L.N. is formed by longitudinal inductors and transversal capacitors.
The results obtained in this work demonstrate that one of the transversal elements, capacitors in
this example, can be univocally identified by using the arrays of the resonance frequencies, which can
be easily determined by the transfer function of the L.N. itself. Moreover, by analyzing these arrays
with multivariate data analysis technique, it is possible to localize the element where in the L.N. the
variation is occurring and to quantify this variation independently from the observation node. The
model here presented has a general validity and can be used for any kind of network as far as the
number of cells is concerned.
This method could be of particular utility in cases of complex network configurations, when
the identification of the variation of single sensorial element is not easy, such as in the case of sensor
networks operating at the micrometric dimensional level. Of course, there is an important aspect to be
considered when dimensions of sensors are reduced, which deals with the possibility of keeping the
overall performance analysis when operating frequencies become higher and higher. The identification
of limits in this direction is a challenge for near-future technological work. Moreover, whenever the
L.N. represents a sensor network, an automated localization system based on such model could be
useful to speed up the identification process and the potential warning activation, especially in case of
hazardous or extended areas.
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Abstract: Over the last decade, MEMS microphones have become the leading solution for
implementing the audio module in most portable devices. One of the main drivers for the success
of the MEMS microphone has been the continuous improvement of the corresponding integrated
interface circuit performance in terms of both dynamic range and power consumption, which enabled
the introduction in mobile devices of additional functionalities, such as Hi-Fi audio recording or voice
commands. As a result, MEMS microphone interface circuits evolved from just simple amplification
stages to complex mixed-signal circuits, including A/D converters, with ever improving performance.
This paper provides an overview of such evolution based on actual design examples, focusing, finally,
on the latest cutting-edge solutions.
Keywords: MEMS microphones; microsensor interface circuits; data converters
1. Introduction
After the invention of the first microphone in 1876, carbon microphones were introduced in 1878
as key components of early telephone systems. In 1942, ribbon microphones were developed for
radio broadcasting. The invention of the self-biased condenser or electret microphones (ECM) in 1962
represented the first significant breakthrough in this field. Indeed, ECMs, ensuring high-sensitivity
and wide bandwidth at low cost, have dominated the market for high-volume applications until the
last decade, when MEMS microphones started to gain popularity [1].
The first microphone based on silicon micro-machining (MEMS microphone) was introduced
in 1983. Thanks to the use of advanced fabrication technologies, MEMS microphones offer
several advantages with respect to ECMs: better performance, smaller size, compatibility with
high-temperature automated printed circuit board (PCB) mounting processes, and lower sensitivity
to mechanical shocks. Moreover, MEMS microphones can be integrated together with the CMOS
electronics on the same chip or, more commonly, within the same package [2], thus reducing area,
complexity, and costs, while increasing efficiency, reliability, and performance. As a result, around
2014 MEMS microphones overcame ECMs in terms of sold units, with an annual market size increase
of more than 11%, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The microphone market in million units since 2005 [3].
MEMS microphones can be realized exploiting different transduction principles, such as
piezoresistive, and optical detection. However, more than 80% of the produced MEMS microphones
are based on capacitive transduction, since it achieves higher sensitivity, consumes lower power, and is
more compatible with batch production. Piezoelectric MEMS microphones are also gaining popularity
as an alternative to capacitive devices, since they do not require a biasing voltage, but so far they have
not reached the same level of performance and cost effectiveness.
The interface circuit is of paramount importance for MEMS microphones, since it represents one
of the most significant competitive advantages with respect to ECMs. Therefore, the development
of high-performance interface circuits has been proceeding in parallel with the evolution of MEMS
microphones since the very beginning [4–12]. The main target in the optimization of these interface
circuits is the constant improvement of the audio performances, such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
dynamic range (DR), and total harmonic distortion (THD), while maintaining or even reducing the
power consumption. This trend is mainly driven by portable applications, in which the audio-related
functionalities have been expanding significantly. For example, voice interfaces are becoming pervasive.
A growing number of people now talk to their mobile devices, asking them to send e-mails and text
messages, to search for directions, or to find information on the internet. These functions require
continuous listening, thus introducing severe constraints on the power consumption of the microphone
modules. On the other hand, mobile devices nowadays are also used to perform high-fidelity (Hi-Fi)
audio/video recording, which require high performance in terms of DR and THD. Such different
scenarios are clearly characterized by different performance and power consumption requirements in
the microphone module. Different operating modes are required when the same device is re-used in
different systems (with different specifications) or when, in the same system, the specifications change
depending on the performed function.
In the first case, applications with different DR requirements lead to different component choices,
like, for instance, different microphones and/or audio processors. In this situation, the microphone
interface circuit has to achieve different performance levels depending on the hardware to which it is
connected. In the second case, portable devices supporting voice commands require the audio module
to be always active, featuring low DR with low power consumption in stand-by mode (to extend
battery life) [13]. However, as soon as an audio input signal is detected, the DR and, hence, the power
consumption of the audio module have to be increased to effectively perform the required functions.
Then, as soon as the input signal vanishes, the system has to return in stand-by mode. For instance, in
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always running applications, the bandwidth and DR requirements are typically relaxed (e.g., 4-kHz
bandwidth and DR > 70 dB), but power consumption has to be extremely low [14–16], whereas, in
Hi-Fi applications, the required bandwidth is 20 kHz and the DR has to be larger than 90–100 dB, but a
relatively high (e.g., around 1 mW) power consumption can be tolerated [17–24].
As a consequence, in the last decade, MEMS microphone interface circuits evolved from just
simple amplification stages to complex mixed-signal circuits, including A/D converters, with ever
increasing performance.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short overview of MEMS microphones,
briefly describing their operating principle. Then, Section 3 discusses the basic principles of
the interface circuits for MEMS microphones, illustrating the most important design options and
trade-offs, as well as the evolution of both the architecture and the performance over the last decade.
This evolution is then analyzed in detail with four actual design examples, which are described in
Sections 4–7, respectively. Finally, in Section 8, we draw some conclusions and discuss future trends.
2. Capacitive MEMS Microphones
A microphone is a transducer, which translates a perturbation of the atmospheric pressure, i.e.,
sound, into an electrical quantity. In a capacitive MEMS microphone, the pressure variation leads to
the vibration of a mechanical mass, which, in turn, is transformed into a capacitance variation.
Sound pressure is typically expressed in dBSPL (sound-pressure-level). A sound pressure of
20 μPa, corresponding to 0 dBSPL, is the auditory threshold (the lowest amplitude of a 1-kHz signal
that a human ear can detect). The sound pressure level of a face-to-face conversation ranges between
60 dBSPL and 70 dBSPL. The sound pressure rises to 94 dBSPL if the speaker is at a distance of one inch
from the listener (or the microphone), which is the case, for example, in mobile phones. Therefore,
a sound pressure level of 94 dBSPL, which corresponds to 1 Pa, is used as a reference for acoustic
applications. The performance parameters for acoustic systems, such as SNR, are typically specified at
1-Pa and 1-kHz.
A MEMS microphone, whose simplified structure is shown in Figure 2, consists of two conductive
plates at a distance x. The top plate, in this case, is fixed and cannot move, while the bottom plate is
able to vibrate with the sound pressure, producing a variation of x (Δx) with respect to its steady-state
value (x0), proportional to the instantaneous pressure level (PS). Different arrangements of the
electrodes and fabrication solutions are possible [25–31], but the basic principle does not change.
















Figure 2. Basic structure and working principle of a MEMS microphone.
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Denoting with C0 the MEMS capacitance in the absence of sound, i.e., when x = x0, and assuming
linear the relationship between the sound pressure PS and the deformation x (Δx = −κΔPS), which
is actually true for Δx  x0, we can calculate the output signal (ΔV) as a function of ΔPS. If the
MEMS capacitor is initially charged to a fixed voltage VB, the charge Q = C0VB remains constant,
independently of PS. As a consequence, the capacitance variation due to a sound pressure variation












where κV denotes the voltage sensitivity of the microphone.
According to (2), κV depends on the bias voltage VB. Therefore, in order to increase the microphone
sensitivity and, hence, the SNR, the value of VB has to be pretty high, typically ranging from 5 V to
about 15 V. As a consequence, a charge pump is usually required to generate the desired value of VB,
starting from the standard CMOS power supply voltage (1.8 V, 2.5 V, or 3.3 V).
In practical implementations, a MEMS microphone is not just a capacitor, but some additional
parasitic components have to be taken into account. The equivalent circuit of an actual MEMS






Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of a MEMS microphone.
Besides the variable capacitance C(PS), the equivalent circuit includes two parasitic capacitances
CP1 and CP2, connected between each plate of the MEMS microphone and the substrate, as well as
a parasitic resistance RP, connected in parallel to C(PS). The value of these parasitic components
depends on the specific implementation of the microphone, but typically CP1 and CP2 are of the order
of few pF, while RP is in the GΩ range.
3. MEMS Microphone Interface Circuits
The interface circuit for a MEMS microphone has to read-out the electrical signal, ΔV, and convert
it in the digital domain. Digital output is, indeed, a must for MEMS microphones, in order to gain a
competitive advantage over ECMs, in terms of area and cost at system level. Therefore, the interface
circuit for a MEMS microphone, whose block diagram is shown in Figure 4, typically consists of a
preamplifier followed by an A/D converter (ADC). Moreover, for capacitive MEMS microphones,
a charge pump is usually required for generating the microphone bias voltage VB. For piezoelectric
MEMS microphones, the bias voltage is not required, but, besides this, the interface circuits are basically
the same as for capacitive devices.
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Figure 4. Typical block diagram of the interface circuit for a MEMS microphone.
3.1. Preamplifier
The topology and the functionality of the preamplifier in a MEMS microphone interface circuit
has to buffer the microphone output voltage, eventually introducing some gain, providing a suitable
signal, with low output impedance, to the subsequent ADC, as shown in Figure 5a. In this case,
the input impedance of the preamplifier has to be extremely high (larger than 10 GΩ), in order to
guarantee that the charge stored on the microphone capacitance is maintained, while providing, at the
same time, a suitable DC bias voltage at the preamplifier input node. The biasing network at the
preamplifier input is, therefore, very critical and represents typically the most challenging part of the
preamplifier design. The solutions usually adopted to implement RB are based on inversely biased
diodes or switched networks [32]. Resistor RB introduces a high-pass filter with cut-off frequency


















Figure 5. Block diagram of the preamplifier without (a) and with (b) parasitic capacitance bootstrapping.
The parasitic capacitance at the preamplifier input (CPA) is also particularly important, considering
that the output voltage of the microphone ΔV, given by (2), in the presence of parasitic capacitances
(both CP2 and CPA), is actually attenuated, leading to
Vin,PA = ΔV
C0
C0 + CP2 + CPA
= −ΔPS κVC0C0 + CP2 + CPA (3)
This attenuation can often be quite substantial, thus leading to a degradation of the actual
microphone sensitivity and, hence, of the SNR. This problem can be mitigated by bootstrapping
CP2 and, eventually, also CPA, as shown in Figure 5b. In this case, the voltage across the parasitic
capacitances is kept constant, independently of the signal, and, therefore, Vin,PA ≈ ΔV. In order to
achieve proper bootstrapping, the gain of the preamplifier (or, at least, of the preamplifier first stage)
has to be unitary and, hence,
VOUT = −κVΔPS (4)
Quite often, the overall preamplifier gain is programmable, in order to adapt the microphone
output signal range, which can change depending on the used microphone and/or the fabrication
tolerances, to the ADC input signal range.
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3.2. A/D Converter
The large majority of the ADCs for audio applications are realized with sigma-delta (ΣΔ)
modulators, in view of their inherent linearity and low power consumption. The main reason that
makes ΣΔmodulators particularly suited for audio applications is the relatively small bandwidth of
audio signals (B = 20 Hz, · · · , 20 kHz), which allows fairly large oversampling ratios, M = fS/ (2B),
to be achieved, while maintaining the sampling frequency ( fS) at acceptable values (few MHz). By
trading accuracy with speed, ΣΔ modulators achieve SNR values larger than 60 dB with simple
hardware and small area, considering that the SNR of a ΣΔmodulator of order L with N-bit quantizer
and oversampling ratio M, is ideally given by [33–35]
SNR =
22N3 (2L + 1) M2L+1
2π2L
(5)
Following this trend, ΣΔmodulators represent the dominant solution for implementing the ADC
also in the interface circuits for MEMS microphones [5,7,9–12,36–38].
Audio ΣΔmodulators can be implemented using either continuous-time (CT) or discrete-time
(DT) architectures [33,34]. CT ΣΔmodulators represent the most promising solution for minimizing
power consumption, since they require operational amplifiers with lower bandwidth with respect to
their DT counterparts for the same SNR. However, they are more sensitive to clock jitter and process
variations. The Schreier figure-of-merit [39], defined as




B being the bandwidth and P the power consumption, is a useful indicator to compare different ADC
solutions. Figure 6 shows the values of FoMS of ADCs published in the last 20 years as a function of






























Figure 6. ADC state-of-the-art based on FoMS from [40].
As expected, the top of class performance in the audio field is achieved with a CT ΣΔmodulator.
Moreover, it is possible to verify the trend in the direction of increasing the DR while maintaining or
reducing the power consumption, as discussed in Section 1.
To understand this evolution of both the architecture and the performance of the ADCs for MEMS
microphones, it is useful to consider four actual design examples, which span from the very first
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experiments, targeting a DR of the order of 60–70 dB with a power consumption in the mW range, to
the latest top-of-class achievements (DR > 100 dB with power consumption lower than 1 mW).
4. Example 1: Third-Order DT ΣΔModulator
As a first design example, we consider a DT ΣΔmodulator used in one of the very first MEMS
microphone interface circuits [7,41]. In this interface circuit, considering the sampling frequency
fS = 2.52 MHz and, hence, the oversampling ratio M = 63, according to Equation (5), a third-order
(L = 3), single-bit (N = 1) ΣΔmodulator is sufficient to achieve the required SNR ≥ 60 dB. The block
















Figure 7. Block diagram of the third-order DT ΣΔmodulator (example 1).
The signal transfer function (STF) and the noise transfer function (NTF) are given by
STF =
0.06z
(z − 0.92) (z2 − 1.47z + 0.55) , (7)
NTF =
(z − 1)3
(z − 0.92) (z2 − 1.47z + 0.55) (8)
respectively.
















































































Figure 8. Schematic of the SC implementation of the third-order DT ΣΔmodulator (example 1).
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The feedforward and feedback paths are implemented using separate capacitors, thus relaxing
the settling requirements of the operational amplifiers. The feedback path contains an extra switch,
to select between positive and negative reference voltage (VR+ or VR−). The first integrator has reduced
output swing, but the capacitors are large to keep the kT/C noise low, while the second and third
integrator use smaller capacitors, but the output swing is large. Therefore, all the integrators have
almost the same settling requirements for the operational amplifiers. Bottom-plate sampling is used in
the whole ΣΔmodulator to minimize the distortion due to charge-injection from switches.
The operational amplifiers used for the integrators are based on a telescopic-cascode topology.
The common-mode feedback is realized with an SC network. The comparator used consists of a
differential stage with regenerative load, followed by a set–reset flip-flop.
Experimental Results
The interface circuit has been fabricated using a 0.35-μm CMOS technology with four metal
and two polysilicon layers. The circuit consumes 210 μA for the analog section and 90 μA for the
logic, respectively, leading to an overall power consumption of 1.0 mW with a sampling frequency
of 2.52 MHz and a power supply voltage of 3.3 V. The chip area is 3.15 mm2 (1930 μm × 1630 μm),
including pads.
Figure 9 shows the achieved SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude with an input
signal frequency of 1 kHz. The peak SNDR equal to 61 dB is achieved with an input signal amplitude
of −13 dBFS, corresponding to a sound pressure of 104 dBSPL for the considered MEMS microphone.
By considering both noise and distortion contributions, the achieved ENOB is equal to 9.8. The achieved
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Figure 9. Measured SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude (example 1)
Finally, Table 1 summarizes the most important measured performances.
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Table 1. Measured performance summary (example 1).
Parameter Value
Technology 0.35-μm CMOS
Bandwidth (B) 20 kHz
Dynamic range (DR) 76 dB
Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) 61 dB
Effective number of bits (ENOB) 9.8
Power supply voltage 3.3 V
ADC power consumption 360 μW
ADC figure of merit (FoMS) 153 dB
Total power consumption 1 mW
5. Example 2: Second-Order Multi-Bit DT ΣΔModulator
The second design example is a MEMS microphone interface circuit again based on DT ΣΔ
modulator [12]. Considering a sampling frequency fS = 2.048 MHz, with a signal bandwidth
B = 20 kHz, and hence an oversampling ratio M = 51, according to (5), the required SNR ≥ 80 dB
and a single-bit output stream can be achieved, for example, with a single-bit quantizer (N = 1) and
a fourth-order noise shaping (L = 4). However, this solution suffers from instability for large input
signals, thus requiring watch-dog circuits in order to guarantee saturation recovery. Moreover, at least
four operational amplifiers have to be used to design the loop filter.
Another possible solution is to use a 2-2 multi-stage noise shaping (MASH) ΣΔmodulator [33,34]
to achieve the required SNR, while overcoming instability issues. However, this solution does not
provide a single-bit output stream because of the additional digital filter required to combine the
outputs of the cascaded modulators, and suffers from quantization noise leakage problems, due to
mismatches between the analog integrators and the digital filter. Moreover, it still requires four
operational amplifiers.
According to (5), the required SNR is also obtained with L = 2 and 3 < N < 4 (e.g., 12-level
quantizer). This solution can be easily designed to be stable even for a large input signal and requires
only two operational amplifiers to implement the loop filter. Moreover, multi-bit feedback alleviates
the slew-rate requirements of the operational amplifiers. However, this solution does not provide
fourth-order noise shaping nor single-bit output stream. These drawbacks can be solved by connecting
at the output of the multi-bit, second-order, analog ΣΔmodulator a single-bit, fourth-order, digital
ΣΔ modulator, operated at the same sampling frequency fS, which truncates the multi-bit output
down to a single bit and shapes the resulting truncation error with a fourth-order transfer function.
The digital, fourth-order ΣΔmodulator is less critical than its analog counterpart, since it can be easily
verified under any operating conditions, and, by using sufficiently large word-length in the integrators
and a suitable noise transfer function, instability can be avoided. This solution, whose block diagram
is shown in Figure 10, is very promising to achieve the specifications of power consumption and
resolution of the system. In order to verify the achievable performance with the used ΣΔmodulator
architecture and derive the specifications for the building blocks, behavioral simulations, including
most of the non-idealities (kT/C noise, jitter, operational amplifier noise, gain, bandwidth and slew
rate), have been performed using a dedicated toolbox [35]. The achieved SNR is 82.4 dB, which






Figure 10. Block diagram of the ΣΔmodulator (example 2).
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Several solutions are available in literature to obtain a DT analog second-order ΣΔmodulator [39].
Among them, the second-order ΣΔ modulator architecture, whose block diagram is shown in
Figure 11 [42], is particularly suited for the considered application, since, thanks to the feedforward
paths from the input of the integrators to the input of the quantizer, the output of the integrators
consists of quantization noise only, thus allowing low-performance (and hence low-power) operational
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the DT analog second-order ΣΔmodulator (example 2).
The analog ΣΔmodulator consists of two integrators, one adder, a flash ADC, and a multi-bit






with second-order noise shaping. Both the integrator outputs consist of quantization noise only, whose
maximum amplitude is equal to Vref / (k + 1), where Vref is the reference voltage (i.e., the full scale
value) and k = 2N is the number of levels in the quantizer.
Figure 12 shows the SC implementation of the DT analog second-order ΣΔmodulator. The circuit
is actually fully-differential, although, for simplicity, Figure 12 shows a single-ended version. An active
block has been used to implement the adder before the quantizer, in order to reduce the capacitive load
for the two integrators, thus reducing the power consumption. This solution requires an additional
operational amplifier but, thanks to the reduced capacitive load, it consumes less power anyway than
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Figure 12. Schematic of the SC implementation of the DT analog second-order ΣΔ modulator (example 2).
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The operational amplifiers used for the integrators and the adder are based on a folded-cascode
topology. The common-mode feedback is realized with an SC network.
The quantizer (flash ADC) consists of k = 11 comparators, thus leading to a 12-level output
code. The comparator used in the flash ADC consists of a pre-amplifier followed by a clock-driven
regenerative latch. The fully-differential comparison between the input signals and the threshold
voltages is performed before the pre-amplification stage by an SC network.
The DAC is realized by splitting the input capacitance C of the first integrator into 12 identical
parts, which are alternately connected to Vref ,p, Vref ,n or Vagnd, according to the quantizer output.
The block diagram of the DT digital fourth-order, single-bit ΣΔmodulator is shown in Figure 13.
Denoting with Y and εQ the modulator input and the quantization noise, respectively, the modulator
output signal O is given by
O(z) = Y(z) + εQ(z)
(z − 1)2 (z2 − 1.99z + 0.99)
(z2 − 1.079z + 0.3014) (z2 − 1.794z + 0.8294) (10)
thus leading to a unitary STF in the audio band and an NTF with fourth-order noise shaping.
The coefficients of the ΣΔmodulator are implemented as the sum of no more than two terms, each
expressed as a power of 2, thus avoiding the use of multipliers.





































Figure 13. Block diagram of the fourth-order, digital ΣΔmodulator (example 2).
The word-length in the internal registers is 8 bits for the first integrator, 10 bits for the second
integrator, 15 bits for the third integrator, 16 bits for the fourth integrator, and 6 bits for the final adder,
in order to avoid saturation and truncation, under any operating conditions.
Experimental Results
The interface circuit has been fabricated using a 0.35-μm CMOS technology with four metal and
two polysilicon layers. The circuit consumes 215 μA for the analog section and 95 μA for the digital
section, respectively, leading to an overall power consumption of 1.0 mW with a clock frequency of
2.048 MHz and a power supply voltage of 3.3 V. The chip area is 3 mm2 (1755 μm × 1705 μm), including
pads. The full-scale input signal amplitude is equal to the DAC reference voltage (Vref = Vref ,p − Vref ,n),
which has been set to ±400 mV, i.e., Vin = 800 mV peak-to-peak, which, for the considered MEMS
microphone, corresponds to about 106 dBSPL.
Figure 14 shows the achieved SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude with an input
signal frequency of 1 kHz. The peak SNDR is equal to 71 dB. By considering both noise and distortion
contributions, the achieved ENOB is equal to 11.5. The achieved DR is 77 dB. The use of a feedforward
path in the analog, second-order ΣΔ modulator allows the peak SNDR to be achieved for an input
signal amplitude as large as −1.8 dBFS.
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SNDR Peak @ −1.8 dBFS (650 mV): 70.8 dB
0 dBFS → 800 mV
Figure 14. Measured SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude (example 2).
Finally, Table 2 summarizes the most important measured performances.
Table 2. Measured performance summary (example 2).
Parameter Value
Technology 0.35-μm CMOS
Bandwidth (B) 20 kHz
Dynamic range (DR) 77 dB
Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) 71 dB
Effective number of bits (ENOB) 11.5
Power supply voltage 3.3 V
ADC power consumption 760 μW
ADC figure of merit (FoMS) 148 dB
Total power consumption 1 mW
6. Example 3: Fourth-Order MASH DT ΣΔModulator
The third design example belongs to the new generation of MEMS microphone interface circuits.
This interface circuit is based on a reconfigurable MASH 2-2 DT ΣΔmodulator, which can efficiently
target different functions and/or applications, as discussed in Section 1 [22,24]. The reconfigurable
DT ΣΔ modulator can operate in different modes depending on the target function or application.
In particular, it is possible to select theΣΔmodulatror order (second or fourth), the sampling frequency
(768 kHz, 2.4 MHz, or 3.6 MHz), the signal bandwidth (4 kHz or 20 kHz), and the bias current level
(50%, 75%, or 100% of the nominal value). Among the several resulting operating modes, the three
most common ones are:
• Low-Power (LP) mode (second order, fS = 768 kHz, 4-kHz bandwidth, 50% bias current level);
• Standard (ST) mode (fourth order, fS = 2.4 MHz, 20-kHz bandwidth, 75% bias current level);
• High-Resolution (HR) mode (fourth order, fS = 3.6 MHz, 20-kHz bandwidth, 100% bias
current level).
The block diagram of the ΣΔ modulator is shown in Figure 15. It consists of two cascaded
second-order stages and a digital recombination filter. The MASH topology has been selected for
several reasons. Firstly, it can be made unconditionally stable for input signals bounded within the
full-scale, value independently of the operating mode. Moreover, in the presence of accidental signal
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overload beyond the full-scale value, it guarantees fast recovery. The inherent stability feature allows











































































Figure 15. Block diagram of the reconfigurable DT MASH ΣΔmodulator (example 3).
With three selectors, it is possible to reconfigure the ΣΔ modulator in a fourth-order or in a
second-order topology. When the fourth-order topology is selected, both stages are active, the input is
applied to the first stage, the output of the second integrator of the first stage is fed into the second
stage, and the multi-bit output is read after the digital recombination network, which merges the
bitstreams produced by the two stages. On the other hand, when the second-order topology is selected,
only the second stage is active (while the first stage is turned-off), and the input is applied directly to
the second stage from which the single-bit output is read.
The first and the second stages of the DT MASH ΣΔ modulator structure are topologically


























Vcp = 1 → Vfb,1+ = Vref+, Vfb,1+ = Vref–
Vcp = 0 → Vfb,1+ = Vref–, Vfb,1+ = Vref+
Vout = 1 → Vfb,2+ = Vref+, Vfb,2+ = Vref–
Vout = 0 → Vfb,2+ = Vref–, Vfb,2+ = Vref+
First Stage Second Stage
Cin,1 = 3.3 pF Cin,1 = 500 fF
C1 = 8.25 pF C1 = 2 pF
Cin,2 = 100 fF Cin,2 = 125 fF
Cfb,2 = 400 fF Cfb,2 = 125 fF





























Figure 16. Schematic of the SC implementation of a single stage of the reconfigurable DT MASH ΣΔ
modulator (example 3).
In each second-order ΣΔmodulator stage of the MASH structure, the coefficients are optimized
to ensure that the integrator output swing remains within the allowed range under any operating
conditions. The coefficients of the digital recombination filter have, then, been set accordingly, in order
to properly cancel the first-stage quantization noise from the global ΣΔ modulator output in the
operating modes featuring fourth-order noise shaping.
The noise requirements of the second stage are relaxed with respect to the first stage both with
fourth-order noise shaping (when the second-stage requirements are reduced by the first-stage gain)
and with second-order noise shaping (when lower target specification are required). The softened
noise requirements for the second stage are exploited for reducing the capacitance values and the bias
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current with respect to the first stage. In the same way, inside each stage, the second integrator is
designed with lower noise performance (i.e., lower capacitance values and lower bias current) with
respect to the first integrator.
Experimental Results
The reconfigurable MASH SC ΣΔ modulator has been fabricated in a 0.18-μm CMOS process.
The chip area is 0.5 × 0.8 mm2, including the ΣΔ modulator, the reference buffers, and an LDO
regulator to stabilize the power supply voltage. The reference voltages Vref+ and Vref− are ±500 mV
around the common mode voltage Vcm = 850 mV (i. e. the ΣΔ modulator full-scale input signal is
2 Vpp,diff). These reference voltages are constant independently of the operating mode (they are actually
produced by a bandgap reference circuit shared with other blocks in the complete audio module).
Figure 17 shows the measured SNDR of the ΣΔ modulator as a function of the input signal
amplitude at 1 kHz in the three main modes of operation (HR, ST, and LP).





















Figure 17. Measured SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude in the three main operating
modes (example 3).
The circuit achieves a DR of 99 dB in HR mode, 96 dB in ST mode, and 85 dB in LP mode. The peak
SNDR is limited in all operating modes to about 80 dB by the harmonic distortion of the signal source
available for the measurements (in the considered application, the SNDR for sound pressures larger
than 100 dBSPL is anyway limited to about 75 dB by the harmonic distortion of the microphone).
The achieved DR and power consumption of the reconfigurableΣΔmodulator for all the available
operating modes are reported in Table 3, demonstrating the flexibility of the device.
Table 3. DR and power consumption in the different operating modes (example 3).
fS [MHz] B [kHz]
Second-Order Fourth-Order
Single-Bit Output Multi-Bit Output
DR [dB] P [mW] DR [dB] P [mW]
0.768 4 85 (LP) 0.10 99 0.4820 59 97
2.4 4 95 0.15 98 0.7320 77 96 (ST)
3.6 4 96 0.20 102 0.9720 85 99 (HR)
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Finally, Table 4 summarizes the the most important measured performances.
Table 4. Measured performance summary (example 3).
Parameter HR Mode ST Mode LP Mode
Bandwidth (B) [kHz] 20 20 4
Clock frequency ( fS) [MHz] 3.6 2.4 0.768
Noise-shaping order (L) 4th 4th 2nd
Dynamic range (DR) [dB] 99 96 85
ADC power consumption [mW] § 0.97 0.73 0.10
ADC figure of merit (FoMS) [dB] 172 170 161
Total power consumption [mW] § 1.33 1.01 0.18
Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) [dB] * 80
Power supply voltage [V] 1.7–3.6
Technology 0.18-μm CMOS
* Limited by the harmonic distortion of the available signal source; § Measured with a power supply voltage
equal to 1.8 V.
7. Example 4: Third-Order CT ΣΔModulator
The last example, one of the top-of-class interface circuits for MEMS microphones, is based on a











































Figure 18. Block diagram of the third-order CT ΣΔmodulator (example 4).
The loop filter consists of a resonator (second-order transfer function) followed by an integrator.
A local feedback DAC around the quantizer (DAC2) and a dedicated feedforward path are used for
compensating the excess loop delay (ELD). The feedforward paths of the loop filter and the local ELD
feedback are differentiated and added at the input of the integrator, in order to avoid an active adder
at the input of the quantizer. The multi-bit quantizer drives a 15-level DAC (DAC1) with dynamic
element matching (DEM) to close the main feedback loop of the CT ΣΔmodulator.
The schematic of the active-RC implementation of the CT ΣΔmodulator is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Schematic of the active-RC implementation of the third-order CT ΣΔ modulator (example 4).
The resonator is implemented using a single operational amplifier and no active adder is used
at the input of the quantizer, thus requiring only two operational amplifiers for implementing the
third-order loop-filter transfer function. The local feedback DAC for ELD compensation is implemented
with an SC structure, whereas the main feedback DAC is realized with a three-level (−1, 0, +1)
current-steering topology, which guarantees minimum noise for small input signals. Indeed, with
the three-level topology, the unused DAC current sources are not connected to the resonator input
and, hence, they do not contribute to the CT ΣΔmodulator noise. The multi-bit quantizer is realized
with 14 identical differential comparators and a resistive divider from the analog power supply for
generating the threshold voltages.
The values of the passive components used for implementing the CT ΣΔ modulator are
summarized in Table 5. The value of Ri has been chosen as low as 47 kΩ to fulfill the thermal
noise requirements, while R1, R3, R4, C1, C2, Cf , and C4 are obtained consequently to achieve the
desired CT ΣΔmodulator coefficients. Eventually, resistors Ri can be removed if the preamplifier is
realized with a transconductor which provides directly an output current. Both operational amplifiers
are realized with a two-stage, Miller compensated topology in which transistor size and bias current
are sized to fulfill the noise requirements (the values in the second operational amplifier are scaled
with respect to the first one, since its noise contribution is negligible).
Table 5. Passive component values in the third-order ΣΔmodulator (example 4).
Resistor Value Capacitor Value
Ri 47 kΩ C1 18.5 pF
R1 5.7 MΩ C2 18.7 pF
R3 57 kΩ Cf 2.1 pF
R4 1 MΩ C4 1 pF
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Experimental Results
The third-order CT ΣΔ modulator has been fabricated using a 0.16-μm CMOS technology.
The chip area is 0.21-mm2.
Figure 20 shows the measured SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude at 1 kHz.
The full-scale input signal (0 dBFS) corresponds to 1 Vrms differential. The achieved DR is 106 dB
(A-weighted), corresponding to an ENOB > 17 bits, whereas the peak SNDR is 91.3 dB. The change
of slope in the SNDR curve for input signal amplitudes larger than −17 dBFS is due to the increased
current-steering DAC noise when more than one three-level DAC element is used (acceptable
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Figure 20. Measured SNDR as a function of the input signal amplitude (example 4).
The analog section of the third-order ΣΔmodulator consumes 350 μW, while the digital blocks
(i.e., DEM and thermometer-to-binary converter) consume 40 μW, both from a 1.6-V power supply
and during conversion. The achieved value of FoMS is 180 dB, which is among the highest reported
for audio ΣΔmodulators. Table 6 summarizes the achieved performance.
Table 6. Measured performance summary (example 4).
Parameter Value
Technology 0.16-μm CMOS
Bandwidth (B) 20 kHz
Dynamic range (DR) 103.1 dB
Dynamic range A-weighted (DRA) 106 dB
Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) 91.3 dB
Effective number of bits (ENOB) 17
Power supply voltage 1.6 V
ADC power consumption 390 μW
ADC figure of merit (FoMS) 180 dB
8. Conclusions
Looking at the performance evolution in the four reported MEMS microphone interface circuit
design examples, summarized in Table 7, it appears clearly that in the last decade the trend has been
in the direction of increasing the SNDR and the DR, while maintaining the power consumption in
the hundreds of μW range, with the goal of reaching Hi-Fi audio quality (DR > 100 dB) in portable
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devices, eventually introducing some reconfigurability to tackle scenarios, such as voice commands,
where a power consumption lower than 100 μW is required. This trend, obviously is reflected in a
constant increase of FoMS.
Table 7. Evolution of MEMS microphone interface circuits




Year 2008 2011 2015 2016
Technology 0.35 μm 0.35 μm 0.18 μm 0.16 μm
Bandwidth (B) [kHz] 20 20 4 20 20
Noise-shaping order (L) 3rd 4th 2th 4nd 3rd
Dynamic range (DR) [dB] 76 77 85 99 103Evolution−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ADC power consumption [mW] 0.36 0.76 0.10 0.97 0.39
ADC figure of merit (FoMS) [dB]
153 151 161 172 180
Evolution−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Power supply voltage [V] 3.3 3.3 1.7–3.6 1.6
Further improvements of the audio quality beyond 110-dB DR are not desirable nor necessary,
since the physical limitations in the microphone itself (such as Brownian noise) would anyway prevent
the exploitation of such performance at system level. Therefore, the next goal in the development
of MEMS microphone interface circuits is toward the reduction of the power consumption below
100 μW, while maintaining the DR performance. Indeed, in this direction, there is still a lot of space for
improvements, especially by exploiting the intrinsic features of the audio signals to dynamically adapt
the power consumption. Voice activity detection, adaptive biasing, and tracking ADCs are some of the
topics being investigated to achieve this target.
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Abstract: A variable-gain chopper-stabilized instrumentation amplifier (chopper IA), which employs
a low pass filter (LPF) to attenuate the up-converted noise at the chopping frequency, is presented.
The circuit is designed and fabricated with Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) (Hsinchu, Taiwan) 0.18 μm complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology.
Consuming 1.1 mW from a 1.2 V supply voltage, the chopper IA achieves a variable gain of
20.7–48.5 dB, with a minimum bandwidth of 6.7 kHz and a common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR)
of 95 dB below 10 kHz. By using the chopper technique, the input-referred noise of the chopper IA
can be reduced to 0.28 μVrms (0~96 kHz), with a chopping frequency of 83.3 kHz. An automatic
frequency tuning loop (ATL) is employed to adjust the corner frequency of the LPF dynamically
so that the frequency ratio between the chopping frequency and the LPF corner frequency is 8.3,
ensuring a noise reduction of 36.7 dB.
Keywords: automatic frequency tuning loop; chopper technique; instrumentation amplifier;
low-pass filter
1. Introduction
To meet a variety of healthcare demands, physiological signal acquisition can be performed
by implantable, wearable, or portable monitoring systems [1,2]. Recently, systems that can monitor
physiological signals, e.g., electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), blood pressure
and glucose, have been proposed and demonstrated [3–5]. Chopper IAs are widely adopted in these
systems for their advantageous low noise, high input impedance, and high common mode rejection
ratio (CMRR).
The chopper modulation operation is describeted as follows [6]: The bandwidth of the signal is
assumed to be less than half the chopping frequency. The input chopper up-converts the signal to the
chopping frequency and its odd harmonics, and then delivers it to the amplifier. After amplification,
the signal is then down-converted to its original band by the output chopper. Because the DC offset
and noise only go through the chopper modulation once, they are up-converted to the chopping
frequency and its odd harmonics. The low-pass filter (LPF) then attenuates the up-converted noise.
The amount of noise reduction depends on the ratio of the LPF corner frequency to the chopping
frequency. However, both the corner frequency of the LPF and the chopping frequency may change
due to process variations, which can diminish the amount of noise reduction.
In this work, strong correlation is built up between the corner frequency of the LPF and the
chopping frequency so that the noise reduction is not affected by process variations. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. The system architecture and the way that the chopper IA cooperates
with the automatic frequency tuning loop (ATL) to achieve the above-mentioned goal is introduced in
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Section 2. The design of the building blocks is addressed in Section 3. The measurement results are
reported in Section 4. Finally, this work is summarized in Section 5.
2. System Architecture
A block diagram of the proposed chopper IA, which employs an ATL to control the corner
frequency of the LPF for noise-reduction, is shown in Figure 1. CLK_chop is the chopping signal and
CLK_ATL is the reference clock signal of the ATL. The former is generated from the configuration of
an on-chip ring oscillator followed by a divide-by-12 circuit, while the latter is generated from the
configuration of the same ring oscillator followed by a divide-by-25 circuit. The chopping frequency is
represented by f_chop, and the frequency of the ATL reference clock, by f_ATL. Note that the corner
frequency of the LPF is equal to one fourth of f_ATL. In this way, the ratio between the chopping
frequency f_chop and the LPF corner frequency is always 8.3, even though the oscillating frequency
of the ring oscillator changes with process variations. As a result, the LPF ensures an attenuation of
36.7 dB at the chopping frequency to provide adequate noise reduction in the chopper IA. In this work,
an on-chip ring oscillator at 1 MHz is implemented. Therefore, the chopping signal of 83.33 kHz is
delivered to the chopper IA, while the reference clock of 40 kHz is delivered to the ATL. During the
operation, the input of the LPF is first connected to the divide-by-four circuit to form the frequency
tuning loop for corner frequency calibration. After the calibration is completed, the input of the LPF is
connected to the chopper IA for noise reduction.
 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed chopper IA with automatic frequency tuning loop (ATL).
In addition to the LPF, the ATL consists of a divide-by-four circuit, a phase frequency detector
(PFD), a charge pump (CP), a comparator and a successive approximation register (SAR) [7,8]. The
divide-by-four circuit generates a pair of quadrature signals at 10 kHz, namely, signals with 90◦ phase
difference. In Figure 1, the one that is sent to the LPF is defined as the 0◦ signal and the other is defined
as the 90◦ signal. When the 0◦ signal passes though the LPF, the filter introduces a frequency-dependent
phase delay. Theoretically, the introduced phase delay should be 90◦ at the corner frequency of the LPF.
Therefore, the frequency tuning/calibration can be performed by measuring the introduced phase
delay. There are three key steps in each tuning cycle. First, the output signal of the LPF, the 0◦ signal
with introduced phase delay, is compared with the 90◦ signal in the PFD. Secondly, the PFD output
signals modulate the charge/discharge currents of CP, and the CP output is compared with a reference
voltage of 0.9 V in the comparator to deliver a digital output. Then, the SAR logic sets one bit of the
3-bit control code of the LPF in accordance with this digital output signal. It takes three tuning cycles
to complete the frequency tuning. Ideally, the Sallen-Key LPF would exhibit the corner frequency of
10 kHz after the frequency tuning.
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3. Circuit Design
3.1. Chopper Instrumentation Amplifier: Chopper IA
The two-stage variable-gain chopper IA is developed from a difference amplifier, as depicted
in Figure 2 [9]. The variable-gain function is realized by a switch-resistor array and a 3-to-8 decoder,
where a unit resistor of 1.14 kΩ is adopted and the maximum resistance is 333 kΩ. The chopper
stabilization technique is performed by using two chopper-stabilized operational amplifiers, OP1 and
OP2, in the first stage because the noise of the first stage is most critical [9].
 
Figure 2. Tunable gain chopper IA [9].
3.1.1. Chopper Operational Amplifier
A schematic of the chopper-stabilized operational amplifier is shown in Figure 3 [9]. As previously
mentioned, the noise performance of a two-stage amplifier is dominated in the first stage. If the noise
origin of the operational amplifiers in the first stage can be removed, the noise performance of the IA can be
significantly improved. The chopper modulator at the input, represented by chopper1, translates the input
signal from its original band to the chopping frequency. The other two chopper modulators, chopper2
P-type and chopper2 N-type, then translate the desired signal back to its original band while converting
the flicker noise, DC offsets, or noises well below the chopping frequency to the chopping frequency.
 
Figure 3. Chopper operational amplifier [9].
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3.1.2. Chopper Modulator
The configuration of the chopper modulator and the switch implementation are shown in
Figure 4a,b, respectively. To deal with imperfections such as the charge injection and clock feedthrough,
dummies are added to the switches at both the sources and drains. When the switches are off, the
channel charges are canceled by the dummies to prevent an electric potential error at the output. The
switches are driven by non-overlapping clocks φ1 and φ2. During the operation, the input signals at
nodes in1 and in2 are alternatively directed to either the node out1 or out2.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) Chopper modulation topology; (b) Switch topology.
The non-overlapping clock generator is shown in Figure 5a, and the waveform of the
non-overlapping clock signals φ1 and φ2 is shown in Figure 5b. The non-overlapping clock generator
is used to provide the required clocks φ1 and φ2 for the chopper modulator. The signal φchop is a
square wave generated from the configuration of the on-chip ring oscillator followed by a divide-by-12
circuit, as previously mentioned. Notably, φ1 and φ2 need to be a pair of non-overlapping clock
signals so that the switches driven by different clock signals are not turned on simultaneously. The
inverting clock signals are also generated to control the dummy switches. The multi-inverter buffer
stage is adopted to boost the driving capability of the clock signals.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. (a) Non-overlapping clock generator; (b) Non-overlapping clock signals.
The input-referred noise simulation results are obtained from the chopper IA before and after the
chopper modulator are activated, as shown in Figure 6. The input-referred noise is greatly reduced after
the chopper modulator is activated, with the chopping clock at 83.3 kHz. When the chopper modulator
is activated, the input-referred noise at 100 Hz and 1 kHz are 32.2 nV/
√
Hz and 27.9 nV/
√
Hz,
respectively. The transient simulation is also performed, as shown in Figure 7. A 1 kHz differential
signal, with a DC level of 600 mV and an amplitude of 0.5 mV, is applied at the input of the chopper
IA. According to the simulation results, the output signals exhibit ignorable distortion, where the
total harmonic distortions observed at the IA output node and LPF output node are 74.6 dB and
51.6 dB, respectively.
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Figure 6. Input-referred noises of the chopper IA before (red dot line) and after (blue solid line) the
chopper modulator is activated.
 
Figure 7. Transient simulation of the chopper IA.
3.2. Sallen-Key Low Pass Filter
As the last stage in the chopper IA, the LPF attenuates the up-converted noise at the chopping
frequency. A schematic of the Sallen-Key LPF [10], where both variable capacitors C1 and C2
are realized by 3-bit cap-arrays and R1–2 = 1 MΩ, is shown in Figure 8a. The schematic of the
cap-array is shown in Figure 8b, where the capacitance of a unit capacitor is 104.0 fF. With a 3-bit
binary-to-thermometer decoder, the LPF can be operated in 8 modes, where the capacitors C1 and
C2 can be varied from 14.6 pF to 29.7 pF and 7.3 pF to 14.9 pF, respectively. The frequency response
simulation results of the LPF are shown in Figure 9, where 8 different corner frequencies are realized.
According to the simulation results, the corner frequency of the LPF can be varied from 6.9 kHz to
13.6 kHz with a step size of 0.8~1 kHz.
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Figure 8. (a) Sallen-Key low-pass filter; (b) Cap-array schematic.
Figure 9. Frequency response simulation results of the low pass filter (LPF).
3.3. Divide-by-Four Circuit
The divide-by-four circuit is used to generate the required quadrate signals. The D flip-flop
topology is shown in Figure 10a. The nodes “D” and “QN” are connected to form a divide-by-two
circuit. The divide-by-four circuit is realized by two divide-by-two circuits in cascade, as shown
in Figure 10b. The input clock and output signal waveforms obtained from the simulation of the
divide-by-four circuit are shown in Figure 10c. The 0◦ signal (OUT_0) and the 180◦ signal (OUT_180)









Figure 10. (a) D-flip-flop logic diagram; (b) Divide-by-four block diagram; (c) Divide-by-four
simulation results.
3.4. Control Clock Generator
The required timing control signals are generated by a control clock generator that is designed with
Verilog code and then realized through logic synthesis. The transient waveforms of the input clock and the
four timing control clocks, generated from the control clock generator, are shown in Figure 11. The timing
control of the ATL is performed as follows. The comparator would be activated by the “Comp strobe”,
which is negative-edge triggered. The result of the comparison is then sent to the SAR logic. At the same
time, the PFD is deactivated by the “PFD reset”, which is positive-edge triggered. Then, the SAR logic
is activated by “SAR CLK” to determine one bit of the binary codes according to the comparison result.
Finally, the comparator is deactivated by the “Comp reset”, which is positive-edge triggered.
 
Figure 11. Simulation of the timing control.
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3.5. Automatic Frequency Tuning Loop (ATL)
When the ATL is applied with different input clocks, the 3-bit digital output of the SAR logic can
be observed to verify the frequency tuning function. The digital code is 111 when an input clock of
24.8 kHz is applied to the ATL, as shown in Figure 12a. The digital code is 011 when an input clock of
42.8 kHz is applied to the ATL, as shown in Figure 12b. The digital code is 000 when an input clock
of 60 kHz is applied to the ATL, as shown in Figure 12c. Note that the 3-bit digital code controls the
variable capacitors in the LPF and determines the corner frequency of the LPF. Therefore, according to







Figure 12. The 3-bit digital code observed in the ATL simulation with an input clock of (a) 24.8 kHz,
(b) 42.8 kHz and (c) 60.0 kHz.
4. Measurement
4.1. Chopper IA
The measurement of the chopper IA is performed with the Anritsu network analyzer MS4630B.
The measured frequency response of the chopper IA is shown in Figure 13, where the gain of the
chopper IA can be varied from 20.7 dB to 48.5 dB and the corner frequency is 6.7~7.7 kHz. The
measured CMRR of the chopper IA is shown in Figure 14. The CMRR is above 95 dB in the frequency
range below 10 kHz. The noise measurement is performed using the R&S UPV audio analyzer
(Rohde & Schwarz, Munich, Germany). During the measurement, the ATL is activated to perform
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the frequency tuning, where an input clock of 40 kHz is provided by the configuration of the 1-MHz
on-chip ring oscillator followed by a divide-by-25 circuit, so that the corner frequency of the LPF is set
to 10.1 kHz. Three chip samples have been tested. The average of the input-referred noises obtained
from these chips, before and after the chopper modulator is activated, is shown in Figure 15. The
in-band noise is lowered by 40 dB after the chopper modulator is activated. When the chopper IA
operates in the highest-gain mode, the input-referred noise, integrated from 0 to 96 kHz, is 0.28 uVrms.
Figure 13. The measured frequency responses of the variable-gain chopper IA.
Figure 14. The measured CMRR of the chopper IA.
Figure 15. The measured input-referred noise of the chopper IA before and after the chopper modulator
is activated.
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4.2. LPF and ATL
The measurement of the LPF is performed with the Anritsu network analyzer MS4630B (Anritsu
Company Inc., Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan). The measured gain and phase frequency responses of the
LPF are shown in Figure 16. The corner frequency of the LPF can be varied from 6.7 kHz to 12.8 kHz
with a step size of 0.9–1.0 kHz. Note that the frequency at which the phase delay reaches 90◦ is from
7.5 kHz to 14.4 kHz.
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 16. The measured (a) gain and (b) phase frequency responses of the LPF.
The function of the ATL was verified by observing the digital output of the ATL under different
input clocks. During the measurement, the 3-bit digital output of the SAR logic was observed with a
logic analyzer, where the input clock was provided by a function generator. The measurement results
of digital output under input clocks from 32.8 kHz to 58.4 kHz are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Digital Codes under Different Input Clocks.
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The digital outputs of the SAR logic, observed with the logic analyzer under three different clocks,
are shown in Figure 17. When an input clock of 24.8 kHz is applied, the observed digital code is 111
after frequency tuning. When an input clock of 42.8 kHz is applied, the observed digital code is 100
after frequency tuning. When an input clock of 60.0 kHz is applied, the observed digital code is 000
after frequency tuning. According to the measurement results, the corner frequency of the LPF can be
controlled by the input clock. The frequency response of the LPF for an ATL input clock of 28 kHz,
42.8 kHz and 60 kHz, where the corner frequency of the LPF is adjusted to 6.7 kHz, 10.1 kHz and







Figure 17. The measurement results of ATL: (a) Input clock of 24.8 kHz; ATL digital outputs = 111; (b) Input
clock of 42.8 kHz; ATL digital outputs = 100; (c) Input clock of 60.0 kHz; ATL digital outputs = 000.
 
Figure 18. The measured frequency responses of LPF for an ATL input clock of 28, 42.8 and 60 kHz.
The chopper IA was fabricated with TSMC 0.18 μm CMOS technology. The chip micrograph,
where the chip occupies an area of 2.13 mm2, is shown in Figure 19. The performance of the chopper
IA, along with other previous works for comparison [11–13], is summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 19. Chip micrograph of the chopper IA with an ATL.
Table 2. Performance Summary of the Chopper IA.
Parameter (Unit) This Work [11] [12] [13]
Technology (nm) 180 65 180 65
Supply Voltage (V) 1.2 1.2 0.5 1
Chopping Frequency (kHz) 83.3 50 5 5
Gain (dB) 20.7~48.5 34 39.6 100
f3dB (kHz) 6.7~7.7 11 0.25 0.7
Common Mode Rejection Ratio (dB) >95 >94 >106 134
Power Supply Rejection Ratio (dB) >95 >100 >73 120
Input-Referred Noise (nV/
√





N/A 2.8 (0.5–250 Hz) 6.7 (0.5–100 Hz)
Noise Efficiency Factor [14] 6.13 2.0 8.7 3.9
Power (mW) 1.1 0.0014 0.0013 0.0021
Chip Size(mm2) 2.13 N/A 1 0.2
5. Conclusions
A low-noise IA is designed and implemented by using the chopper technique, where an LPF
is employed to attenuate the up-converted noise at chopping frequency. With an ATL, the corner
frequency of the LPF can be controlled with the input clock. The on-chip ring oscillator and dividers
are employed to generate the input clock of the ATL and the clock of the chopper modulator, so that
the noise reduction can be immune to process variations as the two clocks are correlated. During
the measurement, the corner frequency of the LPF is set to 10.1 kHz, while the chopper modulator
operates at a clock of 83.3 kHz. The chopper IA consumes 1.1 mW from a supply voltage of 1.2 V. The
chopper IA delivers a variable gain from 20.7 dB to 48.5 dB and achieves a minimum bandwidth of
6.7 kHz. The input-referred noise of 0.28 μVrms (0~96 kHz) is achieved.
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Abstract: This paper presents a low power, energy-efficient precision CMOS temperature sensor.
The front-end circuit is based on bipolar junction transistors, and employs a pre-bias circuit and
bipolar core. To reduce measurement errors arising from current ratio mismatch, a new dynamic
element-matching mode is proposed, which dynamically matches all current sources in the front-end
circuit. The first-order fitting and third-order fitting are used to calibrate the output results. On the
basis of simulation results, the sensor achieves 3σ-inaccuracies of +0.18/−0.13 ◦C from −55 ◦C to
+125 ◦C. Measurement results demonstrate sensor 3σ-inaccuracies of ±0.2 ◦C from 0 ◦C to +100 ◦C.
The circuit is implemented in 0.18 μm CMOS, and consumes 6.1 μA with a 1.8 V supply voltage.
Keywords: mode matching methods; temperature sensor; calibration
1. Introduction
Knowing the die temperature of transistors employed in precision sensor systems is often quite
important because this information can be used to mitigate the cross sensitivity of a system to
temperature [1,2]. In this manner, temperature sensors have been employed to compensate for
the temperature dependence of MEMS resonators [1], to compensate for the curvature in a band-gap
voltage reference [2], or in temperature measurements and over-temperature protection directly.
In such systems, the inaccuracy of temperature sensors is a significant component of the total error
budget, and thus often limits their ultimate performance.
Wu et al. [3] presented a thermistor-based sensor that achieved an inaccuracy of ±0.5 ◦C from
0 ◦C to 100 ◦C with one-point calibration. Although a thermistor-based sensor has the advantage of
low power consumption, it usually requires multi-point calibration to attain high accuracy because
of the non-linearity between resistance and temperature. Chen et al. [4] proposed a time-to-digital
converter based temperature sensor that achieved an inaccuracy of −0.7/+0.9 ◦C from 0 ◦C to 100 ◦C.
Testi et al. [5] presented a ring oscillator-based temperature sensor that achieved a maximum inaccuracy
of ±3 ◦C from 0 ◦C to 120 ◦C after two-point calibration. While both of these latter temperature sensors
have the advantage of low power consumption, they failed to achieve high accuracies.
Sensors based on bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) can achieve high accuracy because the
base-emitter voltage VBE offers advantageous temperature characteristics. Lee et al. [6] proposed
a BJT-based temperature sensor that achieved an inaccuracy of ±1 ◦C from −55 ◦C to 125 ◦C.
Aita et al. [7] presented a BJT-based temperature sensor that achieved an inaccuracy of ±0.25 ◦C
from −70 ◦C to 130 ◦C using dynamic element matching (DEM).
This paper proposes a temperature sensor circuit based on BJTs for operation over the temperature
range of 0 ◦C to 100 ◦C. Compared with the DEM approaches employed previously to reduce
mismatch related errors [8,9], we propose a new DEM approach, denoted as all DEM (ALL-DEM),
Micromachines 2018, 9, 257; doi:10.3390/mi9060257 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines122
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that provides greater temperature measurement precision by dynamically matching all current
sources in the front-end circuit. Moreover, compared with the employment of a second-order
sigma-delta analog-to-digital converter (ADC) [10] and a first-order zoom ADC [11], the sensor
employs a second-order zoom ADC, which can improve the resolution and reduce the required
conversion time. In addition, the temperature sensor employs voltage calibration to improve
its performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the operation of the
BJT-based temperature sensor front-end circuit, and discusses its main error sources. Section 3 discusses
the proposed temperature sensor front-end circuit employing the ALL-DEM approach in detail.
Section 4 describes the structure and operating modes of a zoom ADC. Section 5 discusses the voltage
calibration and the means of conducting first-order fitting and third-order fitting. Section 6 presents
the simulation and measurement results of the chip and discusses this work. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
2. Sensor Operating Principles and Error Budgeting
As shown in Figure 1, the front-end circuit consists of a pre-bias circuit and a bipolar core built
around several current sources, four substrate PNP transistors, and an opamp. Two branches of current
with a ratio of 1:pb bias a pair of PNPs (QLB and QRB).
 
Figure 1. Conventional bipolar junction transistor (BJT) based temperature sensor front-end circuit.
The base-emitter voltages VBE of the PNPs (VBELB and VBERB) are complementary to the absolute
temperature (CTAT), whereas the difference between the two values of VBE, denoted as ΔVBE_PB,










ΔVBE_PB = VBERB − VBELB = η kTq ln(pb) (2)
respectively, where η is a process-dependent nonideality factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the
electron charge, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and IC and IS are the collector and saturation currents
of the BJT. An opamp forces ΔVBE_PB across a resistance of Rb to generate a PTAT bias current
Ib = ΔVBE_PB/Rb. The PTAT current is mirrored to the bipolar core, and two current branches with
a ratio of 1:p are directed to two PNPs (QL and QR) to generate two additional VBE (VBEL and VBER)
and ΔVBE_BC values.
Because the current gain β of the PNPs is finite and the biasing current is directed to a PNP via
its emitter, the ratio of IC (QLB and QRB) is not the same as a current branch. Using a β-compensating
resistance of Rβ = Rb/5 in the pre-bias circuit suppresses the effect of β on VBE [12].
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Generally, as shown in Figure 2a, temperature can be measured as α·ΔVBE with respect to
a reference voltage VREF = VBEL + α·ΔVBE_BC, where α is a constant [9]. This provides the parameter
μPTAT = α·ΔVBE_BC/VREF, which varies linearly from ~0.3 to ~0.7 over the temperature range
considered [12]. Alternatively, as shown in Figure 2b, a zoom ADC is employed for this purpose to
reduce the power consumption, die area, and required conversion time [8,13].
Figure 2. Operating principles of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs): (a) sigma-delta ADC;
(b) zoom ADC.
The ADC provides the parameter X = VBEL/ΔVBE_BC, which varies nonlinearly from ~28 to ~8
over the temperature range considered [8]. In this case, the parameter μPTAT can be determined in the
digital back-end according to the relationship μPTAT = X/(α + X), where α is a calibration parameter.
The discretized output Dout based on the parameter μPTAT can then be converted to units of ◦C by
a linear fit as follows [8]:
Dout = A · μPTAT + B = A · αX + α + B = A ·
α · ΔVBE_BC
VBEL + α · ΔVBE_BC + B (3)
Here, A and B are calibration parameters with approximate values of 600 and −273, respectively.



















where the approximation μPTAT ≈ T/A has been employed in the final forms. For example, supposing
that VREF = 1.2 V, A = 600, and α = 14, a 0.1 ◦C temperature error is approximately equal to a 0.3 mV
error in VBEL at +126.85 ◦C or a 0.02 mV error in ΔVBE_BC at −73.15 ◦C. Therefore, the accuracy of the
sensor is limited by the error in VBEL and ΔVBE_BC.
The main source of error in ΔVBE_BC is a current ratio mismatch Δp between the two current
branches in the bipolar core. The absolute error in ΔVBE_BC can then be given as follows:

















Here, T is in units of Kelvin. With a carefully designed layout of the current sources, Δp/p = 0.1%
can be expected [14], and the temperature error due to mismatch is then 0.091 K according to
Equation (5).
Error due to Δp can be reduced by dynamically interchanging the current sources in the bipolar
core [15] using DEM [16]. This is illustrated for the case of the bipolar core in Figure 1. One of the
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current sources is directed to QL, whereas the other current sources are directed to QR. This averaging
process cancels the first-order error in ΔVBE_BC whereas the second-order error remains, which is given






If, for instance, Δp/p = 1%, this corresponds to a temperature error of at most 4.6 mK, which is
sufficient to obtain a temperature error well below 0.1 K.
Similarly, a current ratio mismatch exists in the pre-bias circuit, which results in PTAT errors in
Ib and VBEL. The absolute error in VBEL can then be given as follows:










If, for example, Δp/p = 1%, the error in VBEL corresponds to a temperature error of at most 65 mK.
To reduce temperature measurement errors, most conventional circuits match only current sources
in the bipolar core dynamically [8,9,13], and the mismatch in the pre-bias circuit is regarded as
a relatively minor problem.
3. Temperature Sensor Front-End Circuit
According to the discussion in the previous section, a conventional circuit reduces temperature
measurement errors by averaging Δp to some extent, but cannot make full use of the circuit
because current sources in the pre-bias circuit do not participate in the averaging process. Therefore,
we employed the proposed ALL-DEM approach in the temperature sensor front-end circuit,
which matches all current sources in both the pre-bias circuit and bipolar core dynamically. Assuming
that pb = p = 5, the proposed circuit is illustrated in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. Front-end circuit employing the all dynamic element matching (ALL-DEM) approach.
The ALL-DEM approach employs the following steps:
Step 1: Number all current sources from 1 to 12.
Step 2: Under the control of ALL-DEM, current source 1 is directed to QLB, current sources 2–6
are directed to QRB, current source 7 is directed to QL, and current sources 8–12 are directed to QR.
Step 3: After a single integral sampling period, current sources are cyclically shifted, and Step 2
is repeated, i.e., current source 2 is directed to QLB, current sources 3–7 are directed to QRB, current
source 8 is directed to QL, and current sources 9–12 and current source 1 are directed to QR.
An ALL-DEM cycle consists of 12 periods. In addition to dynamically matching the current
sources in the pre-bias circuit (rather than only in the bipolar core), the ALL-DEM approach offers
another advantage, in that it provides a greater number of conditions in the bipolar core compared
with conventional DEM, which is increased from 6 to 12.
The ALL-DEM approach can reduce the mismatch in the pre-bias circuit, and, hence, can reduce
temperature measurement errors caused by the pre-bias circuit. In addition, the proposed circuit
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employs chopping to suppress the offset of the opamp. The benefits of the ALL-DEM approach are
demonstrated by the simulation results presented in Figure 4, which shows the maximum temperature
errors obtained with different DEM schemes. As the results show, the maximum temperature error
caused by the ALL-DEM approach is at least 0.82 ◦C less than that obtained without the DEM approach.
Moreover, the average maximum temperature error caused by the ALL-DEM approach is 0.07 ◦C less
than that of the conventional DEM approach. The ALL-DEM approach can therefore achieve a higher
accuracy than the conventional DEM approach.
Figure 4. Maximum temperature errors simulations with different dynamic element matching
(DEM) schemes.
4. Zoom Analog-to-Digital Converter
As shown in Figure 5, the zoom ADC is a two-step ADC structure that consists of a successive
approximation (SAR) ADC and a sigma-delta ADC. The conversion process of the zoom ADC can
be divided into two operating modes. Here, the SAR ADC first converts the input x(t) to obtain the
output of the most significant bit (MSB), which is denoted as coarse conversion. Then, the zoom ADC
enters into the second operating mode, where the sigma-delta ADC converts the input x(t) according
to MSB, and generates the output of the least significant bit (LSB), which is denoted as fine conversion.
Finally, we obtain the output D[n] by combining MSB and LSB. Therefore, the zoom ADC combines
the rapid conversion of an SAR ADC with the high precision of a sigma-delta ADC.
Figure 5. Structure of the zoom ADC. (Note: SAR: successive approximation; LSB: least significant bit;
MSB: most significant bit; DAC: digital-to-analog converter).
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5. Calibration
Figure 6 presents an overview of the temperature sensor. It consists of a front-end circuit that
generates VBE and ΔVBE, which are fed to the zoom ADC. The output of the zoom ADC in the
normal operating mode is the ratio XN = VBE/ΔVBE. However, the ADC can be configured to output
Xc = Vext /ΔVBE when the temperature sensor chip is placed in the calibration mode. A PT-100
thermistor, which was calibrated to an error of less than 1 mK and placed in good thermal contact with
the temperature sensor, was used to obtain the reference temperature Tchip [17].
Figure 6. Overview of the temperature sensor.
We adopted voltage calibration, which employs the following steps.
Step 1: Change the operating mode of the temperature sensor chip into the calibration mode.





We can then calculate η using ΔVBE and Tchip according to Equation (2).
Step 2: Change the operating mode of the temperature sensor chip into the normal operating
mode. Take 20 temperature reading samples over 11 testing points in the temperature range from 0 ◦C
to +100 ◦C, and obtain X and Dout from each testing point, respectively. The average value XAVG at each
testing point can be calculated from the values of X obtained at each testing point. Then, the calibration
parameters A, B, and α can be calculated according to Equation (3).
Step 3: The voltage calibration temperature TD can be calculated using η, Equations (2) and (9).
Step 4: Then, the ideal voltage calibration output Xideal can be calculated using TD, A, B, and
α according to Equation (3). In addition, we can obtain the actual output XD from the chip.
Step 5: Output D is then obtained from A, B, α, Xideal, and XD as follows:
D = A · α
X + Xideal − XD + α + B (10)
Here, Equation (10) represents the first-order fitting. Actually, the fitting accuracy can be improved
by adopting the following fixed third-order polynomial:
















where X’ = X + Xideal − XD, A, B, C, and E are calibration parameters that are calculated in Step 1.
In this paper, the voltage calibration employed single-point calibration, and the value TD was set
to 37 ◦C.
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6. Experimental Results and Discussion
The circuit was implemented in 0.18 μm CMOS technology provided by Semiconductor
Manufacturing International Corp. (SMIC, Shanghai, China), and all current sources employed
a current of 180 nA. The chip consumed 6.1 μA with a 1.8 V supply voltage, where the current
consumption of the front-end circuit was 4.6 μA and the current consumption of the zoom ADC was
1.5 μA. The core area of the chip was 860 μm × 580 μm. A micrograph of the chip is shown in Figure 7.
 
Figure 7. Chip micrograph. (Note: OTA: operational transconductance amplifier; C-DAC: capacitive
digital-to-analog converter; COMP: comparator).
Figure 8 presents the simulation results of the front-end circuit obtained via 20 Monte Carlo
simulations. Here, Figure 8a presents the simulation results of the first-order fitting, which exhibits
3σ-inaccuracies of +0.12/−0.06 ◦C from −55 ◦C to +125 ◦C. In addition, Figure 8b presents the
simulation results of the third-order fitting, which exhibits 3σ-inaccuracies of ±0.08 ◦C from
−55 ◦C to +125 ◦C.
 
Figure 8. Simulation results of the front-end circuit: (a) first-order fitting; (b) third-order fitting.
The simulation results of the chip are presented in Figure 9. Here, Figure 9a presents the
results of first-order fitting, which exhibits 3σ-inaccuracies of +0.25/−0.13 ◦C over the temperature
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range considered. In addition, Figure 9b presents the results of third-order fitting, which exhibits
3σ-inaccuracies of +0.18/−0.13 ◦C over the temperature range considered.
Figure 9. Simulation results for the chip: (a) first-order fitting; (b) third-order fitting.
Figure 10 presents the measurement results of the chip. During measurements, we added
a shielding box to improve the accuracy of the temperature sensor. As shown in Figure 10a, the chip
exhibits 3σ-inaccuracies of +0.15/−0.3 ◦C from 0 ◦C to +100 ◦C with first-order fitting. Figure 10b
presents the measurement results of third-order fitting, which shows that the chip can achieve
3σ-inaccuracies of ±0.2 ◦C from 0 ◦C to +100 ◦C.
Figure 10. Measurement results of the chip: (a) first-order fitting; (b) third-order fitting.
As demonstrated by the simulation and measurement results, third-order fitting can achieve
a greater measurement than first-order fitting. The measured performance of the temperature
sensor is compared with the performances of previously reported state-of-the-art temperature sensor
implementations in Table 1. Because of the employment of the second-order zoom ADC, the parameter
figure-of-merit (FOM) of the sensor is better than those presented in References [6,15], which shows
that the proposed sensor provides better resolution and a reduced conversion time. However,
the measurement temperature range of this work is only from 0 ◦C to 100 ◦C because of the limitations
of the measurement equipment. As a result, the Rel.InAcc value of the proposed circuit is 0.4%.
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Table 1. Performance Comparison with Previously Reported Temperature Sensor Schemes.
Item [8] [9] [17] [18] This Work
Year 2013 2005 2017 2014 2018
Process (μm) 0.16 0.7 0.16 0.7 0.18
Area (mm2) 0.08 4.5 0.16 0.8 0.5
VDD (V) 1.5–2 2.5–5.5 1.5–2 2.9–5.5 1.8
Supply Current (μA) 3.4 75 4.6 55 6.1
Temperature Range (◦C) −55 to +125 −55 to +125 −55 to +125 −45 to +130 0 to +100
Resolution (◦C) Tconv (ms) 0.02 (5.3) 0.01 (100) 0.015 (5) 0.003 (2.2) 0.01 (3.4)
Inaccuracy (◦C) ±0.15 ±0.1 ±0.06 ±0.15 ±0.2
FOM * (pJ◦C2) 11 1875 7.8 3.2 3.8
Rel.InAcc. ** (%) 0.17 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.4
* FOM = (Power·Tconv) × (Resolution)2. ** Rel.InAcc = (2 × Inaccuracy/Range) × 100%.
The present work has taken errors into account as much as possible and employs the ALL-DEM
approach and calibration to improve the accuracy of the proposed temperature sensor. Among the
remaining errors, the curvature error is the largest source of error. Therefore, a curvature calibration or
a curvature compensation technology can be expected to improve the accuracies of the temperature
sensor. In addition, while the BJT-based temperature sensors provide higher accuracy than
thermistor-based sensors, they also require greater power consumption. A higher-order zoom ADC
can reduce the power consumption, although its implementation will also require a greater die
area. The miniaturization of BJT-based temperature sensors is also an important consideration, and
the means of reducing the die area while simultaneously reducing the power consumption of the
temperature sensor will be the objective of future research.
7. Conclusions
This paper proposed a low power, energy-efficient precision CMOS temperature sensor circuit
implemented in 0.18 μm CMOS technology provided by SMIC. Using the novel ALL-DEM approach,
all current sources in the proposed front-end circuit are matched dynamically to reduce system errors
arising from current ratio mismatch. Single-point calibration was adopted to improve the accuracy
of the sensor. According to the experimental results, the proposed circuit provides a maximum
temperature error of ±0.2 ◦C over the temperature range from 0 ◦C to +100 ◦C. The proposed circuit is
applicable to a wide range of temperature sensor applications.
Author Contributions: Rongshan Wei provided the initial concepts, prototypes and wrote the paper. Xiaotian Bao
conducted the measurement of the temperature sensor and analyzed the data.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: In order to solve the limited life problem of typical battery power supply, a self-powered
method that is based on the environmental energy harvesting has emerged as an amazing power
supply approach. The Tribo-electric-Nano-generator (TENG) has been widely studied because of
its high efficiency, low fabrication cost, and high output voltage. However, low output power
conversion efficiency has restricted its practical application because of its own extremely high output
impedance. In order to match the high output impedance of TENG and increase the output power,
this paper presents an adaptable interface conditioning circuit, which is composed of an impedance
matching circuit, a synchronous rectifier bridge, a control circuit, and an energy storage device.
In the impedance matching circuit, the energy loss of coupling inductance could be reduced by using
the bi-directional switch to increase the frequency, and impedance matching circuit can be used to
increase the output efficiency of TENG. Experimental results show that, in about 3.6 s, the storing
capacitor voltage was basically stable at 5.5 V by using the proposed adapted interface conditioning
circuit in this paper. The charging efficiency has increased by 50%.
Keywords: adaptable interface conditioning circuit; impedance matching; TENG; self-powered sensors
1. Introduction
The use of wireless sensors and the wearable devices has developed rapidly in recent years.
In traditional way, they are usually powered by standard batteries. However, this approach has become
a bottleneck restricting the development of wireless sensors and the wearable devices because batteries
usually become depleted within a relatively short timeframe, and the replacement or recharge of
batteries can increase the cost. The self-powered method based on the environmental energy harvesting
provides a new solution for power supply of wireless sensor nodes and wearable devices [1–4].
Environmental energy harvester has been used as a battery to power-up the wireless sensor node or
the wearable device. Usually, the environmental energy is weak and discontinuous, such as vibration
energy, so the high efficiency, low power consumption is essential [5] The triboelectric nanogenerator
(TENG), first invented by Zhong Lin Wang et al. In 2012, is able to produce electrical output
based on triboelectrification and electrostatic induction in response to an external mechanical input.
Its fundamental physics and output characteristics can be attributed to the Maxwell’s displacement
Micromachines 2018, 9, 105; doi:10.3390/mi9030105 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines132
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current [6,7]. Up to now, the area power density of TENGs has reached 313 W/m2 and their volume
energy density has reached 490 kW/m3 [8]. When compared with other energy generators, the TENG
has high efficiency, low fabrication cost, and high output voltage. These advantages make TENG more
suitable for self-powered wireless sensors and the wearable devices. Some studies of TENG have
shown that charging efficiency decays quickly after several charging cycles, the maximum voltage of
the energy storage device is much smaller than the open-circuit voltage of the TENG, regardless of the
energy conversion efficiency of the TENG [9]. Also, the TENG has poor load capacity because of its
high output impedance. In order to convert the output voltage of the TENG to a stable DC voltage and
increase the energy-storage efficiency, an interface conditioning circuit is essential. Some studies have
shown that the DC-DC circuit is effective in working as a conditioning circuit that can stabilize the
output voltage successfully [10,11]. However, maximizing the power extraction from TENG is still
unresolved, so impendence matching is a major consideration in circuit design and also it is the most
efficient way to increase the output power. The fully-integrated self-powered wireless sensor node
contains TENGs, which is an interface conditioning circuit, energy storage elements, and load circuits
(wireless sensor node).
The objective of this paper is to present an adaptable interface conditioning circuit based on
triboelectric nanogenerator. Firstly, we will discuss the output characteristics of TENG. Then, analysis
of the interface conditioning circuit will be done in detail. Finally, the experimental results will
be discussed.
2. Modeling of TENG
The fundamental working principle of TENGs is triboelectrification. Electrostatic induction is
the main mechanism that converts mechanical energy to electricity. Any TENG contains two pairs of
frictional electrified layers face to each other, the distance between the two layers is X. X will change
when the external force applied, so the capacitance between the layers C will change. Triboelectric
charges will be generated after the external force works, there will be induced charges between the
two layers, as shown in Figure 1a. In order to get more charges, materials for triboelectrification is very
important. According to the triboelectric series [8], polydimethylsiloxane and aluminum are selected
as the materials for triboelectrification. In one contact- separation process, output voltage of TENG
without any load is shown in Figure 1b, which reaches the maximum at X = 0 and X = Xmax. When we
apply an external force on TENG periodically, output voltage is shown in Figure 1c. We can assume
that the induced voltage between the two electrodes is V, transferred charges between the two layers is
Q. The electrical potential difference V consists of two parts, one part is from the polarized triboelectric
charges, and the other part is the already transferred charges Q, so V is given by the V-Q-X equation:
V = − 1
C(X)
Q + Voc(X) (1)
Operating characteristics of TENG have been described in Equation (1), so we can get its inherent
capacitive behavior from theoretical analysis [8,12,13]. From the V-Q-X equation of triboelectric
nanogenerators, equivalent SPICE (Simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis) model can
be easily obtained. As seen in Equation (1), there are two terms at the right side. Two circuit components
are used to represent them. First, due to the inherent capacitance between the two electrodes of TENG,
a capacitor Cs is used to express its capacitance characteristics. The other term VoC(X) is an open
circuit voltage term, which is resulting from the separation of the polarized tribo-charges and could
be represented by a voltage source (Voc). From these two terms, the whole equivalent SPICE model
can be represented by a double-ended device that consists of an ideal voltage source a serial with a
capacitor, as shown in Figure 1d. So, we can consider the TENG as a capacitive device in electrical
analysis, and this is the reason why it has a poor load capacity. TENG’s output voltage is provided with
different loads. In Figure 1e, the load voltage decreases as the load capacitance increases. In Figure 1f,
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the load voltage increases as the load resistance increases. The experimental results are consistent with
the theoretical analysis.
 
Figure 1. (a) Structure diagram of a Tribo-electric-Nano-generator (TENG). (b) Output voltage
waveform of TENG in one working cycle without any load. (c) Open-circuit voltage of TENG.
(d) Equivalent SPICE model of TENG. (e) Load voltage curve while the capacitor ranging from 22 pF
to 10 μF is loaded. (f) Load voltage curve while the resistor ranging from 0.1 kΩ to 9.1 MΩ is loaded.
Also, when we talk about a certain TENG, a theoretical calculation is an important method to get
the characteristics of TENG, such as finite element method (FEM). Using FEM simulation software,
such as COMSOL and ANSYS, the finite element calculation can be easily done. Another general
method to get the characteristics of TENG is utilizing SPICE software, such as OrCad, Mulitisim.
From the TENG equivalent SPICE model, the TENG can be obtained in theoretical calculation
using SPICE software as a basic element consisting of a voltage source in serial connection with
a capacitor [14]. After the motion process and the initial condition are generated, the powerful SPICE
software can easily calculate the real-time output of any TENG systems.
When the signal source is used to drive a certain load, the voltage, current, total power
consumption will change with the different load parameters. The main purpose of the impedance
matching in the circuit is to adjust the load impedance, so that we can get the required optimal power
with a certain power supply. To achieve the impedance matching in an AC circuit, the most effective
way is to use the coupling inductances, the coupling inductances can not only achieve the impedance
matching, but also regulate the output voltage [14].
As shown in Figure 2a, we assume that the turns ratio of the coupling inductance is n, the load
capacitance is CL. So, we can get the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2bi shows the
equivalent primary circuit of the coupling inductance. Figure 2bii shows the equivalent secondary
circuit of the coupling inductance, the following equations are satisfied:
C′L = n2CL (2)
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According to the above analysis, using the coupling inductance, the output voltage of TENG
can be reduced to 1/n of the source output, the output current is increased by n times and output
impedance is reduced to 1/n2. However, for an ideal capacitive load, it cannot extract energy from
TENG because the average power of the load capacitor in one cycle is zero. When considering the load
capacitance in one period is still very helpful. In Figure 2c, we assume that the load capacitance is CL,













2 + β + 1/β
) (5)
Figure 2. (a) Impedance matching circuit using coupling inductance. (b) i: Equivalent primary circuit
of the coupling inductance; ii: The equivalent secondary circuit of the coupling inductance; iii: Charge
a capacitor via a rectifier bridge. (c) Voltage curves of the CL and Cs when CL/Cs changes from 1 to
10. (d) Power curves of the CL and Cs when CL/Cs changes from 1 to 10. (e) Average charge efficiency
diagram (β ranges from 0 to 1000). (f) Average charge efficiency diagram (β ranges from 1000 to 8000).
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Among them, β = CL/Cs, define Po = 12 CsV
2
SMAX , so in half period, when Vs gets the maximum
value Vsmax, the V(CL), E(CL), also get the maximum value, the curve of V(CL) and E(CL) are shown
in Figure 2c,d. To prevent current reflow, we consider using a rectifier bridge, as shown in Figure 2biii.
Assume that the voltage loss of the rectifier bridge is VD. So, in the first period:
Initial value:
V(CL)0 = V(CS)0 = 0 VS0 = VD (6)
During the charging process, the circuit KCL (Kirchhoff's current law) equation is:
VS = V(CS) + V(CL) + VD (7)
So, we can get the voltage V(CL), V(CS), shown below:
V(CL)1 = V(CL)0 + ΔV(CL)1 =
1
1 + β
(VSMAX − VD) (8)
V(CS)1 = V(CS)0 + ΔV(CS)1 =
β
1 + β
(VSMAX − VD) (9)
After n periods, we get V(CL)n, P(CL)n, shown below:
V(CL)n = [1 −
β(β − 1)n−1
(1 + β)n
































P0 represents the maximum energy value that a single charge cycle can provide determined by
the power supply, Pavr(CL) indicates average P(CL) in one cycle, so the parameter α(Pavr) is used to
characterize the average charge efficiency. As shown in Figure 2e,f, for a certain n, α(Pavr) gets the
maximum value corresponding to an optimal value of β, and for a certain β, α(Pavr) gets the maximum
value corresponding to an optimal value of n. Consider the following two points: (a) capacitor leakage
or capacitance capacity is limited; (b) charging time is limited. So, according to the limitations of the
actual application, select the optimal n and β.
3. Results and Discussion
As described above, we have some understanding of the output characteristics of TENG and
impedance matching, in this section we focus on the interface conditioning circuit. The following key
design ideas for interface conditioning circuit must be taken into account, including: (a) maximizing
power extraction from TENG by using the impedance match technology; (b) storing the harvested
energy; (c) conditioning output voltage to meet the power requirements of the sensor node;
and (d) minimizing power consumption of the whole system.
For a non-ideal coupling inductance, it has power loss, which increases as the frequency decreases.
However, the frequency of TENG output voltage that depends on the environment vibration is always
low. So, in the circuit, the bi-directional switch is used to increase the frequency so that the power loss
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of the coupling inductances could be reduced as much as possible. The control signal of bi-directional
switch is needed. An oscillation circuit that can generate a signal at a certain frequency to control the
bi-directional switch is essential. When considering the primary circuit, when the circuit is turned
on, the current on the inductor cannot change immediately, there will be oscillation due to the step
response, it will cause the induced voltage on the secondary coil. Then, damping oscillation voltage
will be observed on the storing capacitor due to the resistance of the non-ideal coupling inductance.
The storing capacitor charged step by step as show in Figure 3a,b. When the circuit is turned on,
the electric energy is passed to the secondary coil through the coupling inductance, and according
to the secondary load, there will be different attenuation coefficient, so the turn on time is essential
to make sure energy can be passed out. However, the turn-off time determines initial voltage of the
primary coil. So frequency of the control circuit is also an important parameter as shown in Figure 3e,f.
In Figure 3e, a 10 μf capacitor is chosen as the storing capacitor, maximum voltage of the storage
capacitor VS(max) gets a maximum value as the frequency of the control circuit range from 0.1 to
100 KHz. When the load is a 10 KΩ resistor, the peak load voltage Vr and peak voltage of the primary
inductance Vi(max) are shown in Figure 3f.
Figure 3. (a) Voltage simulation curves of the secondary inductance (Vsec), primary inductance (Vpri),
the oscillator (Vosc). (b) Simulation curve of charging process. (c) Experiment curve of charging process.
(d) Comparison to charge a capacitor via a rectifier bridge and conditioning circuit. (e) Maximum
voltage of the storage capacitor and the required time. (f) When resistive load is connected, load voltage
and output voltage of the primary inductance.
The experimental results show that the self-powered management circuit can meet the voltage,
and power consumption needs of a wireless sensor node. In experimental test, the maximum open
circuit voltage of TENG is 83.6 V, frequency is 5 Hz, when the TENG starts working, the storing
capacitor is charged. After about 3.6 s, the storing capacitor voltage is basically stable at 5.5 V, as shown
in Figure 3c. When compared with charging though a rectifier bridge directly, the proposed circuit
greatly reduces the charging time and increases efficiency by 50%, as shown in Figure 3d.
Figure 4a shows a wireless sensor system based on environmental energy harvester by using
TENG. The TENG transform environmental energy into electrical energy, then a stable DC voltage
could be used though an interface conditioning circuit, so that it could power the wireless sensor node.
The proposed circuit for the TENG is composed of an impedance matching circuit, a synchronous
rectifier bridge, a control circuit, an energy storage device, as shown in Figure 4b. The whole PCB
circuit is shown in Figure 4c. Using TENG to power a wireless sensor node which consists of a
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microcontroller unit (STM32, STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Swiss Confederation) via the interface
conditioning circuit. The MCU (Microcontroller Unit) accesses the data, including weather information
and the date, from the server through Wi-Fi and display on the screen successfully, as shown in
Figure 4d.
Figure 4. (a) An environmental energy harvesting system based on TENG. (b) The interface conditioning
circuit for TENG. (c) Physical picture of the interface conditioning circuit. (d) An application of the
environmental energy harvesting system based on TENG and the interface conditioning circuit.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposed an adaptable interface conditioning circuit, which is composed of an
impedance matching circuit, a synchronous rectifier bridge, a control circuit, and an energy storage
device. Especially, a novel bi-directional switch control mechanism was adopted to increase the
frequency in order to reduce the energy loss of coupling inductance and increase the output efficiency
of TENG. Experimental results show that, in about 3.6 s, the storing capacitor voltage was basically
stable at 5.5 V by using the proposed adapted interface conditioning circuit in this paper. The charging
efficiency has increased by 50%. The TENG’s application in a self-powered sensor will be promoted in
the future by adopted this proposed adaptable interface conditioning circuit technology.
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Abstract: Recently, nanosilver pastes have emerged as one of the most promising high temperature
bonding materials for high frequency and high power applications, which provide an effective
lead-free electronic packaging solution instead of high-lead and gold-based solders. Although
nanosilver pastes can be sintered at lower temperature compared to bulk silver, applications of
nanosilver pastes are limited by long-term sintering time (20–30 min), relative high sintering
temperature (>250 ◦C), and applied external pressure, which may damage chips and electronic
components. Therefore, low temperature rapid sintering processes that can obtain excellent nanosilver
joints are anticipated. In this regard, we present a review of recent progress in the rapid sintering
of nanosilver pastes. Preparation of nanosilver particles and pastes, mechanisms of nanopastes
sintering, and different rapid sintering processes are discussed. Emphasis is placed on the properties
of sintered joints obtained by different sintering processes such as electric current assisted sintering,
spark plasma sintering, and laser sintering, etc. Although the research on rapid sintering processes
for nanosilver pastes has made a great breakthrough over the past few decades, investigations on
mechanisms of rapid sintering, and the performance of joints fabricated by pastes with different
compositions and morphologies are still far from enough.
Keywords: nanosilver pastes; rapid sintering; spark plasma sintering; laser sintering; electric current
assisted sintering
1. Introduction
Die-attach materials play a key role in ensuring the performance and reliability of electronic
devices [1–4], such as in thermal [5–8] and electrical management [9,10] for high power devices.
Die-attach materials are generally classified as conductive adhesives, solder alloys, glasses, metal
films, and metal pastes [5]. Nowadays, conductive adhesives [11–14] and tin (Sn) based solder
alloys [15–18] are most commonly used as die-attach materials for level-1 interconnections. However,
these materials are only suitable for low-temperature range applications due to a low value of
performance index, M (0.1–1.8 × 106 W/m, M = K/α, where K is the thermal conductivity, and α is
the coefficient of thermal expansion) [5], and low melting points (<250 ◦C) [19]. With the transition
of a microelectronic system towards high power or superpower, high density integrated circuits
and nano-structure interconnections, new die-attach materials and processes, which can realize
low-temperature sintering and high-temperature application, should be developed [20,21]. In addition,
a lead-free packaging process for microelectronic components and micro-systems is an inevitable trend
in electronics industry [22–25]. Nanosilver pastes with high thermal and electrical conductivity, low
Micromachines 2018, 9, 346; doi:10.3390/mi9070346 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines140
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sintering temperature [9,26–30] and high operating temperature [31] have great potential to meet the
requirements of the new generation of electronics [32].
Traditional hot-pressing sintering processes for nanosilver pastes needs to apply external pressure
and complicated temperature profiles, and the processes are usually time-consuming and sometimes
require an inert gas atmosphere [33], which severely limit the applications of nanosilver pastes [34].
In this regard, many rapid sintering processes have been proposed to overcome the drawbacks of the
hot-pressing sintering processes, such as in-situ formation of nanoparticles and joints, spark plasma
sintering (SPS), laser sintering, and current assisted sintering process. Nanosilver particles can be
directly interconnected by in-situ generation methods. During the process, the nanosilver particles
will in-situ form at the bonding interfaces, and the particles will be relatively less affected by organic
carriers. As a result, sintering temperature and time of the nanoparticles can be lowered obviously.
Mu et al. obtained joints with strength of 60 MPa by using the in-situ generation method, and the
bonding parameters are 5 min at 250 ◦C with the pressure of 5 MPa [35]. SPS is a rapid sintering
technology developed in recent years. The SPS technology combines the effects of hot-pressing,
resistance heating, and plasma activation. Through a SPS process, joints with shear strength of 50 MPa
can be obtained when the sintering temperature is 200 ◦C and the sintering time is as short as 1 min [36].
Laser sintering techniques have the characters of high density of energy input and rapid heating.
Sintering of nanosilver pastes can be realized in 10 s by laser irradiation, and shear strength of the
sintered joints can reach 10 MPa [37,38]. Current assisted sintering technology can provide enough
heat to achieve the desired sintering temperature in a short sintering time. By using electric current
assisted sintering processes, interconnections can be accomplished within 1.4 s and shear strength of
the joints can reach 90 MPa [34]. In this review, the mechanism of nanosilver sintering, synthesis of
nanosilver, and recent progresses in rapid sintering of nanosilver pastes were discussed. Emphasis
was placed on the properties of sintered joints obtained by different sintering processes.
2. Sintering Mechanism of Nanosilver Particles
Nanosilver particles have attracted considerable interest as one of the most promising
interconnecting materials. Therefore, sintering mechanisms of nanosilver particles have become
a hot topic during last few decades [20,39–44]. Various sintering models have been developed to
explain the sintering mechanisms [45–47]. The classical sphere-to-sphere model, which has been first
described by Frenkel [45], reveals that the sintering process begins with rapid neck formation, and is
followed by neck growth [48–50]. In the initial stage, two equal-sized spheres (with radius r) come into
contact as shown in Figure 1, to form a circular neck (with radius x). Subsequently, the neck begins to
grow through different mechanisms of material transportation, which consists of volume diffusion,
grain boundary diffusion, surface diffusion, and viscous flow during the sintering process [45,47].
The sintering equations for different sintering mechanisms can be generally expressed as
follows [47]:
(x/r)n = Bt (1)
where x/r is ratio of the neck radius to the particle radius. B is a constant which depends on the
particle size, temperature, and geometric and material terms. t is the sintering time and n is a
mechanism-characteristic exponent that is depend on the mass transport process (viscous flow: n = 2;
volume diffusion: n = 4–5; grain boundary diffusion: n = 6; surface diffusion: n = 7).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the sphere-to-sphere model. Reproduced with permission from [49].
In order to investigate the dominant sintering mechanism of nanosilver particles, the relationship
between neck diameter and time is established. Figure 2 shows the experimental logarithm plots of the
evolution of the interparticle neck size ratio x/r at different temperatures. The mechanism-characteristic
exponent (the values of inverse slope) at the sintering temperatures of 160, 200, and 250 ◦C are 6.7,
8.8, and 8.4, respectively (the mean value is 7.9). These results indicate that surface diffusion may
be the dominant diffusion mechanism at the sintering temperature range of 160–250 ◦C. When the
sintering temperatures increase to 300–350 ◦C, volume diffusion is probably the prevailing diffusion
mechanism [51].
 
Figure 2. Neck growth kinetics during the sintering process of nanosilver particles at different
temperatures. Reproduced with permission from [51].
Besides growth of the neck, the sintering mechanism also comprises the decomposition of the
organic coating on the silver particles. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis
was performed to investigate the change of organic residues in nanosilver pastes during sintering
processes [51]. The organic materials coated on silver particles play an important role in affecting
the sintering mechanisms. By taking the Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as an example, as the sintering
temperature is below 250 ◦C, the PVP still coats on the silver particles, and the surface diffusion is
the dominant diffusion mechanism. When the temperature is increased above 300 ◦C, the PVP is
destroyed, and the main sintering mechanism changes to volume diffusion. This indicates that the
sintering mechanisms may be related with the decomposition of organic components in the nanosilver
pastes. When alkylamine is utilized as a dispertant, the alkylamine will evaporate from 130 ◦C, thereby
facilitating a low temperature sintering process of nanosilver particles [52].
Based on the classical sphere-to-sphere model, Yan et al. have revealed the relationship between
the strength of joints and the neck growth of silver particles [51]. Basically, the strength of joints
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depends on the inherent strength of the material τo and percent of the bonding interface, which should
be proportional to the ratio of the effective bond area between the adjacent particles. The bonding area
between the two contacting particles (s) is calculated as follows:
s = πx2 (2)
where x is the neck radius and the area of the sphere section of the initial particles (S) is given as
follows:
S = πr2 (3)














According to the transverse rupture strength model [53], the joint strength is also related to the
fractional density Vs, the effective number of bond Nc/π and the stress concentration factor K. Thus,













According to the model, the strength of the sintered nanosilver joints is proportional to the ratio of
effective bond areas between the adjacent particles. The ratio of effective bond areas usually increases
by elevating the sintering temperature and pressure, which will help to improve the strength of the
joint. Yan et al. have performed shear tests of joints sintered at different temperatures. The results
confirmed that the strength of the sintered nanosilver joints is proportional to the ratio of effective
bond areas between the adjacent particles [51].
3. Preparation of Nanosilver Particles and Pastes
According to the reaction conditions, preparation methods of nanosilver particles can be divided
into chemical reduction methods [54–57], micro emulsion methods [58–60], template methods [61–63],
electrochemical methods [64–68], light induced or photocatalytic reduction methods [69–71],
microwave or ultrasonic assisted methods [72–77], radiation reduction methods [78–80], and so
on. Among them, the chemical reduction method is simple, fast, and more commonly used in
preparation of nanosilver particles [81,82]. Therefore, nanosilver particles (less than 20 nm) are
traditionally precipitated from the silver salt solution by chemical reduction. Briefly, reducing agents
such as Ascorbic Acid [83], Monohydrate Hydrazine [84], Sodium Citrate [85], Dehydrate Sodium
Citrate [21,86], Polyvinyl Pyrrolidone [87–89], Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid [90–92], Sodium
Sulfite [54,93] or Sodium Borohydride [57,94] are added to the silver salt solution, for instance, Silver
Nitrate [95,96], Silver Chloride [97,98] or Silver Ammonia Solution [99,100], and then the chemical
reduction reaction will occur in a polar solvent such as Ethanol [101,102], Methanol [103,104] or
Tetrahydrofuran [105,106]. Finally, the nanoparticles and the solution are separated by the centrifugal
method [107]. Research shows that ethanol that is low-cost, environmentally friendly, and easy to
volatilize is favorable to form small and uniform spherical nanosilver particles. Once high-quality
nanosilver particles with uniform morphology and good dispersion are obtained, nanosilver pastes
can be prepared. Generally, there are approaches to prepare the nanosilver pastes preparation. One is
adding the dispersant, organic carrier, and diluent to an organic solvent, such as acetone or ethanol,
and then adding commercial nanosilver particles into them. The mixture should be dispersed evenly
by mechanical or ultrasonic assisted mixing. Finally, the organic solvent is evaporated by vacuum
heating [41,108]. In general, the nanosilver pastes obtained by this method require higher sintering
temperature, longer sintering time, and also need to apply high pressure during the sintering process.
This is because the sintering of nanosilver particles depend on the thermal decomposition of organic
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carriers. However, the organic carriers are usually a long chain polymerization whose thermal
decomposition temperature is above 250 ◦C [109]. Notably, Lee et al. found that besides the dispersant,
negative pressure aging can also effectively solve the aggregation of nanoparticles, which will promote
the sintering process of nanoparticles [110].
Another method is centrifugal separation [111,112]. First, silver nanoparticles are repeatedly
washed to remove impurities. Afterwards, flocculant is added to destroy the balance of a solution,
and then nanosilver particles precipitate. After centrifugation, a high concentration nanosilver pastes
are obtained. The nanosilver pastes usually have lower sintering temperature as compared with the
nanosilver pastes with an organic carrier.
4. Rapid Sintering Processes of Nanoparticles
Lu et al. [41,113,114] are pioneers who have carried out research in the area of nanoparticle
sintering. They have utilized commercial silver particles with the average diameter of 30 nm to prepare
nanosilver pastes and then realized the interconnection between the SiC chip at 234 ◦C for about 60 min
with a certain applied external pressure. Shear strength of the joints was 17–40 MPa. In order to achieve
good sintering properties of joints, a long sintering time, high sintering temperature, and external
pressure are usually applied on the samples, which may hinder the application of the nanosilver
pastes. Therefore, new processes need to be developed to shorten the sintering time, simplify the
sintering process, and improve the sintering properties of the joints. Recently, extensive studies on
the rapid sintering processes for nanosilver have been carried out [34,115–117]. Processes such as
discharge plasma assisted sintering, laser sintering, and current assisted sintering cannot only enhance
the efficiency of sintering, but also improve the properties of the sintered joints. The related research is
shown below.
4.1. In-Situ Formation of Nanoparticles and Joints
Recently, Hirose et al. and Toshiaki et al. [118,119] have proposed a novel metal-to-metal bonding
process through the in-situ formation of silver nanoparticles with Ag2O micro-particles. During
the bonding process, in-situ formation of silver nanoparticles has been achieved through a reaction
between the Ag2O particles and triethylene glycol (TEG). The silver nanoparticles are relatively less
affected by organic carriers. As a result, the sintering temperature of the nanoparticles can be lowered
obviously to about 200 ◦C. Moreover, the cost of micron-sized Ag2O particles is relatively lower than
commercial Ag nanoparticles. In a word, this process can both reduce cost and decrease the sintering
temperature of the silver nanoparticles [35,118,120,121]. To retard migration of the Ag ion in the joints,
Cu particles or Ag coated Cu particles were added into the mixed pastes [122–125]. Micron-sized
Ag2O pastes have been successfully used in a low-temperature sintering process for the connection
between silver plated copper blocks, and the sintering time can be controlled within 1 min as shown in
Figure 3 [118].
Figure 3. Relationship between bonding parameters and tensile strength of the joints: (a) Bonding
temperature; (b) Holding time at 250 ◦C. Reproduced with permission from [118].
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4.2. Spark Plasma Sintering
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) is a rapid sintering technology developed in recent years [126–128],
and the technology has many extraordinary advantages such as fast heating speed (up to 500 ◦C/min),
and short sintering time (30–300 s) [129–133]. In addition, pressure is usually applied in the SPS process
to help to form a better contact between nanoparticles, thereby accelerating grain boundary diffusion,
lattice diffusion, and viscous flow during the sintering process [134]. All of the mechanisms could help
to control the microstructure and achieve a higher density of the sintered materials. Furthermore, SPS
also has the advantages of simple operation, high reproducibility, space saving, energy saving, and
low cost [131,135].
Alayli et al. [36] used nanosilver particles and the SPS process to bond power semiconductor
chips with metallized substrates. Electrical and thermal properties of the samples were both better
than those sintered by conventional hot pressing processes. As shown in Figure 4, the shear strength
of the joints reached 100 MPa with the sintering parameters of 300 ◦C, 1 min, and 3 MPa. When
the sintering temperature was reduced to the range of 150–200 ◦C, shear strength of the joints was
also as high as 30–50 MPa. Munir et al. [131] systematically summarized the influence of different
parameters of SPS on properties of sintered samples. It was found that the heating rate (50–700 ◦C/min)
had little effect on the density of the sintered samples at the same sintered temperature and time.
However, the heating rate could influence the size of the sintered nanoparticles. By increasing the
sintering pressure, sintering temperature could be decreased, and grain growth of the joints was also
restricted. Santanach et al. [136] considered that the density of the sintered samples could be increased
through prolonging the sintering time. Ng et al. [137] believed that sintering temperature could also
affect density of the joints. Relative density of the samples almost reached 100% when the sintering
temperature was increased to 300 ◦C, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4. Compression tests on silver samples sintered by spark plasma sintering (SPS) at a low
pressure (3 MPa), for a short dwell time (1 min), at a 300 ◦C, b 200 ◦C and c 150 ◦C. Reproduced with
permission from [36].
Figure 5. Relative density as a function of variable: (a) SPS temperature; (b) hold time. Reproduced
with permission from [137].
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4.3. Laser Sintering
Laser sintering techniques can realize fast sintering of joints with excellent properties as compared
with conventional hot-pressing sintering [22,34,138,139]. At present, laser sintering techniques have
been widely used in sintering processes of metal, ceramic, and composite materials [140].
Yu et al. [38] realized the bonding of a high power light-emitting diode (LED) chip
(60 mil × 60 mil) with silver nanoparticles through a laser sintering process. An infrared radiation laser
(30 W, dspot = 600 μm, λ = 980 nm) was utilized in the study. The whole laser sintering process was 10 s
after drying the organic solvent on a hot plate (230 ◦C, 1 min). Shear strength of the laser sintered joints
could reach 9 MPa, which was higher than those fabricated by hot-pressing sintering in a convection
oven (250 ◦C, 3 h). In addition, the LED devices showed very good performance in luminous efficiency
and reliability. Liu et al. [141] have realized laser sintering dieattach processes using nanosilver pastes
within 1 min. Better shear strength was obtained with increasing laser power, irradiation time, and
load. Moreover, the shear strength of joints irradiated by 2–5 min of laser beam was comparable to that
of the joints sintered by the hotplate for 80 min. Qin et al. [142] used a continuous wave diode pumped
solid state (CWDPSS) laser to sinter thin films composed of Ag nanoparticles. The laser sintering
process obtained a unique transparent conductive network structure due to the rapid heating and
cooling process, whereas conventional heat treatment only formed isolated silver grains during the
slow heating process, as shown in Figure 6. Liu et al. [143] successfully synthesized and transferred
a transparent conductive silver film via the laser sintering process. Kunsik et al. [144] have realized
laser sintering of nanosilver ink through a digital micro mirror (DMD) with high efficiency instead of
the traditional printing and scanning process. Habeom Lee et al. have realized fast laser sintering of
silver nanoparticle ink on plastic substrates with good properties. The laser scanning speed is 5 mm/s.
In the study, the focusing lens of laser system was modified as a micro lens array or a cylindrical
lens to generate multiple beamlets or an extended focal line. The modified optical settings are found
to be advantageous for the creation of repetitive conducting patterns or areal sintering of the silver
nanoparticle ink layer [145].
 
Figure 6. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of nanosilver films: (a) heat treatment in
air; (b) laser sintering. Reproduced with permission from [142].
Yu et al. [146–149] compared the effects of laser type, wavelength, and power on the electrical
properties and surface morphologies of sintered nano thin film. The results showed that the picosecond
pulsed laser did less damage to the substrate as compared with the nanosecond pulsed laser and
continuous laser. In addition, resistivity of sintered nano thin film decreased gradually, and particle
size became larger with the increase of the laser power. Cheng et al. [37] simulated the ultrafast
melting and re-solidification process of nanoparticles through a one-dimensional, two-temperature
model. The results obtained from the model were in good agreement with the experimental data.
Huang et al. [150] studied the effects of different particle size and laser frequency on the phase changes
of the particles, including melting, vaporization, and re-solidification. Choi et al. [151] measured the
in-situ electrical resistance of laser sintered inkjet-printed ink to study its thermal conductivity with
the Wiedemann–Franz law. It was found that thermal conductivity of the sintered inkjet-printed ink
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would increase with the increase of laser input energy. Moreover, the thermal conductivity was also
related with surface morphologies of the aggregated nanoparticles.
Up to date, different types of laser have been used in the sintering process of silver nanoparticles.
However, the mechanism of laser sintering still requires further study.
4.4. Current Assisted Sintering
Current assisted sintering technology can provide enough heat to achieve the desired sintering
temperature in a short sintering time [152–157], which will restrain the coarsening of nanoparticles
during the sintering process and then the fine microstructures of the joints, thereby making the joints
possess good mechanical properties [158]. The shear strength of the joints fabricated by the current
assisted sintering process could reach about 90 MPa with the parameters of 8.25 kA of current density
for 1400 ms [159]. Mei et al. [114,160] used this technology to interconnect copper substrates with silver
nanoparticles. Shear strength of the joints could reach 40 MPa within 1 s current assisted sintering.
Moreover, the joints had better mechanical fatigue performance than those fabricated by traditional
hot-pressing sintering methods [161]. Figure 7 shows that the shear strength of the current assisted
sintered joints would increase when the current and sintering time was increased, and the maximum
strength could reach 96.7 MPa. Figure 8 shows fracture surfaces of the joints. Microstructures of the
joints became denser when the current was increased. Li et al. [34] found that the shear strength of
the sintered joints was closely related to the peak temperature of the sintering process. Xie et al. [162]
achieved robust bonding of large chips (>100 mm2) with nanosilver by current assisted sintering
within 10 s. Moreover, thermal resistance and density of the joints could reach 0.18 ◦C/W and 89.6%,
respectively. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results indicated that the better performances
of the chip and joints were attributed to the high density of twins in the joints formed in the current
assisted sintering process. Mei et al. [163] realized a current assisted sintering of nanosilver paste
within 1200 ms, and the strength of the joints could reach 50 MPa. The current assisted sintering
process could be divided into three stages: rearrangement of adjacent nanosilver particles, liquid phase
assisted densification, and densification by plastic deformation and elimination of crystal defects.
Figure 7. Comparison of shear strength: (a) Alternating Current (AC); (b) sintering time. Reproduced
with permission from [161].
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Figure 8. Fracture surfaces of samples sintered with different current: (a) 5.50 kA; (b) 6.50 kA;
(c) 7.00 kA; (d) 8.25 kA. Reproduced with permission from [161].
Urbański et al. [164] also employed high frequency and high voltage (HFHV) electric energy to
sinter nanoparticles, and applied the process to print a conductive pathway with nanosilver ink.
The reliability of sintered joints prepared by electric current assisted sintering and hot-pressing
sintering were evaluated by cyclic shear test, respectively. The joints fabricated by electric current
assisted sintering are more reliable than those by hot-pressing sintering [34].
5. Conclusions and Future Prospects
This review has summarized recent progress in the rapid sintering of nanosilver for electronics
application. Emphasis is placed upon in-situ formation of nanoparticles and joints, spark plasma
assisted sintering, laser sintering and electric current assisted sintering. Shear strength and
microstructures of sintered joints are also discussed in terms of key process parameters, such as
sintering temperature, time, current, et al. Table 1 shows the comparison of the sintering processes.
The current assisted sintering could obtain relatively high shear strength in the shortest sintering time.
The process of in-situ formation of nanoparticles and joints is economic because Ag2O is used as the
raw material rather than the nanosilver. Spark plasma assisted sintering can obtain joints with high
density. Laser sintering has the potential in precise selective sintering, and the process is often used
to sinter nanosilver inks to form conductive networks. Current assisted sintering is usually used for
connection between dissimilar materials. Moreover, the joints will have excellent shear performance
and anti-fatigue properties.
Table 1. Comparison of different rapid sintering methods.
Sintering Method Sintering Time Shear Strength Cost Ref.
Hot-pressing 30–90 min 30–84 MPa Low [22,165–167]
In-situ formation 3–5 min 50–70 MPa Low [35,118,120,121]
Spark Plasma 30–300 s 30–100 MPa Medium [36,129–132]
Laser 1–15 s 8–10 MPa High [38,168–170]
Current 0.1–1 s 40–97 MPa Medium [34,115,159–161]
Although the rapid sintering processes have many advantages as compared with conventional
hot-pressing sintering processes, there are still a lot of challenges in the applications of the processes to
electronic packaging. To promote the application of the rapid sintering processes, future work should
focus on the following points:
(1) In some rapid sintering processes, the sintering time may be less than 1 s. The sintering
mechanism of the processes may be different from that of traditional hot-pressing sintering. The
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sphere-to-sphere model may not be proper to explain the sintering behavior in the rapid sintering
processes. Therefore, more work needs to be done to explore the mechanism of rapid sintering.
(2) In some rapid sintering processes, such as in-situ formation of nanoparticles and joints, high
external pressure still needs to be applied on chips. The pressure may damage the chip during
the sintering processes. Future work needs to focus on reducing the pressure applied on chips
during the rapid sintering processes.
(3) Generally, binder and dispersants in the nanosilver pastes can prevent the undesirable premature
coalescence or agglomeration of nanosilver particles, and the metastable structure will be retained
until the organic carriers have been burned out at relatively higher temperatures. It is necessary
to study the burnout characteristics of the different organics systems and design nanosilver pastes
with a proper processing temperature.
(4) The bonding between different nanopaticles and metal films is a complicated process, which is
related with physical, mechanical, electrostatic, diffusion, and chemical characters of the materials.
Sintering parameters, such as sintering temperature, sintering time, pressure, and atmosphere
will affect the bonding process and qualities of the interfaces of the materials. Future work needs
to focus on the interfacial reactions and behaviors between nanoparticles and metal films during
the rapid sintering processes.
(5) Currently, studies on sintering mechanisms of nanosilver particles are usually based on
the spherical particle models. However, beside nanoparticles with spherical morphology,
nanomaterials with other morphologies such as wires, belts, disks, and flakes are also widely
mixed in pastes. The sintering mechanism of nanomaterials with different morphologies during
rapid sintering processes still needs great effort.
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